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THE

ANNUAL CATALOGUE
OF

BUTLER COLLEGE
DEPARTMENT OF ARTS

UNIVERSITY OF INDIANAPOLIS

FOR THE FORTY·SIXTH SESSION

1900- 190 1

WITH ANNOUNCEMENTS FOR

INDIANAPOLIS. IND.

190 1- 1<)02

•

SCHEDULE DAILY RECITATIONS- l90l-'02.
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Chemistry 4, 7

FALL.

ZoOlogy 4

Englis h 2
French 4
Greek 7
German 7

PhiloSO ~y

4
Chu rch ist. 1
Mathematics 8
Geology 1, 2

French 1
German B C,
Greek B C,
Mathematics 4
History 6
Economics 1

Mathe matics 1
Latin 1
Latin 4
Philosophy 1
Hi story 1
Greek 4
Sociology 5
German 4 .
H ebrew Bible 4
Englisn 5
Lit. in Eng. 21
Greek New Test.l Theology
4

WINTER.

SPRING.

3

Chemistry 1
ZoOlogy 1

•

Chapel

Chem is try 5,8
ZOOlogy 5
Englis h 1
French 5
Greek 8
German 8

I

2

Greek 1
German 1
P oJj t. Science 1
Hebrew 1
Spanish 1

L ati n 10
P edagogy 1
As tronomy 1

Englis h 13
Eng. Old Test. 1

Chemistry 2
ZoOlogy 2

•

PhilOSO~y

5
Ch n rch ist. 11
Mathematics 10
Physiology 7

Englis h 12
French 6
Greek 9
Ge rman 9
Philosophy 6
Mathematics 11

French 2
German B C,
Greek B C~
Mathematics 5
Hi s tory 7
Economics 2

French 3
Ge rman B C 3
Greek B C~
Mathemat.cs 6
Church Hist. 2
Physics 1
Economics 4
English 6

Chapel

L atin 2
Ph i 10ROphy 2
Greek 5
Ge rman 5 •
Englis h 8
Greek New Test. 2

Mathematics 2

L atin!'>

His tory 2
Sociology 6
H ebrew Bible 5
Hom iletics 5
Lit. in Eng. 22

Chemistry 6, 9
ZOOlogy 0
Botan y 1
Chapel

Ma tbem. tics 3
Latin S
Latin 6
Philosophy a
Hi story 8
Greek 6
Sociolog\' 8
German 6
Hebre w Bible 6
Englis h 4
Pas toml Theol. 6
Greek NewTest.a Lit.
in Eng. 23

Greek 2
German 2
PoLi t. Science
Hebrew 2
S~anish 2
T eology 7

a

Lati n 11
Pedagogy 2
As tronomy 2
Forens ics 1
Eng. Old Test. 2
Englis h 14
Sociology 11 (a)

Che mistry 3
ZOOlogy 3

Gree k 3
Ge rman a
Poli t . Science 4
Hebre w a
French 7

Latin 12
Pedagogy 3
Astronomy S
Forensics 2
Eng. N. Test. 7
Englis h 15
Sociolo~y 11 (b)
O. T. L.t. 3

UNIVERSIT Y OF INDIANAPOLIS.
It having become evident that the interests of higher education

may best be furthered by the consolidation under one general management of the leading educational institutions of Indianapolis,
such consolidation has been effected and articles of association
have been duly filed. The purposes of the corporation thus
formed, and the manner of its organization, are indicated in its
articles of association as follows:
"The name of the corporation shall be tbe UNIVEIlSlTY OF I NDIAN.U>OLIS.

"The object for which it is formed is to afford facilities for
higher education in the arts, sciences and professions.
"The said University shall acquire, own, hold and control the
necessary lands and buildings for the purposes of the University;
shall confer degrees, grant diplomas, and exercise all lawful
powers incident to such corporation.
"For the purpose of securing the ends for which the University
is organized, there shall be a school of the liberal arts, a school
of medicine, a school of law, a school of dentistry, and such other
schools as shall further the cause of higher education.
"There shall be a board of trustees, consisting of fifteen persons,
who shall serve without compensation; these shall be chosen for
the first year by the persons whose names are hereto signed; after
the first year, the senate of the University (as hereinafter provided for) shall select three members of such board , and in case
of vacancy by death, resignation or otherwise, of anyone of said
three members, the senate shall fill the place so vacated. The
president of the University and the mayor of Indianapolis shall
each, ex officio, be a member of such board. The remaining ten
members of the )Joard of trustees shall, at the end of the first
year, be selected by the board whose term is then about to expire,
and thereafter all vacancies in the list of said ten members so
chosen shall be filled by said board. The board of trustees shall
have charge, control and management of property interests and

•
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financial affairs of the University, and these powers shall include,
also, the power to determine the compensation of all officers,
professors and employes of the University.
"There shall be a senate of the University consisting of one
representative from each school, selected by the same, except that
the school of liberal arts shall have two representatives in said
senate, by it chosen; provided, however, that the total number
com posing said senate shall not exceed twelve. The members of
the said senate shall serve without compensation. The senate
shall have charge and control of the ed ucational interests of the
Un iversity. There shall be a president of the University, to be
chosen by the joint vote of the board of trustees and the senate,
and there may be such other officers of the University as may be
deemed necessary or expedient by the board and senate thus act·
ing. All officers so chosen shall hold office during the pleasure of
the board and senate.
"Should any existing school heretofore organized, or any school
hereafter organized for educational purposes, desire to hecome a
school in this University, the same can do so when permitted by
law, upon the consent of the board of trustees, on the reco mmendation to such board by the senate upon terms to be agreed
upon by and between such school or schools, and the board of
trustees. And, in admitting such school or schools, the said board
shall have the power to agree, among other things, that such
school or schools may each have the management and control of
its own separate property and special officers, and the right to
select and discharge its professors; and determine their compensation, and the power of recommending for degrees and diplomas
at the hands of the University, those whom the said school or
schools may deem worthy of such degrees or diplomas; provided,
however, t hat during the first year, the recommendation of the
senate to the board of trustees for the admission of any school or
schools shall be dispensed with. These articles may be amended
by a two·thi rds vote of the board of trustees antI the senate acting
together."
In pursuance of the above, the following officers have been
chosen:

U
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Presicle.nt of the University.

Academical Senate.
SCOT BUTLER.
HARRY S. HICKS.
EDWARD

F.

WILLIAM C. BOBB .
DEMARCHUS C. BROWN.
HODGE.

Board of Trustees.
GEORGE E. HUNT, Secretary.
HERMAN
P. H. JAMESON.
MATTHIAS L. HAINES.
THOMAS TAGGART.
HENRY JAMESON.
STERLING R. HOLT.
A . . HARRIS.

LIEBER, Trea urer.
EowAlm H. DEAN.
SCOT B TLER.
HILTON U. BROWN.

The following colleges have been admitted to this corporation
and compose the
University of Indianapolis:
.
DEPAJITMENT OF ART .............................. Butler College.
DEPAJlTlIIENT OF MED! INE ............. Medical College of Indiana .
•
DEPaRTMENT o~' LAW ....................... Indiana Law School.
DEPAJITMENT OF DENTAL SURGERY .......... Indiana Dental College.

Summary.
1900-1901.
o. in Faculty. Student Enrolled.
Department of Arts..... .. ............ 26
396
Department of Medicine... . . . . . . . . . . . .. 62
263
Department of Law. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20
122
Department of Dental Surgery. . . . . . . . .. 13
225

Total ' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 111

996

•

•

IDepartment of

ID e ~lcll1 e

ttbe meNeal (!ollege of lInNana.
This College will open its thirty-second session September 20,
1901. A foul' years' g rad ed course. Th e course of ins truction
consists of labora tory work , didacti c and clini cal t ea ching. T he
College has full y equipped labo r atories in all departments. Clinical faciliti es are a mpl e. Clini cs at Cit y Hospital, St. Vincent's
Infirmary, Central Hospita l for Insan e and th e College Dispensary. Bedsid e in struction a nd obs tetri c se rvi ce. Th e College has
met th e demand s of th e profession from year to year for more
thorough ins tru ction by extendin g its curri culum and rai sing. th e
entran ce r equirements and has bee n gratified by th e evid ence of
profess ional approva l as shown in th e cons tantly i ncreasing size
of its classes, the attend a nce d urin g th e past session being the
largest in th e hi s tory of t he school. A large addition to th e
prese nt college buildin g is now bein g e rect ed, and will contain
large labora tory rooms, read in g roo ms, a gy mnasium and spacious
quarter s for t he Bobbs' F ree Dispe nsa ry.
For informa tion add ress t he Sec reta ry , G EO RGE J. COOK, M. D.,
224 North Meridi a n St reet, Ind ia na poli s, Ind .
HENRY J AMESON , M. D., Dean ,
28 E ast Ohio St., In dianapolis, Ind.

IDepartmellt of :taw

lInbtana ']Law Sebool.
As location for a law school, th e city of Indianapolis has no
supeIior in the country. Nowhere has th e stud ent better oppor·
tuniti es to watch the progress of all sorts of litigation in courts
of all grades. All the cour ts of the state of Indiana, from the
supreme court down to that of lowest jurisdiction, and also the
United States circuit and district cou rts, are in a lmost continuous
session here during the school year. The va lue to the student of
the knowl edge of co urt procedure to be thus secured can hardly
be placed too hi gh. H e not only learn s routin e co urt worl{, but he
learns, also, the manner of cross·exa mination of witnesses; he
sees the practi cal application of the rul es governing the admission
of evidence, and the methods of its introduction ; not only t h is,
but the student is thus afforded opportuniti es to observe and
study the trial methods and styles of argument of prominent
lawye rs from all parts of the country, as they are brought here
by litigation in whi ch they are interested.
Indianapoli s presents the advantages of city life without the
drawbacks of a city of the largest size. The cost of living here
is low, although it is the seat of great professional and commercial
activity. The litigation arisi ng in the different co urts is of the
most varied cha racte r, and involves th e most diverse business
interests, and the student may thus acquaint himself with busi·
ness method s as well as co urt procedure.
For catalogue and furth er information address the Dean, JAUES
A. ROHBA CH, A. M., LL. B., 1117 Law Building, Indianapolis, Ind.

IDepartmellt of IDellttstr }?

lInNana IDental (tollege.
The college is now occupying its own building, which was
erected for dental educational purposes. The building is on the
southwest corner of Ohio and Delaware streets, centrally located
and easily accessible from all parts of the city.
The growth of the college has been steady and sure, indicating
its worth as an educational institution. Our students come from
all parts of the United States.
The fame of our city as an educational center is rapidly spreading. Indianapolis is now closer to the center of population
of the United States than any other city. Its railroad facilities,
healthfulness and other advantages combine to r ender it an ideal
college town.
For catalogue and further information add r ess INDIANA DENTAL
COLLEGE, Indianapolis .

•

•

•

lDepartl1lent of :JLlberal :arts
•

:mutler <rolleGe, lIr,,{nGton.
The purpose or this d partmcnt of the University is to furnish
the means of a general ducation in the arts and sciences. It is
believed that su h ducation not only contributes to liberal cuI·
ture, but affords a preliminary training of immense practical
value in professionai or business life. For detailed catalogue
see following pages.

•
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BUTLER COLLEGE.
CALENDAR 190H902.

Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Nov.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
D ec.
Dec.

Fall T erm, 1901.
1. . Tu esday ... .. .... Enrollment and Regi t ration.
2 .. Wednesday .. ... . . Assignment of CIa s Work.
9 .. Wednesday . . . ... . Quarterly Meeting Directors.
28 . . Thursday . ........ Thanksgiving Day Vacation.
5 .. Thursday ........ Oratorical Primary .
9 . . Monday .......... R egistration for Winter T erm.
13 . . Friday ........... Freshman-Sophomore Debate.
19 .. Thursday . ..... .
T erm Examinations and Close of Fall
20 .. Friday ........ .
Term.
21. . Saturday ..... . .
•

Winter Term, 1902.
Jan. 2 .. Thursday .... ... . Enrollment and R egistration .
Jan. 3 .. Friday ... . . ...... Instru ction Begi ns.
Jan. 8 .. Wednesday . ... ... Quarterly Meeting Di rec to r .
Jan. 10 .. Friday .... ....... Primary D ebate.
F eb. 7 . . Friday .... . . .. . . . Founders' Day .
Feb. 22 .. Saturday ......... Washington's Birthday.
Mar. 7 .. Friday . . ..... ..... In ter-Coll egiate D eba teo
Mar. 10 .. Monday .......... Regis tra tion for Spring T erm.
Mar. 20. Thursday.. .....
.
.
.
Mar. 21. .Friday. .. ...... . T erm ExamlDabons and Close of WIDter
Mar. 22 .. Sa turday ... . . . . .
T erm.
Spring T erro, 1902.
Apr. 1.. Tuesday . . ........ Enrollment nnel R egistration.
Apr. 2 .. Wednesday . ...... Instr uction Begins.
A PI'. 9 .. Wednesday . . . ... .Primary D ebate.

•
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Apr. 9 .. Wednesday ...... . Quarterly 1eeting Directors .
May 7 .. Wedn esday . . .. ... Sophomore Essays .
May 8 .. Thursday ........ Inter-Collegiate D ebate .
May 31 .. Saturday . . ....... Sophomore 0
June 14 .. Sa turdny ......... Final Chapel Exercises .
Jun e 15 .. S u ndny ........ . . Baccn la m ea te Sflrmon.
June 14 .. Saturday . ..... .
June 16 .. Monday.. .. .... Term Examinations .
June 17 .. Tuesday . ...... .
June 17 .. Tue day . ......... President 's Reception.
Jun e 18 .. Wedne day .. ..... Entrance Examination.
June 18 .. Wedne day . ...... Alumni R eunion.
June 19 .. Thursday ... . .... Forty-seventh Annual Commencement .

•

•

•

•

•

Board of Directors, Butler College.
I

ADDISON F. ARMSTRONG ...... .................... .... ............ .... . Kokomo.
ADELBERT W. BRAYTON, M. D .. ........ . ............... ........ .... .... Indianapolis .

URBAN C. BnEWER, A. M. .... ...... . , ....... ...... .. . . : . . ... .. ...... . .. Danville.
HILTON U. BROWN, A . M .. ........... .... ............. ...... ........... Indianapolis.
HOWARD CALE, A. M .... ....... .... ........ ...... ....... ... .... ........ Indianapolis.
CHAJ1LES E. HOLLENDEOK, A. M . .... .. ...... ........ ........ .......... Indianapolis .
JOSEPH I. IR\YIN ... . . . ...................... ...•....•. .... . ... . ... ... . . Columbus.

I'

PATRICK H. JAMESON, M. D . ........ ........ ....... .. ... .............. Indianapolis .
OVID B. JAMESON .......... ................ ........................ .... Indianapolis .
F. R OLLIN KA UTZ, A. M . .... .... ............. , . .... .................... Indianapolis .
JOIJN A. KAUTZ , A. M . ................................... .. ...... .... . Kokomo.
TnOMAS A. KUHN, PH. D ..... ... . .. ........ .... ........ .... .... ...... .. Kokomo.
LOUIS J. MORGAN, A. M .. ............. .... . .... ........ ................ Indianapolis .
\VILJ.. IAh1: M ULLENDORE)

A.

M ..... . .. ..... ...... . . ......... ..... ... ... FraokHo.

ALLAN B. PHIL PUTT, A. M .. ...... ................................... .. Iudiauapoli •
WILLIAM D. STARR, A. M .................. ........................... Noble ville .
CUARLES E. THORNTON, A. M . ............ ...... ............ .... ....... Indianapolis .
ADDISON

F.

Officers of the Board.
ARMSTRONG ................ .... . ... . .. . .. . . ... .... . ....... Pre ide nt.

C nA UNCV BUTLER .............................................. .. ..... Secretary .
ALLEN R. BENTON .. ...... .... ........ ...... .. ... ..... .. ............ .. Treas ure r.

Standing Committees.
On Finance and Au(liUng .
P . H. JAMESON,

C . E. H OLLENBECK.

HOWAllD CALE,

On G"Oltnds, B'ltilClings anrt R eal
How ARD CAL'E,
A. B. PI[ILP OT~' ,

C. E. TnoRNTON ,

E.~late.

F. R. KAUTZ,

On L ibl'(l,1'!J, .l":l p)Ja1'atus and Cabinet.
U. C. BREWER,

H. U. BRO'f N.
W. D. STARR.

On rll S/Tll e/o,", Sala"ies .ancl Condition 01 S chool• .
H. U . BROWN,
A. W. BRAYTON,
A. B. PBTLPOTT,
T. H. K unN.

O. B . JAMESON,
W M. MULLENDORE,

f

On Ju,(iicicu'y and Clai1ns.
J. 1. IRWIN,
L. J. MORGAN,
all B oar(lillg H all.
C . E. THORNTON,

L. J. MORGAN,

J. A. KA UTZ.
CRAUNCY BUTLER.

BUTLER COLLEGE.
Faculty.
SCOT B UTeEIl, A. M.• LL. D .. Presld nt, and Protessor ot Latin
Language and LIterature.
A. n.t Northwos torn Chr iSliOI) UnhTo rs it)'. 1808;. A. M., IfJitl'l.1 8iO; tlld (>nt
C10lSSIcn i Philolog), Univers ity of ll nllo,und UniVeft'f ily of H<lrlin,1S73-'15;
r.. L. D., BUllor 'ollege. IH9ti; instructor ill Lntio lind MlIlhomotics . indian a
Univorsity, 1869-'12 ' Profossor or Latin, Northwostorn Chri Htill1l Universit)'
lbll- - ; Pres ident buLler CoUogo, 189'ol- -,

OEMAltOHUS CLARITON BnowN. A. M., Protessor of Greek Language

and Literature.

~~~,~~~¥~~i~:~~~

Uuivors
it)' of CoL!Oij'O,
TDbiogOll18;0
ond
Drili
MUSt'llln
'
A.
B., Butler
; A.
M'l~ I (bid
., 1 toiO,
American School of CI8 ~~ icul Studies, Athe nS
Art. Berlin Mu se um, IbOO: Stnrll.'llt Archft.'O tOR)',

Grecco, Uro7; Professor or Greek LanguAgo nnd
ll!8-I- -.

TIIOMAS CAlm

HOWE,

A. M., Ph. D., Arm strong Professor of Ger·

manic Languages.
Ph. B.• Butlor Collcfn). 1/»9; A. M., ibirl. , Ib93 : Studout Ullivors it), or Berlin,
ISOO-'9".!; Graduate Stude nt H urvllrd Uuiverolit)', 11'100-'00 ; A. .M .. ibM., I 97:
Ph. D .• ibid .. I 00; Iustructor III Gorman , ibid., I WS-'OO/' Ins tructor in Genl18u
and Lutitl, Butlor College, 1 9-'00; Arms trong Pro CliSor GermOllic L ou·
guog-Cf4, ilJlcl., 1bOO·-.

H ENIIY LANE BIl UNEIl. A. B., Ph . D .• Protesso r ot Biology and Geology.
A. B., Abingdon College. ISSO i Student Sheflleld Scie ntific School l Yo Ie Col.
lege, I&!O-'HI : A ~s i s t ont in Muran I uves li,::ontion s or u. . Commi,!; ~ ton or Fish
and Fishorios , 1&)1-'SI ; tudont of ComparAtive AnUIOm)'. Univer~it) or Frei.
burg, Badon, 1 ~9a-'9j; Ph. D .• ibid., I '00 ; I m~ lru c tor. Abin~don Colle~'C,
IbSl- S4 : Prorcsaor Natural Scionces. Eureka Collt."go, 1 ~ -'h6' Professor Biolog), aod Geology, Drako Unhersit)', 1891- '9"2 ; idem, Butle r CoheRe, 1S1J'2- -.

Dolts.;\"
E conomics.

JA COU

}i"'OltREST,

A. M., Ph . D., Professor of Sociology and

HirADl Colleg0J. I892; A. at .), ;b;(I. , 189'l ; Graduate Stud ent in Political
Ohio State universi t)::, lo93- '9 t ; Graduato tudent in Sooiolofi)" Po·
nnd Ethics, The Onh·('tsit)'. of Chicag~, H,O I-'95 ' Fe ow ill
IM9~'97; Ph . D., ihid., 1900; University Extens ion Lecturer in
, ihM., 1896-'99; Professor of Socio log)' Bud Economics, Butler CO"

14

•

WILLIAM JAY KAH;;LAKE, M. S., Ph. D., Professor of Chemistry.
i~~~~,

B.

I~(

>.·nto

: Private Assis tnnt to Dr.

ry. Pen
nive r!:'ity.
yof
land
(ax , N.
,",or of Chern is! ry ,

vania

tote ollege,
. Ph. D. , ibici.,
; Lecturer in
at Mid·

-.

JABEZ HALL, A. M. , Professor of Homiletics and Pastoral Theoiogy.
. Pa stor Christian
Bothun ), ollege, l 'iQ5; A. M., Bntle r <.;o·uo

. Richmond Va.,
'UU OI Bible Scj 1001,

b.!.".'l~'

Wheeliug, W. Va., I 06-72; le ve land .
., Pro Cessor o f Homiletic~ and Pas toral

SAM UEl, ALLEN HAI!KEI!, A. M. , Professor of Mathematics.
A. B., Butle r College, I 97; A.
and Astronom y ,Univorsity of
L ena, 111 .. 1892·'94 ; Ins tructor n

ot

tin MRthema tic
Public chools ,
Manual Train-

athema tics, Butle r

Co ege, 1899· -.

WILL DAVID HOWE, A. M. , Ph. D., Professor of English Literature.
A. B., Butler
t Harvard Uni<e r. it · 1 94--'95,
It>96-'99 ; A.
" ibid. ,
; Ph. D. , ibid .. 1 99" nivers it y
Scholar, ibi(/.,
;
Scholar. ib/<I., 1
'99; acting yrof ESo r o f
English Lauguage aud
to rature, Butler Coli ge, l 95-'96; Pro fe sor Engli sh
Literature, ibid ., 1899- -.

EDOAR WILLIillS AnIlOTT, Ph. R , Professor of Romance Languages.

I
,
so r Romance Lan.
•

1 93; Principal High
Romance Languages
in Depa rtmen t oC o::~~;~;~'P~:~i~
a nd oll~go de "
11>99· - .

,•

CmnSToPHER B USH COLEMAN, A. B., B. D., Professor of Church
History and Acting Professor of History.
A. B., Yale Uni
cago The ological
1898-'99; B. D. ,

minnry t
'97: Chiniver Ity of bicago.
Butle r Bibl College,

1900- - .

ARTHUR KENYON ROOEllS, A. B., Ph. D. , Acting Professor of Philoso·
phy and Pedagogy.
Colby
A.
1 91 ; Graduate ! ud,m t
ow, Uni

structor in
Prores.or of Phi

rs ityof ChicRgo,
. t6r~nniza
ITartforo
SC!~~:~lo~~;'
ti on
.ot" of Cbicago,
,
Alfred
ivors itl',
Butlor College, 1000· - .

•

•
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JOHN MCKEE, A. B., B. D., Professor of Hebrew Language and
Literature.
A. B., Butler College. 1 s.t; B. D., Yale UnivAr.i
Semitic Languages, Univers ity of
Butler Bible College, 1900--.

hicago,

WALTER F. KELLY, B. Lit. , Director Physical Culture.
Ant

rector

Harvard Summer School Ph y-ica l
University of Texas, 1 97-'98; Di·

199-

re o

•

CORNELIA ADELLE ALLEN, A. M. , Instru ctor in English and History
and Head of College R es id ence.
. Graduat
Eugli h ,

Buchte l College,
. University of
0., Public
0 .. High
, !'()C~
n
and History,

oUngo,

English
ibid ., 1900-'01 ;

OMAR WIL ON, A. M., Principal Preparatory Department and In·
structor I n Latin and Greek.
A. B., Butler vo ue

Oskaloosa College.
College,
- .

A. M. , ibid. ,

; Principal

; Professor of Latin and Greek,

Prepa ratory Department, Butler

CLA JIA FRANCES MCTN1'YIlE, A. B ., Instructo r in English .
A. B. , Radcliffe, 1900.

Ro A E. DAnK, Instru ctor in Spanish.
Formerly A s~ i s t a nt Principal Natio nal Normal School, Mendoza, Argentine
Republic.

A ssistant Instructors.
BLANCHE P. NOEL, A. B., Assistant Instr uctor in Latin.
ISA REL LOUISE VI NZAN 'I', Assistant Instru ctor in lathematics.

CLARE CE FORSYTH, Professor of Musi c.
•

Stuttgart,

; ibicl., 1 7-' 9; Be rlin ,

; P a ri, 1896.

EVELYN MAY JEFFRIES, A. B., Instructo r in Piano.
GEORGIA GALVIN , A. B., Instru cto r in Singing.
ADOLPH SCHELL

C rr~IrDT ,

In stru cto r in Vi olin and Violoncello .
•

Cologne, 1890-'92.
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MYRTU; LEWELLYN TAYLOR, Instructor in Art.
Assis tunt Indianapoli s
schools of IndiaDnpoti ~,

; SL>ecin l rlrawingteacher
rrlll. of Art Dept., Greenville ollege,

'99; BuUar, 1900.

OFFICERS.
SCOT BUTLEIl ........... . ............................ President
OMAIl WILSON ...........•........ ·······•··········· Secretary
W. J. KAIlSLAKE ........•...... ····················· .Registrar
J. D. FOIlIlEST ......•........... ···················· .Examiner.
E. W. ABBOTT . . .............. ·············· .Adviser, Freshman
T. C. HOWE ..........•..................... Adviser, Sophomore
S. A. HAIlKER ............•....•... ············ .Adviser, Junior
D. C. BIlOWN ................................... Adviser, Senior
W. D. HOWE ............. , ..................... Adviser, Special
C. B. COLEMAN ... . ...........•............... Adviser, Graduate
OMAIl WIL 0 ' . .. ......................... Adviser, Preparatory

COMMITTEES.
College Government:
Scot Butler, T. C. Howe, J. D. Forrest.
D ebate and Oratory:
W. D. Howe, A. K. Rogers, C. B. Coleman.
College Paper:
T. C. Howe, H. L. Bruner, E. W. Abbott.
Graduate Studies:
C. B. Coleman, W. J. Karslake, D. C. Brown.
Athletics:
W. F. Kelly, D. C. Brown, Scot Butler.
Lib7'U!'Y:
D. C. Brown, S. A. Harker, W. J. Karslake.

Y. M. C. A.:
C. B. Coleman, D. . Brown, John McKee.
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ORGANIZATION.
Butl I' nlv rslty. by act of Its 011' ctOl'1l and ot
th Trust s of th
nlv rsltyof Indi anapolis. bas
been amllat d with th latt I' Institution, In which
h n etorth It hold s th pla(' ot a cI partment, to be
gnat d
Bull I' 01
Department of th Llhpral rts ot th
nil'erslty
of Indianapolis. Tbls I' lalion does not aff t the autonomy of
Bull I' nlv rslty, wbo
own rshlp of property and control In
all malle I'S art cting Internal manag m nt I' main as her totor
with Its own board ot dlr tor.

Department of
the University
of India napolis.

Historical
In tbe g neral conv ntlons ot tbe brisllan
Sketch.
bur hes ot I ndlana the founding of an Institution
of higb I' du alion tlrst b gan to be dl uss d In tbe year 1 41.
few year lat I' a d flnlt resolution ommlttlng tb m to tbis
work wa adopt d. After a full anvass of tb
tate in 1 49, in order to asc rtaln tbe views of those Interested In tbe undertaking,
it was d cld d to build such an Institution at Indianapolis, und I'
tbe name of the orthwest rn hrl stian niversity.
cbarter
both liberal and comprehensive. and fllted to promote the purof its projecto rs, was obtained from tbe Leg! lature. Tbis
cbart I' w nt Into effect January 15,
and tbe niverslty was
formally opened ovembe r 1, 1 55. Tbe charter provides for a
joint-stock corporation, tbe sbar s ot whose stock are fixed at
$100 eacb, on wblcb, wben paid up, or
Interest on tbe same
Is regularly paid, tbe stockholder recelv s 6 per cent. per annum,
payable In tuition. An amount ot subscriptions sufficient tor a
beginning was I' celved witbln about igbteen months, and then
the commissioners, under tbe chart 1', pro eeded to erect a sub·
stan tlal building and to organize tb e various departments and
courses of study. In 1 73 It was d termined to remove to Irvington , and in 1875 instruction of the coll ege lasses was begun in
the new location. This removal was prompted in part by financial

I
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considerations, for the real estate belonging to the University, having been included within the city limits, had greatly appreciated,
and the corporation, by putting it on the market as city lots, was
able to increase largely its financial resources. It was felt, too,
that a quiet suburb, withdrawn somewhat from the distractions
of the city, would afford a more desirable place of residence for
students. Experience has demonstrated the correctness of this
view and the wisdom of the removal.
The change in the name of the institution (Northwestern Christian University to Butler University) was made February 28, 1877,
after full deliberation by the Board of Di rectors. This change
did not afl'ect any chartered obligations of the corporation in
respect to property or graduates, or its purposes, all of which have
been determined by a legislative act and the recorded resolutions
of the Board of Directors.
By an agreement entered into by the trustees of
A ffiliation with
Butler College and the trustees of the University
the University
of Chicago.
of Chicago during the summer of 1898, the College
is affiliated with the University upon terms which present the
•
following advantages to students:
1. At each commencement of the College, the Bachelor's degree
of the University will be conferred upon the member of the
graduating class designated by the College as having sustained
the highest average rank during the whole college course.
2. Every recipient of the Bachelor's degree from the C;ollege
will receive a certificate showi ng that he will be entitled to the
Bachelor's degree of the University upon the completion of one
quarter's (twelve weeks') additional study at the University.
3. Free tuition for one quarter in the University w\ll be
granted to those who within one year aftel' graduation from the
College present the above mentioned certificate and become candidates for the Bachelor's degree of the University.
4. Three fellowships , yielding free tuition for one year (three
quarters), will be granted annually to graduates of Butler College,
nominated by the College. The holders of these fellowships may
take advantage also of the offer of free tuition to all graduates
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for one quarter, thus securing free tuition for four quarters. (The
tuition fee at University of hi cago is $40 pel' quarter.)
The regulations to which the college submi ts in consequence
of the affiliation in no way compromi se its independ ence, but are
intended solely to enable th e University to assure itself that the
standard of work is being mainta ined at its prese nt grade. The
terms of the affiliation are a guarantee that the und ergraduate
cou rse in Butler College is pract icall y on a pal' with that of the
University of Chicago, and that it is so recognized by the University.
Directorship.
The general control of the affairs of the corporation is vested in a board of directors, consisti ng of twenty-one
members. These directors are chosen by vote of th e stockholders
from their number, a meeting for the purpose being held every
thi I'd year at the office of the secretary of the board , at 2 o'clock
P. M ., of Commencement Day. A stockholder is entitl ed to one
vote for each share of stock owned by him, and ca n vote in person
01' by proxy.
Any stockholder is eligible to membership on the
board. The members of th e board serve without pay. A newly
elected board organizes by choos in g a president, a secretary and
a treasurer. The next election of directors will be held in the
year 1903.
The finan cial resources of the insti tution have
Present Financia! Condition.
been made to suffice for all work so far und ertaken. The property of the corporation is in a highly satisfactory
shape, and its endowment is kept well invested, yielding an assured income. The affairs of the corporation are in the hands
of a board of directors devoted to its interests, wise and conservative in all their views, and thorough and prudent in the
administration of the trust committed to them. But the demands
made upon an institution of learning at th e present day are
greater than ever before. The college is insufficiently endowed
to meet these demands, and it is hoped that the same generous
spirit which created and has hitherto sustained it will prompt
provision for its continued development.
The books of the
corporation still remain open for subscriptions to stock.

-
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The paramount purpose of the founders was to
Educational
build up an institution of tbe amplest range of cu iPurpose.
tu re and one wbicb sbould embody also certain liberal, catholic
Cbristian ideas wbi b bad found no mpbatic recognition in then
existing educational institutions. It was an attempt to put into
durable and forceful activity ideas vital to social and civi l progress. The wisdom of tbese purposes bas been fully vindicated
by the march of events and by the progress of public sentiment
with respect to tbe ideas to wbich the founders sought to give
prominence.
Religious
Tbe PUl'PO e of the founders, expressed in tbei r
Influence.
act of incorporation, was "to establish an institution of learning [or the education of the youth," and "to teach anel
in ulcate the Christian faith and bristian morality as taught in
the sacred Scriptures." Bible instruction is provided as a part of
all under-graduate courses of study. Attendance at daily morning
prayers in the college chapel is expected. The institution has always been religious in spirit; by the terms of its charter it must
always be so. The plan of education proposed in its founding
was not limited to cientific and literary and !esthetic culture,
but recognizing the spiritual needs of man's nature, it included
the r eligious element.
The 011 ge desires in every way to encourage
students of limited means, but it does not invite
SeU-Support
by Students.
the attendan e of those who are enti rely without
means of support. It can not undertake to furnish employment
to students.
everthele , many young men studying for the
ministry here support th mselves eith I' wholly or in part by
preaching in neighboring town. All parts of the tate are within
easy reach of Indianapolis, so that unday servi es at a distance
need not interfere with the r gular d
of the student. This
emp loym ent, however, mu s t be secured mainly tbrough the student's own ex rtions. The 011 g can not stand pledged to eCUI'
it for any; every such stud nt must depend on his own
ability, industry and perseverance.

FacUities for
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Frequent letters are received by the management from young persons desirous of obtaining
an education, inquiring as to what assistance can
be afforded students who are without the necessary means of
support. To such, unfortunately, our answer can not be encouraging. The College has the merest beginning of a students' aid
fund, and yet the good that might be accomplished by the judicious expenditure of even a comparatively limited amount o[
money, in affording assistance to deserving young men and woo
men, is not to be estimated. In behalf of these young men and
women whom a little assistance will enable to take positions of
commanding influence in the church and in society, the attention
of phi lanthropic people is called to the good that in this way
their means can be made to accomplish. The directors will gladly
receive and faithfu ll y administer any endowment that may be
placed in their hands for this purpose.

Pecuniary
Assistance
to Students.

The Young Men's Christian Association and the
Christian
A ssociations.
Young Women's Christian Association are vol untary organizations of students and instructors for the promotion
of religious culture and for Christian work in college. Their
members are sincere and energetic, and always extend to new
students a very cordial welcome. The two associations hold a
joint prayer-meeting every Monday evening, thus greatly assisting in maintaining Christian zeal among the students. A committee from each of these associations is in attendance during
the first week of the fall term for the purpose of assisting those
entering college, with information in regard to rooms, etc., and
in general to afford any assistance in their power, which students
who are strangers in Irvington may feel inclined to seek from
them. The Y. M. C. A. and the Y. W. C. A. unite in a social given
at the beginning of each term, to which all students are invited.
This affords opportunity for old students to welcome new, and
for all to cultivate more intimate a cquaintance. All students
who are church members are eligible to active membership in
these associations. Students not identified with any church may
become associate members.
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The Collegian.
Under this title a magazine is published, its
edito rs consisti ng of representatives of the various college
classes.
•
The following named persons bave bee n chosen by tbe faculty
as r ep resentatives of the College for tbe session of 1901- 1902.
Editor-in-Chief, James L. Baldwin; Ass istant Editor, Tbeodore
L. Nan ce; Business Manager, Earle Edson; Assistant Editors,
Sara Cbarlotte Powell, Elizabeth Poulson; Jeannette C. Blair;
William R. Longley; Guy Killie, harles A. Barnett.
1'he Collegian is furnisbed to all stud ents of the College on application without charge. Students and graduates are cordially
invited to contri bute illustrations, articles, verses, letters and
•
information.
The College has engagements for two Inter-ColInter-Collegiate
legiate debates annually; one, which takes place
Debates.
in the winter term, is contested with DePauw University; the
other, in the spring term , with Notre Dame University. For each
debate a semi-final primary is held, dates for which will be found
given in the College calendar.
Students' DebatThe Debating Association bas been organized to
ing Association. promote interest in debating among the students,
to make all necessary arrangements for debates with other colleges, to attend to all business pertaining to debates, and to assist
the debating team in every way possible.
In the fall term, annually, a debate is held between represen tati ves of the above classes. The
date fix ed for this debate will be found by reference to the College calendar.

Freshmen and
Sophomore
Debate.

Oratorical
Seven colleges, of which this institution is one,
Association.
compose the Indiana State Oratorical Association.
The local association is composed of members of tbe college
classes. The object of this association is to advance oratory by
encouraging stud ents to write a nd deliver orations. Preliminary
contests a re held annually to decide upon a representative for the
State contests. Contestants are judged on thought, composition

•
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and delivery. Three judges are selected by the faculty on thought
and composition, while the association elects three judges on delivery. The contestant receiving the highest average awarded
by the judges represents the College at the State contest. If the
contestant be successful there he represents the State of Indiana
in the Inter-State contest, composed of ten western states. The
work done in this department has proved very beneficial to those
who take part, and has greatly advanced interest in oratory in
tbe College.
Literary
The Philokurian Literary Society, organized in
Societies.
1876, holds weekly meetings in its hall at the
College. Its membership was originally confined to young men,
but later young women also have been admitted. The society
is in a highly prosperous condition, and all students are invited
to become members.
The Athletic
The Athletic Association has been reorganized
Association.
during past years. The plan in this reorganization was to strengthen the association in every particular. The
co nstitution provides for the perfect control and carrying on of
all branches of athletics in the College, and its aim is to keep
athletics upon a clear and wholesome basis, which is the only way
to make sports successful in College. There is a board of control,
composed of three faculty members and three students, whose
duty it is to see that all the rules of the association are strictly
observed. The eligibility of students to take part in athletics
is governed by the rules of the Indiana Inter-Collegiate Athletic
Association.
Any professor, alumnus or student of Butler College may become
a member of the association by subscribing to the constitution and
paying a membership fee of 50 cents per year. An annual field
day is held each spring, the events including all kinds of field
and track athletics. Foot·ball, base-ball, basket-ball and' tracl{
athletic teams are supported by the association. Members of the
teams and contestants in athletic games must be members of the
association.

_..
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Gymnasium
R egu la r exer cise in gymnastics is provided as a
Practice.
means of health, and is supervised by a competent
in st ru ctor. This exercise is req uired of students of the lower
classes, but is optional with Juniors and Seniors.
The location of the College in the imm ediate
Literary and
vicinity of Indianapolis makes it possible for stu·
Musical
Advantages.
dents to hea r the best lectu r er s and s inge rs, vari·
ous organizations in t he city offering eve ry winter valuable
cou rses of entertainments. Because these advantages are thus
offered and are so far s upe rior to anything that a college could
secure, t he faculty does not find it necessary to make unusual
provi sion for s uch entertainments.
Schools of Music and of Art are co ndu cted in conn ection with
the co llege, though these do not form organic parts of tbe institu·
tion, and tbey bave their own fees for tuition. Tbese schools are
of fir st rank, a nd students in the college can conveni ently avail
themselves of tbeir advantages.
'rh e Irvington Atbenreum is an orll'lnization composed of r es i·
dents of Irvington and Indianapolis, formed for tbe purpose of
in t roduci ng to its member s men of national prominence, di stin·
gui s bed as authors, artists, statesmen, etc. During tbe year 1900·
1901, Dr. H enry Van Dyke, Prin ceton , N. J ., Col. T. W. Higginson,
Cambridge, Mass., Col. Cbarles Denby, Evansville, Ind., bave ap·
peared before tbe club. Tbe stud ents of tbe College have opportunity to bear tbese men in chapel on tbe mornings following tbe
cl u b lectu res.
Graduate
For purposes of advanced study tbe College exStudents.
tend s its privileges to its own graduates and to
grad uates from otber co lleges of like standing, and it conff" rs an
advanced degree und er co ndition s desc ribed elsewbere. Gradu ate students, not candidates for a degree, also, are r eceived .
•

Memorial Gifts.
Tbe Board of Directors would encou rage gifts in
the form of endowments of various cbairs of instru ction. The
sum of $20,000 to $30,000 subscribed in stock will secure to tbe
subscriber the privilege of confe rrin g a name on the cbair so
end owed and of nominating an in umbent, s ubj ect to the ap·
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proval of the board. Smaller amounts can be devoted to equally
useful purposes. Subscriptions of $1,000 to $5 ,000 can be devo ted
to the founding of scholarships for the benefit of deserving young
people who stand in need of assistance, and of prizes for the reward and encouragement of the ambitious. These scholarships
wou ld be awarded worthy students on competitive examinations
and the recipients expected to assume some work as ass istant instructors, thus rendering the faculty valuable and much-need ed
help.

•
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LoeATION AND BUILDINGS.
Location.
The College is located at Irvington, a pleasant
and healthful r esidence suburb of Indianapolis, with which it is
connected by two railroads, the Pittsburgh , Cincinnati and St.
Louis, and the Cincinnati, Hamilton and Indianapolis, and al so
by electri c street cars, making quick trips every seven minutes.
It is thus easi ly accessible from all parts of the co untry. It can
he r eached from any part of the State within a few hours. Irving·
ton is regard ed as the most attractive plaoe for suburban resi·
dence in t he vicinity of Indianapolis. Its population consists
chi efly of those who have been drawn thith er by edu cational inducements. This gives it a special character of cultivation and
good order, while as a home for stud ents it is singularly free
from the temptations and dangers often s urrounding college life.
There are no drinkin g saloons in the town or in its vi cinity.
However, the College does not offer itself as a r eformatory i nstitution, and it will not suffer the attendance of the wayward or
idle. Its facilities are offered to those only who earnestly desire
mental improvement.
Main College
The ma in coll ege building is of brick, trimmed
Building.
with stone, having a frontage of 135 feet and a
depth of 75 feet, containin g in all twenty-four recitation rooms,
bes ides halls, corridors, cloak and r etiring rooms. It is heated
throughout by steam, supplied with water and li ghted by electricity, and in its in tern al fini sh and a rrangements thoroughly
suited to the purposes for which it was designed. For convenience, commodiousness and comfort it is all that could be desired.
Burgess H all.
This building is three stories high, constructed
of brick and trimmed with ston e. It has a frontage of 100 feet
and a depth of 55 feet. It contain s si x commodious recitation
room s, the museum hall, th e Athenreum hall, and the chemi cal
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and biological laboratori es. The architecture is modern and
exceedingly attractive, and all its appointments are well adapted
to the uses for which the building was designed. The classes of
the Preparatory department are now taught in this building, by
experienced educators, and under the present efficient organiza•
tion superior advantages are offered to students preparing for
college.
An observatory building has been erected on the
Astronomical
Observatory.
high ground in the northeast corner of the Campus. In its construction are embodied whatever conveniences are
necessary for the efficient use of the equatorial telescope. The
building is octagonal, resting on a deep foundation, sided externally with sheet iron,
and having a revolving dome, with sliding
•
panel, giving unobstructed sky-view from horizon to zenith.' The
instrument r ests on a pedestal, which stands on a column of
brick and stone, protected from the effects of external temperature changes by a detached inclosing cylinder of the same
material. The telescope is equatorially mounted by Fauth & Co.,
of Washington, with the usual adjuncts of declination and hour
circles, and clock-work for diurnal rotation. The object glass of
six inches diameter was made by the firm of Alvin Clark & Sons,
of work which does no discredit to the manufacturers. The focal
distance of object glass is eight feet, and the magnifying I?ower
of the instrument ranges from seventy to five hundred diameters.
The performance of the telescope, so far as tried here, has been
very satisfactory. A large number of tolerably difficult double
stars and nebulre have been tried with the highest power and with
good success. With the planets and satellites the lower powers,
as usual, give the best results, including excellent definition.
College
This attractive and comfortable home for young
Residence.
women students is a substantially constructed
brick building located on the Campus in close proximity to the,
lectu re halls and laboratories. It is heated by steam and lighted
by electricity, and is equipped with modern bath-room conveniences. The rooms contain all necessary furniture, but students
provide their own bed-linen, towels and toilet articles, and any
decorations desired. The rooms are entirely cared for by compe-
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tent maids. The College has recently made important improvements in the building, and during tbe coming vacation will make
still more extensive improvements, including tbe complete remodeling of tbe reception and dining balls.
The dining-room se rvi ce is directly under the control of the
Coll ege. All possible pains are taken to make the meals wholesome and attractive; and every effort is made to keep tbe se rvi ce
up to tbe standards or the most refined bomes. A limited number
of young men may be accommodated witb table-boa rd .
The cbarge for rooms ranges from $9.00 to $18.00 per term of
twelve weeks. Room-rent is payable at the beginning of the
term , and no r ebate is allowed if tbe room is vacated before the
end of the term. Table-board is furnisbed at $29.00 per term,
payable in tbree equal installments. No reduction is made for
occasional absences, but a rebate of $2.50 per week wi II be made
for continuous absences. Students will be received at tbe Residence on the first day of eacb term, as an nounced in tbe College
calendar.
A member of tbe faculty is bead of tbe Residence, and bas
general oversigbt of tbe young women living tbere. Sbe will be
glad to answer inquiries of parents co nce rning tbe progress of
tbeir daughters. Wbile tbere are no rules especially governing
tbe co ndn ct of young women , otber tban those pertaining to the
internal order of tbe Residence, each student is expected to conduct her self as a lady. Any otber course will make necessary
her withdrawal from the College. It is desired that the Residence
shall be the center of the social Ii fe of the College; and, on account
of the favorable location of the institution, students have an opportunity to meet distinguished persons at receptions and dinner s. The advantages of this home are offered to young women
at lower rates than those at which approx imately equal advantages may be obtained in private residences. The R esidence is
maintain ed so lely for the accommodation of young women who,
coming from a distance to attend the College, must find boarding
places in Irvington; a nd all such are expected to make their home
tbere.
For a special circula r showing plan of building and givi ng detailed information about rooms, addr ss the Secretary of the
College.
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The Col\ege library contains about 7,500 volumes, chosen for the most part with special reference to the needs
of students. Each departm ent is furnished with important books
pertaining to its work, and each year additions are made of the
atest and best works in Science, Literature and Art. The cyclo.edias, maps, lexicons, and the man uals of special sciences, are
umerous and of th e latest results in research. These afford stu~nts ample means of reference in their class studies and are
!fficient for special 01' graduate courses of study. The readingom connected with the library is spacious and well lighted. It
!eives regularly th e best publication s, weeklies, monthlies and
uterlies, of this country and Europe. The advantages of the
'ary and reading-room are open alike to all classes of students
he college.
he following periodicals are taken , and will be found on the
~ s in the reading-room:
can Che mical J ournal.
~a n Hi torieal Roview.
~a n Jou rnal o f c ienco.
an Natura lis t.
1n Journal of Phllolo/ty.
lD Journal of Sem itic L an, and Li tera ture .
o Journal of ociology.
scher Anzeiger.
ysical Journal.
\lonthl y.
Vorld.
Gazette .
•
agazme.
;tandard.
~vao ge li

t.

loade r.
3 VIOW.

ry Rev ie w.

-l OW.
~uarte rl y
•
view.

Journal.

Forum.
Geology, Journal o f.
Ge rmanic Philology, Journal o f.
Harper' lHonthl y Magazine.
H arper's Weekl y Magazine.
Independen t.
Indiana polis Dally Journal.
Indi anapolis Daily Sentinel.
J ournal o f Mo r phology.
Mind.
Modern L anguage Noles.
Nation .
Natu re.
Nine teenth Centory .
No rth Amorican Rev ie w.
Philosophical Re vie w.
P opu lar iencD Monthl y.
P olitica l Scie nce Quarterly.
P olitica l Economy, Journal o f.
Popu lar A tronomy .
Scribne r's Magazine.
Theology, J ourna l of.
Yale Re vie w .

In to the above, students have access to public libraries
and county) containing in the aggregate more than
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100,000 volu mes. Among these may be named the Public L ibrar y
of Indianapolis, which occupies a hand so me stone building erected
for its use by the city, and co ntains 65,000 volumes. It has connected with it a commodious reading-room for the use of those
that may wish to consult books of reference, or read the papers
and periodi cals I,ept there for that purpose. The reading-room
is open to the public from 9 A. M. till 9 P. M. every day of the
week, and any stud ent of the Coll ege has the further privilege of
withdrawing books from the li bra r y for home reading.
The State Library, also, offers its advantages to students. It
occupi es elegantly appointed room s in the state house, and ample
accommodations are provided for those that desire to consult the
worl,s contain ed there in. It has on its s helves 26,000 volumes.
Through the liberality of Mr. and Mrs. E. C.
Bona T hompson
Tbompson, Butler Co llege will be made the reMemorial
Library.
cipi ent of a library building equa l in construction and equipment to any in the state. This building is to be
erected to the memory of Miss Bona Thompson, a graduate of
Butler in the class of '97. Throughout h er college course Miss
Thompson was admired and loved by all for he r gentle, gracious
life and her unselfish consider ation of others. Her entire
academic and coll egiate education having been received at Butler, she h ad a deep in terest in all that concerned her alma mater.
In no way could her parents better have chosen to honor the
memory of their daughter. The plans for work on the building
will probably be complete by July 1 of this year ; meantime
measures are being taken to en large the present stock of books.
The matter is in the hand s of an efficient committee and the
prospect is in ever y way most encouragi ng.
Museum.
In the collections of the College there is
abundant material for illustr ating the sc iences of Zoology, Min eralogy and Geology. Some of the materials have been obtained
by purchase, so me have been contributed by the friends of the
institution and some by the Nation a l museum, while a considerable portion has been co ll ected by the professors who have occupied the chai r of atural History. The museum contains the
fo ll owi ng collections:

LOCATION AND B ILDIN, .
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A seri es of fossils and rocks illustrating the geo logy of the
Mississippi Valley, especiall y that of Indiana and Ohio.
2. A collection of fresh water fishes of the United States,
made principally by Drs. D. S. Jordan and O. P. Hay.
3. A series of marine fishes from the United States National
Museum.
4. Rep tiles and amphibians of Indiana, collected by Dr. Hay
and others.
5. A large collection of representative minerals.
6. Land, fresh water and marine shells, including about four
thousand specimens.
7. A considerable number of aborig ina l stone implements from
the United States.
8. A collection of marine invertebrates, mainly from the New
England coast, deposited by Prof. Bruner.
9. Marine invertebrates from the Atlantic, Gulf and Pacific
coasts, presented by the National Museum and the Fish Commis·
•
Slon.
1.

Chemical
The laboratory is well fu rni shed for work, being
Laboratory,
conveni ently arranged and supplied with gas,
water, hoods, means of ventilation, and all necessary chemicals
and apparatus for work in a ll branches of the science provided
for in the course of study. To each student is assigned his own
desk with separate outfit of apparatus and chemicals. Students
will be required to pay for a ll apparatu s actually broken or in·
jured.

-

Biological
The laborator y is well equipped to meet the de·
Laboratory,
mands of the work undertaken. Dissecting instruments must be furnished by the student; slides and covers
are supplied without extra charge. In case of breakage or injury to apparatus the loss must be borne by the student.
The laborato ry is provided with its own wo rkin g library.
The GymnaThis stru cture has been designed and built for
sium Building, two especial purposes- one, to provide suitable
quarters for physical culture; the other, to accommodate the boilers, engine and dynamos for warming and lighting the buildings
and lighting the College grounds. This building Is of deep-red
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brick trimmed with buff limestone, and is s upported upon a mas·
sive stone foundation. The roof is trussed and covered with
black slate. Within, on the east side, are the great boilers, from
which all the buildings obtain their heat and the engine·room its
power for generating the electri c light. Everything connected
with this heating and lighting plant has received the most care·
ful study and attention, and the apparatus and machinery selected
are of the latest and most approved patterns.
The gymnasium is immed iately in the rear of the above, and
though externally a part of it, is entirely a structure of itself. The
entrance is from the north through a large archway into an outer
vestibule, through this to an inne r vestibule, thence into the large
hall thirty·five feet wide by fifty·eight fe et long, well lighted and
ventilated.
At the north end of the building are the bath·rooms. Shower·
baths and wash s tands are provided with fittings for hot and cold
water and valv es for regulating the temperature. The floors are
encaustic tile, with marble base border; the walls are wainscoted
with yellow pine, fini s hed to show the natural wood. The large
hall is finish ed in yeJlow pine; the floor is double, finished with
hard oak. New sanitary fittings have also been added , so that
the whole is one of the most compl ete buildings of its kind.
The gymnasium is furnished with the most important modern
apparatus and equipped with all Idnds of special machinery used
in individual work to overcome deformities and physical weak·
nesses.

•

REQUIREMENTS FOR ADMISSION.
All candidates for admission to tbe Fresbman class, except tbose
provided witb certificates 01' diplomas as speci fi ed below, are required to pass satisfactory examinations in the subjects, or tbeir
equivalents, named below, co untin g an aggregate of tbirty-six
entrance credits. The term Entrance Oredit is taken as representing approximately one term's (12 weeks') work of five recitation-periods, of one hour eacb, a week. Tbe time spent is not,
however, regarded as an exact measure of tbe quantity, or range,
of work, and the entrance cred it Is beld as an ave rage measure:
Eng lis h.
~Y;'l e entrance c}·edits .
The exam ination in Engli b will consist of two parts, wbicb must be taken
together.
1. Tbe candidate must sbow an intelligent acquaintance with tile eloment
of Rhetoric a s found in any standard work.
2. The candidate wiU be required to write a paragrapb or two on each o f
six topics taken from the foUowing works:
bakspere's Macbeth; Milton's Paradiso Lost, Books i and ii; Burke's
Speech on onciliation with Am rica; Macaulay' E sayon Milton and Essay
on Addison; Dryden's Palamon and Arcite; Addi on's ir Roger d e overley
Pape rs; Goldsm ith's Vicar of Wakefield;
ott's Ivuohoe; De Quincey's Revolt o f the Tartars; Tennyson's Prince s; Lowe ll's Vi sion of ir Launfal;
Cooper' L ast of tho Mobican s. H e may be a ked to tell the s tory, de cribe a
prominent character, etc. In ever)' case the candidate' ability to write
English correctly and to expr s him Lf clearly will be the most important
e vidence.
No work will be acceptod which i seriou Iy d efecti ve in speUing, punctuation, grammar or division into paragraphs.
As additional evidence of prepara tion th candidate may present othe r
written work which !DU t bo properly certified by a former teachor.
Moreover, tbe Engli b writte n by the candidat in aoyof 11is e ntrance examinations may be rega rded a a part o f his examination io Engli b.
Latin.
l\"{ue entran ce cl"edit! .
The examination will be adapted to the proficie nc)' of those wbo have
studied Latin in a systema tic course o f fOUl' to five periods a week for three
years. The examination wi ll inc lude:
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1. Questions on tho s ubjcct~matter. construction. and the formation and
inflection oC wonis in tbo follo",iug authors: Viri Romne; Cresar, four book

ot the Gallic War; Cicero. six orntioDs and selections from Cicero's Letters;

VergiL, fi,' . books of tbe .Eooid, with prosody.
2. TransLation at sight of passagos of averago difficulty from Cresar and
Cice ro.
3. TransLa tion into Latin o f a piece of connected English based on princi.
pLes contained in tbo first Corty·six Lesson of AlLen's Introduction to Latin
Prose Compos ition.
Th roush acquaintance with grammatica l forms and rules is required. The
rules of quantity shouLd be learned aLong with the decLensions and conjuga·
tion. The Roman method o f proDouDcing Latin is used.
Six entrance creclil! .
The examination will bo adapted to the proficiency of those wbo have
studied any ono o f tho following languages in a Slf tematic course of four to •
five period a week (or two years:
GREEK. 1. All Attic forms with accents. Four books of Xenophon's Anabas is with Xenophon's Sympos ium and yropedia.
2. Greok Pro.o Composition (HigLey's Greek Prose Composition or the first
two parts of Alli son's). EquivaLents may be otIered.
.•
Courses B, to , (page 112) will indicato tbe entrance requiremen wbere
Greek i otIered.
FRENCn. 1. The translation at sight of standard French. The pas a'l'es set
for tran Lation will bo suited to candidates wbo bavo read not les tban 750
duodecimo pages of cia ical and contemporary prose aud verse from tho
writiugs of atlea t five standard authors. It i important that all the transLation sbould be done into cLoar and idiomatic EngLi h.
2. Tbo tran Lation into Frencb of 8 pa sage of English prose.
In preparation fo r tbis examination candidates will be expected to hOle
acquired a thorougb knowLedge of accidenco and 6 familiarity with tbe e sentiaLs of French syntax, especially the uses of tbe modes and tenses, and also
with th o commoner idiomatic phrases.
Courses 1 to 6 in tbis catalogue (p. 50) will indicate tho en trance requirements wbere French is otIered.
GERMAN. 1. Tbe transLation at sight of ordinary Ge rman. In preparation
for this examination candidata will be expected to have bad at lea tone
year's s tudy of somo such grammar as Joyne -Mei ne r or ollar's Eysonbacb.
with easy roading tlnd German pro~o composition; and to have read some
three hundred pages of easy prose sucb as tbat ot HautI, H ey e, Riebl, and
Baumbach. It is important that alilbe translation should be done into clear
and idiomatic English.
2. The transla tion in to German of a passage of ea y English prose.
Thorough acquaintance with grammatical forms and rules is required,
special attention being given to s trong verbs, gender and plurals ot nouns,
word formation, and inflection.
'ourses 13, to C, in tbis cataLogue (p.113) will indicate the entrance "'Qni .....
mente where German i. olf.red.

One of th e follow ing lang uages:
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nathematlcs.
S ix entra nce credits.
A knowledge of the metric sy tem and ability to perform acc ura tely the or·
dinary proces es of Arithmetic are presumed . The exa mination will include :
1. ALGEBRA . D e finition s and fundame ntal ope rations, factoring , fraction s,
s imple equations, involutioD, uvolutioD, radicals, theory o f indice surds,
imaginary quantities, quadra tic equations and the solution of problems.
Subject as given in Hall and Kn ight's Elements of Algebra, or au equiva·
lent.
2. GEOMETRY. Plane and solid, complete , including definitions , proposi.
tions and the solution of orig inal exe rcises and numerical problems. Went·
worth's or an equivalent.
The entrance requirement in Algebra isequivaleut to three (3) credit, plane
Geometry to two (2) credits and solid Geometry to one (1 ) credit.
I

Ifbtory.
TIt,..e entrance c,·edits.
One of the following group :1. The Hi tory of Greece and Rome and either English or America n History.
2. General Hi tory a s presented in such a work a s Myer's General History,
and either Engli sb or America n History .
3. Ancient History, Engli b History and America u History.
For preparation in e ach of the e groups the equivale nt of one ye ar's work
of not less than five periods a week is necessary.
Ancient, Grecian, Roman, English and Ame rican Histo ries are each e qui v·
alent to one (1 ) entrance credit, while Genera l History is equivalent to two
(2) entrance credits.
Science.
TI.,.ee entl'ance cred it• .
In satisfying this reqnirement the candidate ma y offe r eitber a year's work
in anyone of the sciences, ZOOlogy, Botany, Chemistry or Physics, or he lDay
offer the following :
1. PIIYSICS. Tbo e xamination will be based upon such elementary text·
books a s Avery's School Pby ics, Carhart & Chute's Elements of Pbysics ,
Gage's Elements of Pbysics , e tc. Special attention will be given to the soln·
tion of problems. No laboratory work. Two entrance credits.
2. BIOLOGY. Eitber ZOOlogy or Botany. One entrance credit.
a. Zoology. Such text·books a s Kingsley, Packard, Colton or Bumpus
will serve a s an index of the character of the work required . Labora·
tory practice.
b . Botany. The examination will be based upon such text-books a s
Bergen's, Barnes', Clark's, Bessey's or Adkinson's. Laboratory practice.
In ZoOlogy and Boteny the work sball include the study of s tructure, and
little credit will be allowed for work done in the simple identification of
species of ei ther animals or plan ts .
~
In offering a year's work in anyone science, laboratory practice will be re·
quired in addition to the text-book work, and certified note·books contain ing
the record of the wo rk d one must be handed in for inspection and approva l.

I
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Enrollment and
'l'he applicant for admission, whether to ColRegistration.
lege, Divinity School or Preparatory Department,
will report to the examiner, from whom he will receive a state·
ment of credits due. He will then be referred to a professor
who will act as his adviser and assist him in his plan of studies
to be undertaken. This registration paper, when properly filled,
is to be filed by the student with the registrar, who will issue an
order of admission to the classes designated, and a statement of
fees due therefor. On presentation to the several professors of
this order, with the treasurer's receipt for payment of fees, the
student will be admitted to classes. A student of former years
will r eport at once to his class adviser without consulting the
examiner.
Further registration is provided for as follows: At the close
of the Fall and of the Winter terms (dates are fixed in the College calendar) the student will arrange with his advisory professor a plan of study for the following term, which he will at
once file with the registrar. On the fir st day of the following
term (date fixed in College calendar) he will report to the reglstl'a.r, who will issue order, etc., as above stated.
o fee is charged for registration when attended to at appointed
time; otherwise a fee of $1.00 will be charged. Later change to
be charged for as new registration.
No credit will be allowed for work not properly registered.
Examinations in all the subjects required for admission are held
in June and September (see calendar).
A candidate may enter the College at any time, provided he is
competent to take up the work of the classes then in progress;
but it is better to begin at the 'opening of the year or term.
Graduates of commissioned high schools of Indiana, and of high schools of similar grade in
other states, are adm itted to the Freshman class,
while certificates of work done in other public
01' private schools of approved standi ng are accepted in lieu of
examinations, subject to the following conditions:
1. The student's application for admission must be accompanied by a certificate from the principal of the school from which
he comes.

Admission to
Freshman Class
without Examination.
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2. This certificate must furnish full and specifi c information
con cerning the applicant's stud ies, the time that he has devoted
to them, and should indi cate, hy means of the usual ma rks, hi s
proficien cy there in.
3. Th e candidate presenting t he ce rtificate of a principal wiIl,
however, not be exempted from the entrance examinat ion in any
particular subject unl ess hi s ce rtifi cat e shows that be has satisfactorily accomplished the full a moun t of work in t hat subject.
Every candidate for admission to College, wh ether from a commi ssion ed high-school or other, s haH be subj ect to examin ation in
English for the purpose of determining hi s ab ility to use the
English language co rrectly. Inform ation r egardin g this examin ation will be found on page 23 .
4. Admission on certificate wi1l, in eve ry case, for the first
t erm , be rega rded as merely provisional. Should the student,
after a term's residen ce, be found to be unabl e to pass the
examinations of the class to which he has been tempo raril y assigned, he will be required to accept such other classification as
may be deemed equitable.
The a cce ptan ce of ce rtifi cates is regarded as a favor to the
candidate and a cou rtesy to the certifying schoo l, and it is hoped
that the r equirements of the College, in r egard to their nature
and form , wi1l be fully compli ed with.

1. By E xamination. Candidates for advanced
standin g , co min g from a high-school or other fitting school , may secu r e s uch advanced sta ndin g
in certain studies on exam in ation. Or, at the discretion of the
instru ctors conce rn ed , such stud ents may be g ranted adva nced
credits for high·school work on the satisfactory completion of
further courses in the departments in which advanced stand in g
is claimed.
2. By t1'ansfer of 01·edits. Candid ates for advanced standin g
coming from other co ll eges or univers ities must obfain certificates from said institutions certifyin g to the subjects they have
passed examinations upon, and the number of weeks and hours
per week the respective subjects were pursued. This also includes
record of the entran ce r equirements to the institution. Courses

Admission to
Advanced
Standiog.
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inferior to those offe red by thi s College will not be accepted as
equivalent to s imilar courses given he re.
No credit will be given for advan ced courses unl ess application
is made to the exa mine r wi t hin six weeks afte r matriculation.
In all cases candidates for admission mu s t furnish sati sfactory
evid ence of good cbaracte r, and tbose coming from other colleges mu st bring a certificate of honorable dismissal. No studen t
is cons id ered fully a member of his class, 01' of the institution,
until be has passed at least one term satisfactorily to the faculty,
durin g whi ch t im e he may be assigned to anoth e r class, or, if hi s
connection witb t be Coll ege is deemed undesirable, he may be
priva tely di smissed.
No student will be g raduated without doing at least tbe last
three consecutive te rm s' work in actual residen ce at the College.
Althou gh graduates of the commissioned high
s hool s of Indiana, and of high schools of similar
grade in other states, are admitted to the Freshman class, s uch admi ssion does not re lieve the student of the obligation to mak e good any of th e entrance r equirements in whi ch he
may be defi cient. AU regul a r s tudents who are conditioned on
entra nce mu st beg in at on ce to make good their deficiencies; and
no stud ent can be classed as a Junior or Senior until he has removed all e ntra nce co ndition s.

Entrance Conditions or
Deficiencies.

Any person, not a candidate for a degree, may
Special Students.
be admitted as a spec ia l stud en t and allowed to purs ue a special
course of study und er the following conditions:
1. If und e r 21 yea rs of age, th e appli cant must satisfy the requiremen ts for admi ss ion to th e Co ll ege to the same extent as
regular stud en ts, a nd mu st pay a fee of $3.00 a term in addition
to th e fees paid by regul a r stud ents.
2. If over 21 years of age, the a ppli cant may be admitted,
without exa mication a nd with ou t fee, provided he gives evidence to th e advi se r that be possesses th e requi s ite information
a nd abili ty to pursue profitably th e chosen courses.
3. Onl y per sons ha ving a definite end in vi ew, approved by th e
advi ser on s pecial studi es, will be a ccepted as special students.
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4.
0 regular student who fails in his work will be allowed
to become a special student until he has made good his failures.
5. Special students are subject to the same regulations as
regular students with regard to the quality of work performed,
and attendance at recitations and examinations. The faculty may
at any time deprive any special student of his privileges If it appears that he is abusing or neglecting them .

•
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REQUIREMENT S FOR GRADUATION.
The plan of study offered to the student in the requirements
for graduation is at once liberal, systematic, and elastic. It
combines the essentials of general culture, which is the prime
object of the undergraduate college course, with an opportunity
for development along the lines of the student's natural interest
and for preparation for university and professional study.
In addition to the 36 entrance cred its explained elsewhere (see
page 33), there are required for graduation 36 majors of class
instruction and 2 majors of physical training.·
A majo r is the equivale nt of a hours' cia s·rOQIll work each week for a full term.
Whe re laboratory work is carried on, two to three hours in the laboratory are
equiva lent to one hour in the class·room. In orne of the more advanced courses ,
where much private work Illay profitably be laid out for tho student, the number
of bours eacb week which hall be cquh' a lent to a major mal' be determined by
the instructor. A m.inOl' is equa l to onc·half of a major.

These cou rses are elective under the following cond itions:
1. Students, as a rule, will assume not more than three courses
of the value of one major each during anyone term. If, however,
a student's average grade for the term next preceding shall have
been as high as 80, he may take work to the aggregate value of
four majors. But in no case may he take more than this
amount during anyone term; and a fee of $4.00 will be charged
for an additional major course or of $2.00 for each additional
minor course. These restri ctions do not apply to courses in
physical training. In any case, the courses chosen must not
conflict in times of r ecitation , and all work, to receive credit,
must be done in class.
2. The first 20 college majors must include, besides the
'Stud ~nt phy icaUy incapable Qf doing the gymnasium work wiU be required

to substttute two major courses of class instruction.
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physical culture, three majors in a laboratory science (Zoology or
Chemistry) and three majors in a foreign language not offered
for entrance (Greek, French, or German). At least three of these
courses must be taken during the first college year.
3. During the first two years, not more than one major course
In each term may be taken in anyone department. But this
regulation does not apply to courses in Forensics and Oratory.
4. Students entering with advanced standing must begin at
once to meet the requirements of Rule 2.
5. During the last two years of the ollege course at least
six major courses must be taken in one department; and these
courses must run consecutively through the two years.
tudents
entering the enior class from other institutions must continue
through the Senior year some course which they have pursuen
during their Junior year elsewh reo
6.
redit will be given for no more than nine majors elected
from the courses offered for undergraduates by the Bible College.
7. The following will have the value of one minor each to students who are credited with 26 majors (unless offered in satisfaction of entran e condition ): French, 1, 2, 3; Greek, B I B .'
B . ; G rman, Bel' B '. , B • .
. In making his choice the student is limited to those studie,;
which his previous training qualifies him to pursue; and he must
observe any restrictions and prerequisites that may be attached
to the particular courses he wishes to select. All courses must
be selected in consultation with the adviser to whom the student
is assigned (see p. 36).
Any student coming from another institution is required to
take at least the last nine major courses at this institution.
pon the satisfactory completion of the aggregate requirements
as her given. the student is entitled to receive the degree of
Ba helor or Arts.
lUquirements for
Th
olieg confers the d gr e of Master of
Second Degree. Arts on applicants holding th corresponding
baccalaureate d gr . In case the appli ant's undergraduate
work has been done at another coil ge, he Is requl red to show
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that such work is fully equivalent to that required for the
baccalaureate degree at this college. Applicants who have not
completed the necessary amount of work must make up their
deficiencies by taldng the required courses for which they do not
present equivalents and elective courses sufficient to complete
thirty-six credits before they will be admitted to candidacy for
the second degree.
The degree of Master of Arts is not conferred except for resident work, and credit toward it can be given only for work
done under the direction of the College. The degree is given only
to those applicants whose work and theses show them to have the
required profic.iency in the subject chosen, and it is not guaranteed
at the end of any definite period of work. It is conferred subject
to the following conditions:
The applicant must satisfactorily complete nine major courses
and present a satisfactory thesis in his leading subject. The
leading subject shaH consist of three major courses of advanced
work taken consecutively in one line of study. No required undergraduate courses, and none of the courses specified in Rule
7, page 41, will be credited for the degree of Master of Arts;
and no applicant for the degree may elect more than two-thirds
of his courses from the Bible College. In addition to the ordinary
term examinations, the candidate's qualifications for the degree
are tested by an oral examination in the work which he has
taken.
The work of candidates for Master's degree may consist (a)
of subjects especially assigned to individual students, and (b)
of lines of study to be selected, under the direction of the faculty,
from undergraduate elective work, which, in the case of resident
students, may be pursued along with undergraduate classes;
but no work done by a student while yet an undergraduate shall
be allowed to count anything toward fulfilling the requirements
for a graduate course. Graduate students are subject to the
same regulation regarding numher of subjects to be taken as
undergraduate students. In all cases the work of candida'.e~
for degree of Master of Arts is subject to the approval of
the faculty committee on graduate work, and to this committee

J
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COURSES OF INSTRUCTION.
Wh en an announ ced course has not been applied for by at least
three stud ents, candidates for a degree, the instructor shall be
a t Ii berty to wi thd raw th e cou rse.
Class exercises are da ily, unl ess otherwise indicated in state·
ment of courses.
All courses are majors unl ess otherwise indicated.
Bracketed courses will not be offered in 1901-1902.

LATIN.
PIlOF ES Oil BUTLER.

General
The aim of the work in this department isStatement.
1. To teach the student of fair ability and in·
dustry to read Latin und erstandingly and with reasonable facility.
[n order to th e attainm ent of thi s end, during the earlier courses,
special attention is given to forms , constructions and idioms.
The reading of authors is accompanied with careful solution of
whatever grammati cal qu estions the text may present. The
main part of the syutactical instru ction , however, is given
through exer cises in La tin writing, such exercises being associated daily with th e r egular work in reading and translating
Lati n au thors.
2. To make th e stud ent acquainted with the literature of the
language, by reading con siderabl e portions of the more important authors and by the stud y of th e hi story of Roman literature.
3. To acquaint the student with Roman public and private
life, through th e study of Roman hi story and of the archreology
of Roman life, social and political.
Courses 1, 2, 3 are continuous.

•
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Courses.
1.

LIVY, BOOK XXI OR x..Xll: Reading and translation; explanation of grammatical forms; Latin writing on material
furnished by the text.
Fall, 10 :30.

2.

CICERO DE SENECTUTE AND DE AMI ITIA: Construction of the
Latin sentence; composition of words; Latin writing and
Latin oral exercises.
Winter, 10 :30.

3.

HORACE', ODE: Study of Horatian metres; Mythology.
This course is mainly occupied
ith the literary side of
Spring, 10 :30.
the author studied.

4.

PLAUTUS, CAl'TIVI AND TRlNUMMUS: Attention given to anteclassical forms and constructions. Collateral historical
work: development of Roman institutions, with assigned
reading.
Fall, 11 :30.

5.

HORACE, SELECTED SATIRES AND EPISTLE: The student Is
expected to study each poem as a whole, carefully tracing
the thought in its relation to the main theme. Collateral
historical work: Roman Antiquities.
Winter, 11 :30.

6.

TA ITUS, AORICOLA AND GER~lANLA: History of Roman
Literature. Frequent exercises in translating at sight will
be required.
Spring, 11 :30.

[7.

HISTOIlY OF ROMA ' LITEIlATUIlE: Selections from some of
the early writers (to be talren, In part, from the collection
of Peck and Arrowsmith). Selections from writers of the
period of the Republic. In this course and in courses 8 and
9, following, the reading of authors will be made basis of a
connected study of Roman literature.
Fall.]

[.

HI TOllY OF ROMAN LITEIlATUIlE: Selections from writers of
the Augustan Age, history of Roman literature (as In course
7) continued.
Winter.]

[9.

HISTORY o~' RoMA ' LITEIlATUIlE: Later Roman writers;
History of literature continued. In these courses on the
history of literature, the student Is expected to make hlmIt acquainted at first hand with the principal authors
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treated of; further Instruction will be given by lectures
Sp1·ing.]
and by directing collateral r eading.
10.

RoMA ORATOIlY;
from Cice ro.

Tacitus de Oratoribus with selections
Fall, 3.

11.

ROMA N SATIRE; Horace, Juvenal; A study of the ele·
ments and deve lop ment of satire with a comparison of the
Roman writers in this fi eld of literature.
Wint er, 3.

12.

LATIN ELEGIAC POETUY; Catullus, Tibullus, Propertius and
Sp1·inu, 3.
Ovid ; a comparativi! study.

GREEK..
PUOFE SOB BROWN.
General
The co urses in this department are intended to
Statement.
give a general knowledge of the literature, his·
tory and mythology of the Greeks. It is the pu rpose to reach
this by the reading of authors from Homer to Lucian. The main
point is th e study of the lite rary merits of the author read, to·
gether with a ca reful investigation into the conditions under
which he wrote and the times in which he lived. It is hoped
thus to have courses in reading covering the epic poets, the
tragedians, the comedians, the orators and the historians.
History is studied by the assignment of periods to individual
students to be reported upon before the class. The instructor,
by means of photographs and lectures, presents the latest dis·
coveries in archreology.
Course B C" B C., B C" are continuous, and all must be taken
in order to receive c redit.
Courses 1, 2, 3 are co ntinuous.
Courses 4 and 5 are continuous.
T o students credi ted with 26 majors or more, courses B C" B C.,
B C , have the value of one minor each.
Courses.
B C,' B C ., B C s ' form a continuous co urse equ ivalent to the Greek
required for admission to the Freshman class. Prerequisite,
15 eutran ce cred its in foreign language.
Fall, Winter, Spring, 9.

•
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3.
4
6.
7.
8.

9.
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DE"MOSTHENE: The Philippics and Olynthiacs. Study of
the life and times of Demosthenes. Prequisite, courses B C"
B C" B C" or equivalent.
Fall, 2.
PLATO: Charmides, Laches and Lysis.
Winter, 2.
EURIPIDES: Alcestis. Study of meters. Lectures on Greek
theater .
Spring, 2.
and 5. EURIPIDES: The class will read Iphigenia in Tauris,
Hecuba, Hercu les Furens, Heraclidre.
Fall Winter, 10 :30.
LUCIAN: Selections. Study of times, style and influence of
Lucian.
Sp1'ing, 10 :30.
HOMER: Odyssey. Rapid reading course.
Fall, 8.
HISTORY OF GREEK ART: Architecture, sculpture, vase·painting. A reading knowledge of either French or German is
a prerequisite. Open to Juniors and Seniors.
Winter, 8.
MODERN GREEK: Reading of novels and poetry. Spring, 8.

GERMAN.
PROFESSOR T . C. HOWE.
•
General
The college library is sufficient for very satisStatement.
factory study of German literature, and includes
a complete set of Kiirschner's Deutsche National-Litteratu r,
comprising over 200 volumes.
Courses in Gothic and Old High German may be arranged
with the instructor by advanced students.
Courses B 0" B 0 " B Os, are continuous, and all must be taken
in order to receive credit for any.
To students credited with 26 majors or more, courses B 0" B Os,
B Os, have value of one minor each .
Courses.

B 0"

B 0" B Os' form:a continuous course equivalent to the
Elementary German required of those who offer German
for admission to the Freshman class. The first few weeks
are devoted to acquiring a sufficient knowledge of the
grammatical forms to enable the student to begin reading
easy prose. The remainder of the course consists of exercises in translating from German into English, from
English into German, and in a more thorough study of the
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3.

4.

5.

6.
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grammar. Prerequisite, 15 entrance credits of foreign
language.
Fall, Winter, Spring, 9.
LESSINO: Reading of Emilia GaIotti and Minna von Barnhelm, together wi th lectu res and collateral readi ng on the
life and works of Lessing. Exercises in Poll's Composition and von Jagemann's Syntax twice each week. Pre·
requisite, courses I, 2, 3, or equivalent.
Fall, 2.
SCllLLLER: The course begins with the reading of Rhoades'
Freytag's Aus dem Jahrhundert des Grossen Krieges. This
is followed by Wallen steins Lager and Die Piccolomini.
Lectures and collateral reading on life and works of Schiller. Composition as in course 4 continued.
Winter, 2.
SCHILLER: Reading of Wallensteins Tod and one other of
Schiller's dramas; or, of selections from the author's
Gedichte on the basis of von Klenze's Deutsche Gedichte.
Lectures and collateral reading on the works studied.
Composition as in course 5.
Spring, 2.
GOETHE: Reading of Gotz von Berlichingen and Egmont..
together with the study of the author's life and works by
means of lectures and assigned reading. Composition exercises and German theme writing.
Fall, 10 :30.
GOETHE: The course consists in reading in class Dichtung
und Wahrheit; also written studies of other works of the
author are required from the members of the class. Exercises in writing German.
Winter, 10 :30.
FAUS'l' : Reading of Part I. and parts of Part II. A study
of the Faust Legend and of the origin and development of
Goethe's Faust. Thomas' Faust is used as a text-book.
Exercises in writing German.
Sp7·ing, 10 :30.

TIIE ROMANTIC MOVEMENT: A study of the Romantic Movement in Germany by means of lectures and assigned reading. Members of the class are required to prepare written
studies of the works of those authors treated in the lectu res.
Fall, 8.
B. TITE MODERN GELlMAN DRAMA: Selected works of the most
important modern dramatists are read in class. Lectures

ORE.

9.

[13.

[14.
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on the history of the drama. Theses prepared by the class
on assigned reading.
Winter. .
THE GERMAN
OVEL: The history of the German novel
is treated in lectures, and novels are read in class. Much
collateral reading of German fiction is done and r eports
are required on the works thus read.
Spring, 8.
HI TORY OF GERMAN LITERATUllE: Text·books: Francke's
Social Forces in German Literature; Kluge's Geschichte der
Deutschen National·Litteratur. References to the usual
histories of the literature and to the works of the authors
themselves. The course consists of lectures on the early
periods of the German literature down to the time of Martin
Luther. Assigned reading and reports.
Fall.]
HI TORY OF GERMAN LITERATUIlE continued: The course
deals with the literature from the rise of Luther to the
beginning of the Eighteenth Century, and includes a treatment of the origin and early history of both the novel and
the drama in Germany. Collateral reading and reports.
Winter.]

[15.

HI TORY OF GERMAN LITERATUllE conclud ed: The literature
of the Eighteenth and early Nineteenth centuries is studied.
Collateral reading and reports.
Spring .]
16. MIDDLE HIGH GEllllIAN: Study of the forms from Bachmann's Mittelhochdeutsches Lesebuch; reading from Hartmann's von Aue der Arme Heinrich, das Nibelungen-Lled
and Walther von der Vogel weide. To enter this course,
the student must obtain consent or the instructor.
OTE.-Courses 10, 11, 12 alternate with courses 13, 14, 15, and
the student must have taken at least the equivalent of courses
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 to be admitted to them.
ROMANCELANGUAG~.

PHOFE OR AnBOTT, My S DARK.
In French, a course extending over two and
General
Statement.
one-half years Is offered. This work Is Intended
primarily for college students, already trained to language

•

•
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study. So, while the work is in the main linguistic, it is found
possible in the later courses to make a study of literary periods
and kinds.
To students credited with twenty-six or more college majors,
courses 1, 2, 3 will have the value of only one minor each.
Two majors each are offered in Spanish and Italian. These
courses are open to students who have had at least three majors
of French, and are intended to give a mastery of pronunciation
and an accurate reading knowledge of the two languages. These
two languages will be offered in alternate years. }<'or the year
1901-'02, Spanish.
Courses in French.
1.

ELE~IENTARY

FRENCH: An inductive study of the language,
based upon reading and composition. Special attention
given to pronunciation. Daily drill in forms and idioms.
Fall, 9.

2.

INTERuEDIA'rE FRENcn: A course in rapid reading and in
composition. Easy texts, as HaHivy's "1'AbM Constantin"
and Merimee's "Colomba" will be read. Exercises in Grandgent's "French Composition" twice each week.
Winter, 9.
3. MODERN FRENClI COllIEDIE: A reading course, with special
attention to French idiom. The comedies of such writers
as Mme. Girardin, Verconsin, Labiche and Augier will be
read. Grandgent's composition continued.
Spring, 9.
4. MODERN FRENCH SnoRT STORIE: Readings from the modern
short !jtory writers of France, with special reference to construction, idiom and vocabulary. Written translations of assigned stories will be required. Considerable time will be
devoted to composition.
Fall, 8.
5. TIlE FRENCII NOVEL: The history of the French novel will
be traced in lectures, and illustrative novels studied in class.
Much collateral reading in French fiction will be done.
Winte!',

6.

.

TIlE CLASSICAL DRAMA: Plays of Corneille, Racine and MoliE'lre will be studied as class and collateral work. Lectures
on the history of the classic drama.
Spring, 8.
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3. A knowledge of the origin and development of the Englisl!
Language.
The first of these objects is consid ered in courses 2 and 4.
[n these courses much writing is requ ired, reading is assigned
in works which may be r egard ed as models, abundant provision
is made for co nference between student and instructor.
The second of these objects is considered in courses 1, 5,
6, 8, 12, 13, 14, 15, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, in some of which extensive
periods are studied, in others, particular masterpieces.
The aim of this side of the instruction
is to develop taste and
•
appreciation, to encourage constant referen ce to librari es, and to
stimulate a love for good books.
The study of the language is confined to the most advanced
students, who will be allowed to undertake such work with the
conse nt of the department.
FOllENSICS: For convenien ce the two cou rses in Forensics are
mentioned under this department. The co urses in Forensics are
under the direction of the faculty com mittee on Oratory, and
have for their purpose the training of students in public speaking.
Both 1 and 2 are preparatory to the inter-collegiate contests in
debate and oratory.
Courses.
L HISTOllY AND Dt;Vt;LOPMENT OF ENGLISH LITERATURE: This
cou rse is intended to furnish a general survey of the different periods of English Literature, with special attention
to the prominent authors. Much reading is prescribed.
Text-Book, Brooke's Primer.
Winter, .
2. RUETOllIC AND COMPOSITION: Daily and fortnightly themes.
References to the text-books of Hill, Genung and Baker.
Besides the writing, students are required to do a certain
amount of reading from such authors as Stevenson, Thackeray, George Eliot, Macaulay, Kipling.
Fall, 8.
4. ADVANCED COMPOSITION: The work in this course consists
of the various ldnds of writing such as the class seems to
need. The work in class is devoted chiefly to the discussion
of the themes, besides the reading from certain prose
writers. One or more hours each week is set apart 10r
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period to tb e present time. Assigned reading, reports,
lectures. Pre requi site, courses 1, 2. Minor, 3 bours each
week.
Spring, .
13, 14 , 15.
E NO LI IL POET IlY: Its development, beginni ng with
Chau cer. Th e a uthor s studi ed are Chau cer , Spenser , Shaks·
pere, Milton, one of tb e Eighteenth Century poets; Word s·
worth , Tennyson , Browning, and pe rhaps othe rs of the
Nin eteenth Cent ury. The work will be intensive rath e r
th a n extensive, dealin g with tb e form and spirit of Engli s h
poetry. During a part of th e yea r t wo sessions of two
bours eac h will be held weekl y. The courses may be tak en
se pa rately, th ough it is r ecomm end ed that they follow in
order. Prerequi sites, at leas t three major courses in EnFall, W i nt er, Spring, 8.
glish.
[20. SOC IAL F ORCE IN E NO Ll][ ROMA NTIC! M : Thi s course
deals with th e En gli sh R omanti c movement from a social
a nd li te ra ry point of view. The forme r pha e of the work
is con sid ered in Ie tures on th e diffe rent social and politi cal for ces in th e lite rature at that tim e; the latter side
of th e work consists chiefly of a s tudy , more or less minute, of th e prominent a uthors of the Romanti c movement.
Pre requi site, three major s in En glish. In collaboration
with Prof. Forrest. ]
Literature in English.

THE DIl AM A: These two courses deal with the
form s a nd mate ri al of d ra ma ti c poetry in the four literatures: Greek , French , Ge rman , Engli sh. Plays by representative dra ma ti s ts a re read a nd studied. By m eans of
lectures th e peculi a r cha racte ri sti cs of th e drama of each
litera ture a re cons ide red . Prerequi site, three courses in
Engli sh, t hree courses in French, three courses either in
Gree k or Germ a n. Professors Brown , Abbott, T. C. Howe,
W. D. Howe.
Fa ll, W in ter, Sp ring , 1 J ;30.
[24 , 25. EpIc POE1'IlV : Th ese courses deal with epic poetry in
the li tera tures of Greece, Ita ly, Germany and England.
'rhe wo r ks es peciall y studi ed will be Hom er 's Iliad and
21, 22, 23.
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lems, and is a prerequisite to the following courses. The public
schools of Indianapoli s afford a convenient opportunity to ob·
serve efficient organization, equipm ent and methods.
Courses in Philosophy.
1. P SYCHOLOGy-ELEMENTARY COURSE: It is the purpose of
this course to acquaint the student with the scope and
method of the sc ience, with the nature and activities of the
mind , and with the laws and processes of mental develop·
ment. The subject·matter of the course will correspond to
that of such treatises as James' Psychology, Briefer Course,
Hiiffding's Psychology, Dewey's Psychology, Baldwin 's
Hand·book, and Ladd's Outlines of Descriptive P sychology.
Prerequisite : Nine college majors. This course is a pre·
r equisite for all others in philosophy and pedagogy.
Fall, 10 :30.
2. LOGIC: The processes and laws of valid thinking, together
with the various kind s of fallacies, are crtically examined.
Both the deductive and inductive phases of inferen ce are
consid ered in the concrete form of argumentative and
scientific literature. A philosophical treatment of the na·
ture of judgment and knowledge is outlined. Text, Creighton , Introdu cto ry Logic.
Winter, 10:30.
3. ETHICS: The con ceptions of moral obligation, virtu e and
freedom are treated psychologically and critically. An
analysis is mad e of character, habit, desires and ideals from
the psychologi cal and ethi cal points of view. Social institutions and the duties th ey involve, together with the factors in moral progress, will be outllned. Special problems
will be taken up in discussions and papers. Text, Paulsen,
System of Ethi cs.
Spring, 10 :30.
4. THE AGE OF THE ENLIGHTENMEN'l': A study of the characteristic mod es of thought of the Eighteenth Century, on the
side of general culture rath er than of techni cal philosophy.
After tracing the transition to modern times in Rousseau ,
an attempt will be made, in co nnection with the German
literary a nd philosophical development, to sum up the spirit
of modern thought in its opposition to that of the Enlighten-
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ment. Prerequisite for all courses in History of Philosophy:
Eighteen college majors, two of which shall have been in
th is departmen t.
Fall, 8.
SCHOPE IIAUEH AND MODERN PESSIMISM: A study of the
problem of evil as it has eDtered into recent thought and
literature.
Winter, 8.

6.

THEORY OF A!l 'fHE'l'IC: An attempt will be made to work
out, on historical and psychological grounds a theory of
the beautiful. Text, Brown, The Fine Arts. Readings will
also be assigned in the more important literature of the
subject from Plato to the present day.
Spring, 8.

[7.

ANCIEN'f PIIILOSOPII Y: A study of the development of
thought from Thales to Augustine, in its relation to the
history and civilization of the times.
Fall.]

[8.

MODERN PIIrLOSOPlIY: The co urse of modern thought will
be traced from Bacon to Kant, with special reference to
the more fundamental problems of philosophy.
Wint er.]
ENGLISH THO GH'f IN 'fHE NrNE'fEEN'rII CE 'fUllY: The
more important social, literary and philosophical tendencies will be briefly examined in their relation to present
day problems. Special attention will be given to scientific
naturali sm, represented by such men as Mill , Spencer and
Huxley, and reports will be made on recent books of genera l interest.
Spring.]

[9.

1.

2.

Courses in Pedagogy.
HIS'l'OIlY OF ED UCATION: The development of educatioual
problems, together with the prin ciples and practical methods applied to them , especially in the modern period, will
be treated in lectures, papers and discussions. Particular
attention will be given to the great educational classics .
•
such as Locke's Thoughts on Education , Rousseau's Emile,
Pestalozzi's and Froebel's works, and Spencer's Essay on
Fall, 3.
Education.
EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY: The fundamental psychological .
processes, such as impulse, instinct, habit, attention, interest, memory, imagination, association, will, etc., are dis-
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cussed in their pedagog ical bearings. The history, methods
and results of child·study are reviewed and their educational
value indi cated. James' Talks to Teachers with special
Winter, S.
references to current literature will be read .
T HE PUOLIC SOHOOL Sy TEM: This course will treat in some
detail the school system of this country. The main topics
discussed will be organization and administration, equip·
ment, curri culum and method. The excellent schools of the
city of Indianapolis furni sh good opportunities for observation of all grades and variety of work. The s pecial interests
of individual stud ents will be co nsulted in assigning them
to investigations of different problems. A general study can
thus be made of the practical questions of child study, grading, school hygiene, ed u ational values, examinations, teachers' m eetings, etc.
pring, .
TlIE TUEOIlY OF ED ATlON: An attempt will be made to
formulate the m eaning of th e educational process, and in
the light of this to conside r the more important problems
now und er discussion, from th e kind ergarten to the univers ity. Vi sitation of the Indianapolis schools will be required.
pring.]

SOOOLOGY AND ECONOMICS.
PIlOFE SOil FORRE T.
This department offers such introductory
Genual
Statement.
cou r ses as are e s ntial to a liberal ed uca tion , and ,
in addition to thes . variou more advanced cou rses whi ch will
fUl'Jlish the student a broad foundation for profe sional studies , or
prepare him for graduate work in the soc ial sciences.
The city of Indianap olis is the socia l laboratory of the department. While it does not PI' sent the omplexity of phenomena to
be found in some larger citi es, it is large enough to fU\'l1ish a lmost
every factor of the most compli cat d soc ia l life; and . ind d. the
. simp ler nature of the society, whi ch yet co ntains all th e elements
of cos mopolitan muni cipal life, makes the city a more desirable
fi eld for ce rtain l<ind s of soc ial investigation than it would be if
i t were larger.
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The department enjoys the advantage of having access to
the large collection of public documents in the State library, and
the very complete collections of works pertain ing to the social
sciences in the libraries of the State, the City, and Butler Col·
lege.
The courses in Sociology, Economics, and Political Science are
so arranged that the student may elect work in these branches
aggregating five years of study. Work in this department shou ld
not ordinarily be begun before the Junior year; but stud ents
having mature minds and desiring to elect Junior and Senior
work largely from this department may enter the introductory
classes in the Sophomore year.

1.

2.

4.

[12.

Courses in Economics.
E CONOMIC HI TOllY: An introduction to the study of the
development of commerce and industry with a somewhat
detailed consideration of the causes of the Industrial Revo·
lution and the nature of the industry of the present time.
Prerequisite, credit for nine college majors. Must be fol·
lowed by course 2.
Fall, 9.
ECONOMICS: A thorough introdnction is given to the sub·
ject. A text·book wiII be used, but the student will be ex·
pected to compare the views of various important authori·
ties on the more important topics. PrereqUisite, course 1.
Must be followed by course 4.
Wint er, 9.
PROBLEMS OF CAl'ITAL A ' 0 LAJloll: A study of the growth
of large industries and the place and nature of public servo
ice and industrial corporations, " trusts", and labor organi·
zations. Consideration will be given to the causes of con·
flicts between Capital and Labor, the relations of both to
the consuming public, ques tions of taxation, and method s
of public control. Prerequisite, course 2.
S l}1·ing 9.
Mo EY AND BANKINO: The main inter est in this co urse
will be th e nature and function of currency (coin, note and
deposit). The various experiments of the United States
wiII be studied in the light of the lead ing theories of mon ey.
The maIn features of the banking system, the influen ce of
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li te rary point of view. 'fhe forme r ph ase of t he wo r k is
consid ered in lectures on the different social and poli t ical
for ces in the literature at that time ; the latter side of the
work consi sts chi efly of a study, more or less minute, of the
prominent authors of the Romanti c movement. In colla·
boration with Professor W. D. Howe.]

HISTORY AND POLITICAL SCIENCE.
PnoFES OR COLEMAN.
PnoFE OR FORRE T.
General
The plan of the courses in History provides for
Statement.
two outline courses in the h istory of European
civilization to be followed , if the student so elects, by a more
detailed and thorou gh study of se lected epochs and important
movements. The two outline courses, 1 and 2, are fundamental
and must precede all others both in Gen eral and in Church His·
tory, except course 11 in Church History. The other courses
vary from year to year so as to allow advanced students to do
0 courses in History, ex·
continuous work in the department.
cept course 11 in Church Hi story, are open to students who have
done less than nine majors of college work.
For work in Church Hi sto ry, see page 100.
The courses in Political Scien ce provid e instru ction in the
principles of government and of jurisprudence. These courses
are adapted to the requirem ents of liberal education, and furnish
a foundation for specialization in Political Science or fo r the
more technical studies of the law school. None of the ordinary
courses of the latte r institution are offered by this department.
Courses in History.
1.

2.

MEOIEVAL E UROPE: An outline course u pon t h e history a nd
the institutions of Europe during the Midd le Ages. Instruc·
tion is given by lectures, text·book and collateral reading.
Prerequisite, nine majors of co ll ege work.
Fall, 11 :30.
MOOERN EUROPE: An outline course with collateral reading.
Prerequisite, co urse 1.
Winte)', 11 :30.
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7.
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ENGLAND ~' 1l0l\I TilE TIME OF TilE TUDOIl: Prerequisite,
course 1.]
THE ERA OF TITE FRENCH REVOLUTION: Prerequisite, courses
1 and 2.]
Al\IERICAN COLONIAL HISTOUY: Prerequisite, courses 1
and 2.]
GERMANY DURING THE REFORMATION: A study of the polit·
ical, religious and social movements in Germany from
Luther's theses (1517) and the election of Charles V. (1519)
to the peace of Augsburg (1555). Prerequisites, cou r ses 1
and 2.
Fall, 9.
THE FOIIMATION OF THE AUERICAN NATION: Inter·colonial
union, the struggle for independence, the development of na·
tional Iife,-from 1750·1829. Prerequisites, courses 1 and 2.
Wint el', 9.

8.

1.

[2.

EUROPE IN THE NINETEENTH CENTURY: Reaction from the
French Revolution , the R evolutions of 1830 and 1848, the
unification of Italy and Germany, the Eastern Question.
Prerequisites, courses 1 and 2.
Spring, 11 :30.
ECONOMIC HISTORY: See course 1, department of Sociology and Economi cs.
SOCIAl. HISTORY: See course 6, department of Sociology
and Economics.
Courses in Political Science.
AMEIUCAN POLITIC: A study of national, state, and local
political institutions, based on Bryce's American Commonwealth. Prerequisite, credit for nine college majors. Must
be followed by course 3, unless the student is carrying forward, or has completed , three major courses in Economics.
Fall, 2.
PROBLEMS OF MUNICIPAL GOVERNlIIEN'l' : A comparative study
of the charters and practical workings of the municipalities
of Indianapolis, St. Louis, Chicago, New York, Glasgow, Birmingham, Manchester, London , Paris, Hamburg, Berlin.
Particular attention will be paid to methods of control of
public works. Prerequisite, course 1.]

I

I
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3.

CONSTlT TIO ' AL LA 11' : A study of the leading principles of
Ameri ca n co nstitutional law, based upon an examination of
important cases. Prerequisite, co urse 1. Must be followed
by course 4, except by students who have fulfilled conditions
attached to cou rse 1. Minol".
Winter, 2.
4. I NTEnNATION ,\ L LAW: A study of the leading principles of
inte rnational law and an examination of important cases
ill ustrative of those principles. A number of r ecent cases
in whi ch the United States has been inte rested will receive
particular attention. Prerequisite, credit for twelve college
majors, in cludin g course 1.
Spring, 2.
[5 . ROMAN LAW: Lectures on the hi story of the Roman Law,
followed by a study of the text of Justinian 's Institutes.
This course is intend ed to se rve as an introdu ction to the
prin ciples of juri sprude nce. The subject is fundamenta l to
thorough stud y of law. Prerequisite, credi t for twelve col·
lege majors, in cluding course 1.]
[6. RISTOny OF AMERICAN DIPLOMACY: A r ev ie w of all the leading diplomati c events in American history, including a
somewhat detail ed stud y of treaties and correspondence r eo
lating to th e more important points in international law and
.
diplomacy.]

THE ENGLISH BmLE.
PllOFES 011 COLEMAN.
PROFE Oil HALL.
General
The follo wing cou rses provide for a continuous
Statement.
study of the English Bible throughout the year.
if elected it is r ecommended that they be taken in Sophomore
year. Courses 1 and 2 a r e consecutive and both must be com·
pleted before credit will be given for either. Courses 7 a n d 11
can be taken as separate courses.
The work of this department is intended fo r those who a r e
interested in Biblical studies from the point of view of general
culture and of religious life as well as for those who are p r eparing for t he ministry. It is based on the needs a n d average pr eparation of the gene ral studen t.
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whether taken to meet the requirements for grad·uation or
not, all three courses must be taken in ortler to receive credit.
Students from other institutions may offer an equivalent for one
or more of these courses.
A laboratoy fee of three dollars per term is charged in each of
the following courses, excepting 6 and 7, for which the charges are
indicated below.
Courses in Zoology.
1.

ELEME TARY ZOOLOGY: (a) General introduction.
The
most important characteristics of living matter; structure
and properties of the cell; origin of tissues and organs.
(b) An outline of the structure, functions and classification
of Protozoa, sponges, Coelenterata, worms, Echinodermata.

F II \ L clw· 8, 'I'Uts., Fri., :2.
a , l Laboralo/·!J, 'I'u s., lVed., 1'/mr ., :2-4.
2.

ELEMENTARY ZOOLOGY (continued):
oda, Moll usca.

Winl

1· \

,l

Molluscoidea, Arthrop-

L eclures , 'I'ucs .. Fri., .
Labo1·alo1·!J, 'I'u s., lVed., 'I'1z1I1·s., 2-4.

3: ELEMENTARY ZOOLOGY (continued):

(a) The vertebrate type

and its chief modifications; laboratory work on Amphioxus,
dog-fish , frog, Ii zard , pigeon, mam mal.
(b) Outline of the theory of evolution.
p1.ing \ L e 11l1·CS, J'u s., Fri., 2.

, l Laboralo1·Y, 'I'ue ., lVed., 'I'lIm·s., 2-4 .

4.

MlCRO COPlCAL METHOD: A study of the methods and processes employed in miscroscopical investigation, with practical work in the preparation of various kinds of material.
Special attention is given to fixation , staining, section-cutting, mounting, methods of reconstruction, eJc.

F Il \ L eclures ,
l . ..
a 'l Labo1·alo/·y, 510 . 90-12 . 90.
5.

HI TOLOGY:

A study of the minute anatomy of a typical
mammal, including technique. A general survey of instru-

-

•

()PR.'E .' OF IX , TIt '(, TLOX.

G7

m nt and m thods is followed by II. systematic tr atment of
the tissues and organs. Prerequisite, course 3.

I . {Lrrlur II, ThurN., • '(If ., II: .fO.
III
I, ~ LaboN/fOt'/! 11'«1. TIII/rH., Fri., 10: .JO-J.! :

11"

G.

.m.

E~ruRYOL

OY OF VERTEIlR TES: Lectur 5 on segm ntatiou,
th formation of the germ layers and the development of
organs; practical study of the chick and frog (or salaman·
del') .
Must be preceded by courses 3 and 4.

. fJ {Lrcllll'tR TlwrR." '(I f. 11 : ,j().
,prill
~ La/iorafor,lj, 11' d., TllI/rH., Fri., 10: .m-I.!: ,10.
7.

•

PHYSIOLOGY: A course in human physiology, including reci·
tations, demonstrations and practical xerci e in tbe labora·
tory. A fee of one dollar and fifty cents is cbarg d. Mar·
tin's Human Body, Advanced
ours.
Wintc,', .
o~rp

II TlVE A •ATOMY OF Vt:IITt:IlRATE :
(l) A review of tbe classification and d velopment of

(2) A study of physiological mecbanisms-skel ton, mus·
ular system, nervous syst m, s nse organs, respiratory sys·
t ms, urinog nital system.
,
Open to students who have taken courses 1, 2 and 3.
Laboratory fee, four dollars.
W Idersh 1m and Parker's
omparatlve Anatomy and
Marshall and Hurst's Practical Zoology.
9.

MA "IALLAN A ' ATOMY: This cours is intended for stu·
dents who d sire an acquaintance with the structure of the
mammalian body as a PI' paralion for work In physiology,
anatomy and m dl Ine. The mlsroscoplc anatomy of the
nervous syst m and s ns organs
ves due atl ntion.
Gorham and Tower's Diss c tlon of th
at, supplem nt d
by l' f l' n
to th d partment library.

10, 11, 12.

r. W 11K:
tud nts who hav had Buffiel nt
preliminary training will b assign d sp lal probl!'ms In
hi tology, mbryology or v rt brat anatomy. Dally through
year .

•
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Courses in Botany.
ELEMENTARY BOTANY;
The structu re of the cell; reproduction and reproductive organs; symbiosis; alternation of
generations; development of the shoot; the tissues of
plants; heterospory; flowers and their significance; seeds;
physiology.

8

.
pnng,

[2.

5L ectures ,

I

II c d., 8at., 10 :80.
Laboratory, 1'ue8., Wed., Tlnu·s., 10 : 30-12 : 90.

A course for teachers and general
students. The adaptations of plants to their physical surroundings and to other organisms; the significance of plant
structures; adjustment to varying conditions; plant societies.]

ELEMENTARY ECOLOGY;

CHEMISTRY.
PRGFE

•

OR KARSLAKE.

The courses offered in this department are priGeneral
Statement.
marily designed to meet the wants (1) of those
desiring a general knowledge of the subject, and (2) of those feeling the need of more advanced work in order to prepare themselves for research-work, teaching, medicine or other professions.
The full course of work extends over a period of four years,
and has been so arranged as to make it possible for a student, by
election, to take the whole of it if he so desires. Arrangements
have been made whereby the work done in this department will
be accepted by the Medical College. The courses offered here are
also open to special studen ts.
The instruction is given by means of lectu res, recitations and
laboratory work. The lectures are fully illustrated by numerous
class-room experiments, and are supplemented by recitations,
written exercises, written examinations, stoichiometrical problems and laboratory work.
The equipment of the department is good. The lecture-room is
fully supplied with apparatus and all of the modern facilities for
the experimental illustration of the different lecture courses. The
laboratories are well furnished, being conveniently arranged and
supplied with tables, re-agents, gas, water, hoods and all the

•
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and laboratory work. Tbe principles of organic chemistry,
togetber witb tbe preparation and the study of the prop·
erties of a se ri es of typica l compounds of carbon. This
co urse is espec ially recommended to those desiring a good
general knowl edge of elementary organic chemistry. Pre·
requisite, cou r se 3.

Fall, W inler, {Lecllll· s, Til es ., 'a l., 11:30.
'prillg : ~ L aboratory, Wed ., TltlUS., Fri. , 10:90-12 :30.
10,11,12. SPE JAL WOBK: Students who have had the above
men lioned co u rses, or thei r eq u i valen t , wi II be assigned spe·
cial work in general che mi stry, quantitative analysis, physica l chemi stry or organic che mistry. Daily through the
year.

The laboratory [ee for cou r ses 1, 2 and 3 is $3.00 ; for a ll other
cou rses is $4.00. These fees are for each term, payable in a(lvance. The more expensive chemi cals, brealtage and other damage to apparatus will be charged extra.
PHYSICS.
PIlOFESSOIl KAIl LAKE ( in charge).
The co urses offered in this department aim to
General
Statement.
preseut the subject of General Phys ics in a more
thorough, ca refu l and extend ed manner than is the case in an elementary presentation of the s ubject. The instruction is given by
mean s of text-book and lectures, which are fully illustrated by
num e rous class-room expe rim ents and are supplemented by recitations, written exam inations and the solution of problems. Taken together, the cou rses offered are equivalent to one year's
work , and are so arranged as to enable a student to take them a JJ
if he so desires. They are open only to those who have had
Elementary Phys ics (see Entrance R equirements) , and ourse 1
in Mathematics.
1.

•

Courses.
GEN~:RAL PIIY
an ics and Heat.
Mechanics-Laws of Motion; Falling Bodies; Projectiles;

CO R E

[2.

[3.

OF IN TR CTIO

.
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Statics; Energy; Moment of Inertia; Hydrostatics; Capil·
larity; Hydraulics, etc.,
Heat- ature; Sources; Distribution; Effects; Calori me·
S1lTing, 9.
try; Thermo·dynamics, etc.
GENERAL PIIY lcs-Sound and Light.
Sound-Nature; Sources; Reflection; Intensity; Interfer·
ence; Pitch; Quality; Harmony, etc.
Light- ature; Sources; Reflection; Refractio n ; Polar i·
zation; Interference; Dispersion; Color, etc.]
GENEIlAL PuYsrcs-Magnetism and Electricity.
Magnetism-Magnets; Polarity; Induction; Lines of
Force, etc.
Electricity-Fractional; Voltaic; Effects of E lectric Currents; Electrical Quantities; Electro-dynamics, etc.]
GEOLOGY.

PROFE SOil Bil NEil (in charge).
General
The instruction offered in this department is inStatement.
tended as an introduction to the entire field of
Geological science. The subject-matter of the course is believed
to include that which is most interesting to the student, and at
the same time most valuable to the average citizen. The collections in the museum are o( great value for illustration of the
work outlined below.
Courses.
1. ELEUE TAllY GEOLOGY:
(a)
The dynamical agencies and
their work, as illustrated in denudation, earthquakes, volcanoes, coral reefs and islands, glaciers, etc.
(b) The structure of the earth's crust; stratified ingenious
and metamorphic rocks; origin of mountains; faults,
dykes, mineral vei ns.
(c) Historical Geo logy. The development of the North
American continent; the evolution of the life of the globe.
Scott's Introduction to Geology.
Fall, .
2. E ONOMf GEOLOGY: Sketch of the geological history of the

•
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nited States; description of rocks a nd rock and veIn-forming minerals; the mineral resources of the United States.
Tarr's Economic Geo logy of the Un ited States. Fall, .
NOTE-Only one of courses 1, 2, will be given.

MATHEMATICS AND ASTRONOMY.
PROFES OR HARKER.
General
Originality and precision, whi ch are s uch imStatement.
portant factors in a well developed and active intellect, demand first attention in the study of Mathematics. It is
therefore the primary aim of this department to cultivate the
habit as well as the ability of origi na l investigation and of arrivi ng at correct conclu sions. To th is end , rigor in de mon s tration
and the rejection of hypotheses without sufficient proof are insisted upon.
It is believed that the cou r ses outlined below will furnish a
sufficient basis for the stud y of hi gh er Mathematics and related
subjects. With this aim in view, constant ca re mu st be exe rcised
In the proper correlation of Mathematics wi th the other scien ces.
Since the subj ect of Mathematics occupi es so important a place
in the cu rri cula of our seconda r y schools, it is hoped that the
work here offered shall be presented in such a mann e r as to furnish proper methods of instruction to those desiring to teach.
The courses in Astronomy are designed (1) for the general
student, (2) as a basis for more advanced courses in practi ca l and
theoretical astronomy, while the courses in Mechanics prepare
students for work in celestial mechani cs and in advanced physics.
1.

2.

Courses in Mathematics.
PLANE TRlOONOMETIlY: The design of this course is to develop the fundamental principles, car eful attention being
g iven to their application in the solution of triangles. Due
attention will be g iven to Analytical Trigonom etry, and to
the re lation of Trigonometry to other courses in Mathematics.
Fall, 11 :80.
ADVAN ED ALGEnRA: In this course the Theory of Quadratics and the Theory of Indi ces will be briefly reviewed; the
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ADVANCED INTEORAC CALCUI,US : Fou rier Ser ies, Mu l tip le Integration , Ellipti c Jl unctions. Prerequisite, course 10.
pl'ing,

[12.

1.

2.

.

DIFFERENTIAC EQ UATIONS: Ordinary and Partial DifferenSpring.]
tial Equation s. Prerequisite, co urse 6.
Courses in A stronomy and M echanics.
GENERAL AST BONOMY: The treatment of the subject is n onmathemati ca l and is designed for those who desi re to pu rsue the work as a means to general culture. The underlying princ.iples of the science of Astronomy are emphas ized. The telescope will be used in connection witb the
study of the Solar and the Stellar Systems.
Fall, 8.
GENERAL A 'l'BONOMY: The subject in th is course is treated
somewhat more in detail and is slightly mathematical. Prerequisite, Mathemati cs, co urse 1.
lVintel', 8.

3.

GENERAL A TIlONOMY: A continuation of course 2. At least
one night in the week will be given to constellation study
and observational work.
Spring, 8.

[4.

PJIYSICAL A 'l'ltO NO"LY: This course is given principally by
means of lectures. Prerequisites, courses 2, 3, and Mathematics, course 5.
Spl·i.ng.]

[5.

ANALYTICAJ~

MECHA NiCS-STATIC: General Principles, Composition and Resolution of Forces, Center of Gravity, Friction, Machines. Prerequisite, Mathematical course 6.

•

[6.

ANALYTICAL ME IIANICS-DYNAM ICS :
urvi li near Motion, Motion Under the
Force, Motion in a Resisting Medium,
strained Motion , Impact, Work and
Inertia. Prerequisite, course 5.

Fa!l.]

Recti li near Motion ,
Action of a Variable
Central Forces, ConEnergy, Moment of
Winte1·.]

PHYSICAL CULTURE.
PROFE

OR KELLY , DIllE TOR.

General
The department of Physical Culture is estabStatement.
Iished with the view of promoting the best heal th
of the individual, to enable him to co-ordinate muscula r move-

OURSES OF IN 1'R C1'ION .

75

ments more qui ckly, and with g race, to provide for greater phys·
ical symmetry, and to incul cate a knowl edge of the fun ctions of
his own body. To facilitate th ese ends a mod ern college gymnas·
ium has been provided , well equippd with necessary apparatus
and furnished with good dressing'rooms, locke rs and shower
baths. The gymnasium building is und er the co mpl ete supervision of a competent director, or his assistant, in whose absence
the building will be closed. Dangerous exercises and " tri cks"
will not be encouraged, since the department does not aim to
develop athletes. All practical work in th e department is Hygienic, Corrective, Pedagogi cal and recreative in nature, and all
students will be required to co mplete si x·term work for graduation, three of whi ch must be taken in e ither the Freshman or
Sophomore year.
Students debarred from exercise by some physical disability, or
continued medi cal treatm ent, will be co mpelled to furni sh a cer·
tificate from some reputable physician, stating nature of the
disability,
length of time student has been und er medi cal treat•
ment, and definite reason s for acceptance of excuse. These ce rtificates must be presented to the directo r in charge of the de·
partment at the beginn ing of each term , the college rese rving
the right to acce pt or reject the same, if the above requirements
are not fulfilled , or if, upon inves tigation, the student is judged
capable of taking the work. Provision will be made for special
work for any students incapable of taking regular co urse work,
the director co-operating with the physician in endeavoring to
secure the best results for th e stud ent.
Gymnastic costumes will be required of all stud ents taking work
in the Department of Physical Culture. These must be worn
during all class exercises, and no student will be allowed the
gymnasium floor unless clad in the regulation costume. The costume of the young ladies will consist of bloomers and blouse ( or
sweater), preferably of same dark material, a nd rubber soled
shoes. The costume of the young men will consist of the regulation Turner trouser, qu a rter sleeve Jersey sh irt and rubber soled
shoes, costing in all about $3 .50.

•
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MUSIC.
CLAR~: NCE

FOIt YTU,

DIRECTOR.

It is the aim of the College to furnish opportunity for thorough

I

training to those who may wish to become professional musicians;
also to provide for the general student a means of practical acquaintance with musical art. The work, conducted in a school
connected with the College, but not an organic part thereof, is
divided into theoretical and practical courses of study. Only the
theoretical courses may coun l toward an academic degree, which
courses see under School of Music on page 77. It is further
stipulated that these courses shall be allowed credit as college
subjects only under the following conditions: 1. That each such
course shall be counted only as a minor credit, and then only ill
case it be given by the director of the School of Music. 2. That
such credit shall be given only to persons entitled to rank as college stud en ts.

ART.
MI

S TAYLOR, DIRECTOR.

The work in art is conducted in a school connected with the
college, but under separate management. Free class work is
afforded students in college, and also special courses as indi cated
under School of Art on page 79 of this catalogue. Courses in the
Art School do not receive college credit.

SCHOOL OF MUSIC.
LAllEN E FORSYTH, DTllE

OR.

The School of Music is separate from the ollege, having its
own management and Imposing its own fees. Its courses of instruction are divided into theoretical and practical.
ollege credits are allowed for the theoretical courses only and on conditions
stated under Department of Music on pag 76 of this catalogue.
A special diploma, however, will be given by the Schooi of Music
under the following conditions: 1. The student shall complete
successfully a four years' course in music and show himself
quail fled to act as teacher or to appear as soloist. 2. He shall inciude in his studies the flrst, s cond and third courses in the
theory of music and tweive majors of college work.
Theoretical Courses_
1.

HISTORY OF MUSt from its earliest stages; History of
Church Music from the tl me of Gregory; History of Opera
and Oratorio; study of the works of famous composers with
practical illustrations.

2.

HAmroN Y: The study of chords, thel I' construction, relations and progressions; harmonization of given meiodies;
exercIses from figured basses and analysis.

3.

OUNTERPOINT: The study of counterpoint, canon, fugue
and analysis.
COMPOSITIO : Practical study of composition in both small
and large form.
In courses 2, 3, 4, piano playing is a prerequisite.

4.

Practical Courses.
The courses in practical music consist of instruction in playing
the piano, Violin, violoncello and in Singing.
Only individual lessons are given in these courses.

•
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•

Fees for Instruction.
1'heoretical

OUTses.

Two boul's weekly ............ $12 per college term of 12 weeks.
Practical

ourses.

PIANO (For students taking tbe regular course in music): Two
balf-bour lessons w ekly witb Mr. Forsytb .
.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. $36 per college term of 12 weeks.
PIA a (For otber persons): Two balf-bour lessons weekly witb
Mr. Forsytb .............. $4 per coliege term of 12 weeks.
PIA '0: Two balf·hour lessons w ekly witb Miss Jeffries .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $24 per college term of 12 weeks.
SINOINO: Two balf-hour lessons weekly witb !iss Galvin .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $24 per coli ge term of 12 weeks.
VIOLIN on VIOLON ELLa: Two balf-bour I ssons we I<ly with Mr.
Schelischmidt. ............. $24 per co liege term of 12 weeks.
tudents taking the regular course in music. for a single subject in oliege wili be charged but one-third ($5) tbe regular
tuition.

•

SCHOOL OF ART .
MYlllLE LEWELLYN TAYLOIl. DJltECTOIl.
This d partm e nt offers free class work to a ll stud e nts In College or preparatory schoo!. The racillties are or the very best
and the co n stant aim Is to establish a School of Art first-class in
every r espect. Th
of A rt is separate from the Co ll ge
and charges its own fees.
ollege redits are not allowed for
work done in Art Schoo!.
Courses.
1.

FIlEE-IiAND: Prin c iples of free-hand drawing, Ilnear perspective, light and shade. In struction in pencil and c harcoa!.

~.

DIlAWI NO FROM

3.

DIIAWI ' 0 FnoM MODEL:

4.

PE

5.

FLAT COLOR!. 0 A 0 WA

6.

CAllTOO ' !.NO in hlack and white, a lso color.

ART A 0 STILL LIFE:

harcoa!.

har oa!.

Slo : r 111 0 from mode!.
II

WonK.

Class time required in above courses ............ 2 hours per week
Cost of material in class .......................... $1.00 per t e rm
TUition, regular course .......... . ..... ........ ... ........ Free.
7.

WATER COLOn: Studi es of color in LancZscapes, 4 s umme r
studies; 2 winter and 1 delf.

8.

•

9.

Heads and fi gures.

•

Simple and in group.

Dutch m et hod .

Class time r equired in co urses 7, 8, 9 .......... 3 hours pe r week
Cost of material, pa ints, brushes and paper ................ $1.40
TUition, special course .................................... $4.00

,

•

o
10.

BUTLER

OLLEGE.

PAINTING: Complete instructions, including Figure
and Floral Decoration, Dusted Tintings, Raised Paste, Jewels and all gold work.
HI

A

Class time required ........................... 3 hours per week
Materials, paint brushes and oil ... . ............. . ..... . .... $1.60
Burnings, extra-plates, 1h doz............................. .50
Tuition, special course .................................... 4.00

SUMMER SCHOOL.
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to all. These lectures will be open, without cha1'ue, to those persons who are enrolled as members of the Summer School.
T erms of
There will be no formal examinations for admis·
Admission.
sion. Students, both men and women, will be admitted to such courses as they are found qualified by the respec·
tive instructors to pursue to advantage. Applicants, therefore,
will communicate with the instructors in whose departments they
intend to study in order to obtain their approval for applications
fi led ill their respective courses. Unless otherwise stated, the
regular class instruction of tile Summer School will begin prompt·
lyon June 24 and close on August 1, the courses of instruction
extending over a term of six weeks. After July 1, no change of
courses will be allowed, nor will credit for attendance be given
to students entering after that date.
Registration.
Students are requested to present themselves
for registration on, or before, June 23, from 9 to 12 A. M., and 2 to
4 P. M., at the office of the registrar, room 8, main building. Be·
fore entering classes all students must register for the courses
they intend to pursue and no credit (nor certificate) will be given
to any student who takes a course for which he is not registered.
Before entering classes fees must also be paid.
The regular tuition fee will be $10 for each
Fees.
major course, and $6 for each minor course taken.
Students taking laboratory work will be charged an additional
fee of $3 for each major course and $1.50 for each minor course,
plus breakage or otber damage to apparatus.
FEES MUST BE PAID AT TilE TIME OF REGISTRATION.

T otal Cost.
It is believed that the total expense involved in
attendance upon the Summer School, including tuition fees, may
readily be kept below $36. In no event need it exceed $50.
Examinations.
On July 31 and August 1 stated examinations
will be held in the several courses. These examinations must be
satisfactorily passed i n order to secure either a certificate or
credit for work done.

,
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Credit for
Students who pursue and satisfactorily comWork.
plete the work of any of the courses in the Summer School will be granted a certificate upon request.
Regularly matriculated students of Butler College, or those who
afterward become so, will receive credit for work pursued and
satisfactorily completed in the Summer School, so far as that
work meets the requirements of the College for graduation, No
student will receive credit for work done to the value or more
than two majors,
Consultations.
The secretary of the Summer School and the
several instructors will be at the College for the purpose of consulting with students in regard to their work on June 23, from 9
to 12 A, M, and 2 to 4 p, M,
Suggestions to
It is of the utmost importance that students be
Students.
present at the opening of the School, as the introductroy work is peculiarly valuable, For this reason students
should not postpone registration beyond June 23,
IT WILL FACILITA'J' E TIIE WORK OF REOI S l'IlA'I' ION, A ' 0 WILL PROlIIOTE 1' ILE

ONVENIEN E OF 'rIlE STUDENTS 'rHEM S ELVES, IF 'l'llOSE

I TENDING '1'0 BE PilE ENT AT TllE S
THE SECIlETAIlY
INDICATING

o~'

WilAT

TIIA'r

M~IEII

S C IIOO!. WILL NOTIFY

FACT AT AS EAIlLY A DATE A

COUll E Oil

'rnEY

PO

PIlOPOS E TO

[OLE,

A'L'TE 0,

AT'rE TION IS CALLED TO 'L'HE IlEGULATION THA1' NO STUDENT WILL
IlECElVE CIlEDIT FOil WOIll( AlIroU ' 'lTNG IN VALUE 'l'O MOllE THAN TWO
MAJORS,

For other and more detailed information, application should be
made to the Secretary of the Summer ::ichool, Butler ollege, Indianapolis, Ind,
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TEACHERS COLLEGE-STUDY DEPARTMENT.

•

This department of the ollege is organized to
Genual
Statement.
meet the needs of those persons who either have
in mind to work some time in the future for an academic degree
01' wish to avail th mselves of opportunities for general culture
and lea rning und e r condition s consistent with their professional
work. The Teachers' College Study Department is practically an
application of the Coll ege to busy people. This is the ideal of any
University, and the movement is itself the outgrowth of the
general demand for facilities for intellectual training for those
who are not able to leave thei I' professions for regular attendance
at College.
The Teachers' College Study Department for the present will
restri ct itself to the same kind of work as that of the ollege of
Arts, except as to ti me and place, and in some degree, form of
instru ction. The courses given will be equal in strength to the
same courses in the ollege, and cred i t for anyone cou rse will
equal that for a s imilar course in the College and will be so accepted.
0 attempt will be made to deal with the methodological
side of the studies, nor especially to adapt them to direct use In
the sc hool-room . The aim is purely scientifi c and scholarly, to
broaden the general cu lture of the teacher rather than to furnish
him another particular pedagogical method. This makes It possible to give the work regu lar College standing.
Without doubt, many teachers who are now graduates of highschools are planning at some time to complete a regular college
course in response to the growing demand for college-trained
teachers in the public schools.
0 doubt, these will cordially accept opportunities which make it possible to do a large part or
all of the worl, required for the college degree without giving up

-

I)

regular teaching. After taking these courses for several years,
one may be enabled to omplete his coli ge course with a comparatively short period of continuous study at the ollege, or if
faciliti es are offeerd, he may be able to take the whole course and
receive th e degree without any residence work at the College.
Because of th e affi liation between Butler ollege and the niversityof hi ago, credits obtained t hrou gh this Department will
be given the same value by both schools. Also by virtue of the
affiliation, part of the course can be tak n at Butler ollege and
the rest at th
niversity of hi ago without any loss of time,
and th e d gree granted by Butler ollege will b regranted by the
niversity of hicago on the compl lion of three months of residen ce work there.
red It toward a degree will b given only to those who fulfill
the requirements of the college, but unclassified students will be
given cred it for work done on the same basis as the unclassified
students of the college. Credit will be given on the basis of the
class-room grade and the examination which Is h Id at the close
of th e term.
The courses are open to a ll persons apable of enjoyin g the
work, but primarily the interest will b for teachers. For this
reason a line of studi es is select d which will be espe ially useful
to teachers. But at the same tim , a ll of the courses offered are
of sufficiently wid e interest and importan e to engage the attention of all who are interested in broadening th ir mental and
moral outlook , whether they int nd to complete a college course
01' not.
All departments of the regular college are here represented.
In order to accommodate busy people, the classes will meet on Iy
once per week in two-hour sessions, unless otherwise indicated.
The term will extend over twenty-foul' weeks. All courses are
equal to one major of regular college work and are so credi ted.
Place and Hours The classes in the Teachers' College Study Deof Instruction,
partment will begin October 7, in the rooms on
the first floor of the Indianapoli s High School Building, corner
Pennsylvania and Mi chigan streets. Classes will be held from
4: 30 to 6: 30 P. M., and from 7: 00 to 9: 00 P. M. Saturday classes

I
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can be arranged for the morning. All laboratory work In connection with any cou rse is done in the laboratories of Butler
College. R egistration will take place at the High School October
4 from 4: 30 to 5: 30 and October 5 from 9: 00 to 11: 00 A. M.
Admission.
1. Regttlar students. Admission as regular
students, i. e., as candidates for college degree on the basis of
work done in the Teachers' College Study Department, will be
g ra nted to a ny person hav in g compl eted the r equirements for ad·
mi ssion to t he College of Arts. (See Butler College catalogue.)
2. Unclass'i jied students. Anyone who, in the judgment of the
instructor, is qualified to do the work which he desires to und ertake, may be admitted as an unclassified stud ent.
Tuition.
The regula r tuition fee in the Teachers' College
Study Department will be $10' for each major course, and $6 for
each minor co urse. An extra fee of $3 is charged for laboratory
work.
Degrees.
1. Candi dates for a degree mu st present sati sfactory ev id ence that they have complied wi th condition s for
admission req uired for the degree in accordance with the rul es
of the College of Arts. ( See Butler College catalogue.)
2. Requil'ements for degree. The A. B. degree of th e college
will be confer red on all students who have fulfill ed the admission
req uirements and have taken also 36 major co urses, provided the
requi red courses of the college are in clud ed in these majors. A
major in the Teachers' College Study Department is equal to a
two-hour session each week for 24 weeks.
For further information or special ci rcula r , address the secretary at Irvin gton, Indian apolis.
•
ALIJERTINA ALLEN FORREST,

Secretal'Y in T each ers'

ollege Study D epartmen t.

GENERAL INFORMATION.
Classification of
The classification of students is based on the
Students.
number of credits due at the beginning of the
year. All reg ular stud ents, candidates for a degree, are registered
as sophomores when they have seven major cou rses to thei r
credit ; as juniors, wh en they have eightee n; as seniors, when
they have twenty-nine. Entrance cond itions must be made good
at once, and no one having more than s ix entrance credits in
arrears, except those coming from co mmissioned high schools,
shal1 be classed as a regular student.
•

Examinations in al1 co urses of study are held at
th e close of each term in the same order as the
reg ul a r recitations. Students are graded in each
study pursued during the term. A student failing in an examination must make such failure good before the beginn in g of the
next fol1owing collegiate year, otherwise he will be required to
take the work over in th e next succeeding class. Absence from
examination counts as failure. A student taking a n examination
at a time other than that appointed for his class must first pay
to the treasurer, for the benefit of the library fund, the sum of
one dollar. Failure at examination entails forfeiture of class
standing.

Final Examinations of the
Terms.

Term Reports.
During t he last week of each te rm a report of
the attendance and proficiency of each student is prepared a nd
sent to his parent or guard ian, who is earnestly req uested to give
such r eport careful attention, or to notify the sec reta ry of any
failur e to receive it . These reports should be preserved.
Students are graded on a scale of 100 as follow s : 60 is passing
grade, and 80 indicates a fair deg ree of excellence.
The term repo rt made at the close of the spring term will indicate, al so, the stud ent's arrears (if any) in ent rance requirements

•
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and prescribed work, and will give the number of credits toward
graduation due him, thus showing his classification for the be·
ginning of the following year.
R eligious

Dut i~.

All students are expected to attend daily morning devotional exercises in the college chapel.
Prius.

At each com men ement of the College, the Bachelor's degree
of the University of Chicago is conferred upon the member of
the graduating class designated by the College as having sustained the highest average rank during the whole College
course.
2. Three fellowships yielding free tuition in the University of
Chicago for one year (three quarters) are granted annually
to graduates of Butler College nominated by the College.
3. A prize of twenty-five dollars will be awarded to the student of
Butler College who shall be selected as the representative to
the State Oratorical Contest.
4. A prize of fifteen dollars wiJI be given to the student of Butler
College who shall receive second rank in the primary contest
held annual1y for the selection of representative to the State
Oratorical Contest.
5. A prize of ten dollars will be given to the student of Butler
College who shall receive third rank in the primary Oratorical
Contest.
6. A prize of twenty-five dollars will be given to the student of
Butler College who shall receive the highest rank in its
primary for the intercollegiate debate.
7. A prize of fifteen dollars wiIJ be given for the best essay, the
contest to be held among members of the Sophomore class, and
the award to be given the essayist receiving the highest
grade.
8. A prize of fifteen dolJars wiJI be given in oratory, the contest
to be held among the members of the Sophomore class and the
award to be made to the orator receiving the highest rank.
1.

(, ~~ ~ J~ R,\ I, IN F R '1.\ TION.

Two p
each of t n dollars will be giv n in the annual
opbomore-Freshman debate to the students receiving the
highest rank in their respective classes in the primary.

9, 10.

P aymtn ls to

The fees for tuition, incidental , apparatus and
the College.
library are payable at th b ginning of each term,
and the student, to be enrolled In cia s, must pre ent to the instructor In charge the regi st rar's ord r of admission, with the
treasur r's r celpt for fees. Th se fees amount ordinarily to flft en dollars per term, as follows:
•

Tuition reCt,.. in . cript. cos ting. .

IDe ideDtn J(eo.
Librar)" roo .
Total per

. .. .. ..... .. .

.. . .. .. ..... .... .
t ~rm .....

..

•

.,

...........

..
50
................ $12 00
. .. .. ...... . " . . . . . . 2 50
• •

•• •• ••

•

•

• •

. $15 00

A further fee Is charged students having laboratory work, as
follows:
10 Chemistrl, cour..: R 1, ~, 3, per cour-.o . .. . ... .....
In heIDi try , otber courM:'s. l:M'r cour~ ... . . . . . ...

In Biolo!!)', per courso ......

.. .

. ..... ... . ... .

~~

00

I 00
300

Any person entering as special student will b r qui red to pay
an xtra f of $3.00 as nam ed on page 3 .
The t rm f es mu st be paid at th beginning of the term and
after payment has be n mad they ar not r turnable. How v r,
should a student be absent one-haif or more of th term , one-half
of the tuition paid by him may be applied on future term .
In addition to the above fe s th ere is to b taken into the a .
count a gymnasium suit, whi h, in the case of the young men, is
furnished by the oilege, and th e pri ce of whi ch wili be payable
along with the other f es at the heginning or the year. The pric
of this suit, Including shoes, is $3.50.
Th young wom en provide their own gymnasium suits subj ct
dire tlon of th e instructor.
of $1 is harged for special xamlnations. ( e pag 7.)
of $1 Is harged for r glstratlon, if the stud nt pr se nts
hi
f for that purpose at any oth r than the tim s fix d in th
oil g al ndar.
fe of $5 is harg d eac h p raon taking th
ba alaur at d gr e. The f e charged for the [aster's d gr
i $10. F a must b paid b (or d gr will b granted.
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Expenses of
R esidence.

Following are estimates of yearly expenses cal·
culated for tbe session of tbi rty·six weeks:

Tuition per year . ... $4500
R oom, board, etc . .. 117 00
Books .. .... .. " . . . .. 15 00

Tuition with lab ....... .. .. .. ... $54 00
Choice room and board .... .. ... 150 00
Books . . .... . . .. . . . .............. 20 00
•

00

$224 00

Tbe above esti mates for room and board are based on rates
cbarged at College residence, board and lodging ranging from
$3.00 to $3.50 per week according to location of room. Board is
obtainable in private families at from $3 to $4 per week. Stu·
dents wbo feel it necessar y to curtail expenses as mucb as possi·
ble will tlnd room s to let at lower rates, witb facilities for Inde·
pendent bouse·keep in g, or opportunity for tbe form atio n of clu bs.
See also "College Residence" on page 27.
Co-operative
A boarding club Is organized eacb year, on tbe
Club Board.
co·operative plan, in wbicb students may obtain
good table board at tbe lowest possible rates. A steward is
elected by tbe club, wbo attends to tbe business of tbe club, and
tbe cbaracter of tbe board can be made to suit tbe desires of t be
club members. The usual rate is about $2 per week.
For furtber information address tbe secretary of Butler College,
Irvington, Indiana.
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ORGANIZAT ION.
R elation to
The Butler Bible College is a distinct organizaButler College. tion governed by its own Board of Trustees, separately incorporated, consisting of men well known among the
Disciples of Christ. At the same time, however, that it maintains
its separate identity, it takes advantage of certain opportunities
accorded it by the trustees of Butler College. Its recitation rooms
are in the buildings of Butler Col1ege; its students have the privileges of the dormitories, libraries, laboratories, gymnasium and
other equipment of Butler Col1ege; and its matriculates are admitted to the classes of the Col1ege of Arts upon the same terms
as the matriculates of Butler Col1ege.
Trustees.
The Board of Trustees is composed of the following members:
A. B. Philputt, Indianapolis, Ind., PreSident; W. S. Moffett, Irvington, Ind., Secretary and 'l'reasurer; Z. T. Sweeney, Columbus,
Ind.; J. H. McNeiJI, Muncie, Ind.; C. C. Rowlinson, Indianapolis,
Ind.; William V. Morgan, Indianapolis, Ind.; A. J. Frank, Columbus, Ind.; F. W. Norton, Irvington, Ind.; Will G. Irwin, Columbus, Ind.; Jabez Hall, Irvington, Ind.; R. E. Moore, Irvington,
In d.
Term of Study.
The next. annual term of study wiII begin simultaneously with that of Butler College on Tuesday, Oct. 1, 1901,
and will continue until Thursday, June 19, 1902, when its commencement wil1 be held in conjunction with that of Butler
College.
Conditions of
Three classes of students, who shall satisfy the
Admission.
faculty of their good moral character, may obtain
adm ission to the courses of study in the Bible Col1ege, as follows:
(1) Cand idates for the degree of Bachelor of Arts in Butler
College may elect courses in the Bible College subject to the

I
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following requirem ents: Courses 1 and 2, Old Testament LIterature; course 5, The Life and Epistles of St. Paul; course 7,History
of New Testament Times, and course 8, the Gospels and the Life
of Christ, in the Department of New Testament Literature and
Exegesis; and course 11, History of Missions, in the Department
of Church History, are open to ail students. Other courses are
open only to stud ents who have compieted 18 college majors.
Courses taken in the Bible College will count as regular college
work, but in no case will credit be given toward the degree of
Bachelor of Arts for more than 9 such courses.
(2) Bachelors of Arts of any college of good standing who desire to pursue graduate work, or who iook forward to the degree
of Bachelor of Divinity, or of Master of Arts, may become matriculates of the Bible College. The work in the Bible College is
intended primarily for such graduate students. They are, moreover, upon the approval of the faculty, admitted to courses in
Butler College on eq ual terms with academic students, provided
that two·thirds of their work be taken in the Bibie College.
(3) Special students, not candidates for a degree and not col·
lege graduates, but of mature age and attainments satisfactory
to the faculty, will be admi tted to the Bi bie College. If under 21
years of age the applicant must fulfill the requirements tor ad·
mission to Butler College, must satisfy the faculty as to his
ability to pursue the work, and must pay a fee of $3.00 per term
in addition to the regular tuition fee and other regular charges.
All special students are subject to the same regulations in regard
to prerequisites for cou rses, attendance upon classes, and nature
of work, as apply to regu lar students.
Election of
For all courses in the Bible College except
Courses.
courses 1 and 2 in Old Testament Literature, 6, 7
and 8 of the Department of New Testament Literature and
Exegesis, and course 11 of the Department of Church History,
there is a prerequisite of 18 college majors or their equivalent.
Students desiring to enter any co urses with the exception ot those
specified, must, therefor, as a rule, complete two years ot college
work before they will be admitted.
As large a latitude as poss ible will be accorded students in the
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election of their courses. It is, however, evident that In most
courses a logical order is necessary, and no student will he admitted to any course who has not, in the judgment of the faculty,
by previous studies fitted himself for such course. For schedule
of reel tations, see page 2.
Courses enclosed in brackets will not be given in the year 19011902.
Degree.
Work done In the Bible College and fulfilling
the requirements specified In the catalogue of Butler College, on
pages 41 and 42, will count toward the degree of Master of Arts
conferred by the College.
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DEPARTMENTS OF INSTRUCTION.
HOMILETICS AND PASTORAL THEOLOGY.
PIlOFESSOIl HALL.
In this department instruction will be given in
General
Statement.
the preparation and deli very of sermons. Students will, in addition to courses in Homiletics in the most approved text-books, be required to prepare outlines of sermons.
The lives and style of the greatest preachers will be studied, and
some of their sermons will be analyzed.
Instruction will also be given in the practical management of
churches and pastoral care. The subjects of city evangelization
and of home and foreign mi ss ions will be taught both in the
class-room and by in ti tutes of Ie tures.
Lectures will be given by . B. Phil putt, of the Central hris·
tlan Church, of Indianapolis, on the preparation of ermons and
other phases of Church work.

4.

5.

Courses.
GENEIlAL INTIlOD UCTIO TO TUEOLOOY: The object of this
course is to furnish an outline of the various departments of
theology; to define thei r nature, mutual relations, aim and
boundary lines; to show their respective functions and values,
together with the best methods of their study and the bibliography of the subjects. The student will thus acquire a general view of the subjects which will engage his attention as
he passes through his theological preparation for the work
of the ministry, and so be the bett I' prepared from the first
to estimate the importan e and relation of these studies.
Fall, 11 :30.
HOMILETI : The preparation and delivery of sermons will
be tRught with the aid or a text-book. Analy is and criticism
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of masterpieces, original plans, and sermons will be required,
which will be criticised by the instructor.
Winter, 11 :80.
6. PA TonAL TllEOLOGY: This study will be conducted with a
suitable text-book, supplemented by institute lecture courses
on "Modern Methods in Church Work," and on "City Evangelization." In this course the student will make investigations of the forms of organization and methods of work in
the different denominations, both Roman Catholic and
Protestant.
Spring, 11 :80.
7. CrrnlsTuN THEOLOGY: The object of this course will be to
make the student acquainted with the sources and methods of
the study, and especially to emphasize the importance of the
scriptural material bearing on the doctrine of God, of man, of
Christ, of the Holy Spirit and of the Last Things. A suitable
text-book will be used in connection with lectures, and constant reference '~ill be made to the bibliography of the sub- .
ject.
Winter, 2.
Lectures on the Psychology of Religious Experience will be
given in connection with courses 4, 5, 6 and 7, by C. C. Rowlinson,
pastor of the Third Christian Church of Indianapolis. These
lectures will treat of religious experience as manifested in different periods of life, of types of conversion, of the influence of
church music and architecture upon religious life, and of kindred
subjects. The message of the modern study of psychology for
the Christian minister will be dwelt upon. The lectures may be
tal en separately, or as part of the courses mentioned. Only in
the latter case, however, will credit be given for them.

HEBREW AND OLD TEST AMENT LITERATURE.
PROFESSOR McKEE.
PROFESSOR HALL.
General
The purpose of the work is to give a comprehensive grasp of the language and literature of
Statement,
the Old Testament, treating it as the foundation of the New Testament and unfolding the organic union of the two. The attempt
is made to give the student an apparatus for real exegetical work
whic\l will enable him tQ use with pleasure and profit the Hebrew

•
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and its ma tchless li te rature. Stude n ts beginnin g H e brew mu s t
continue in it for at least t hree te rm s in ord er to obtain credit
for courses tak en.
Th e work in t he En g li s b Old Testament is intended botb for
college stud ents a nd s tu de nts specializing in preparation for tbe
mini stry. Th e a im is to gi ve an ins igbt into fruitfu l methods
of study , and a lmowl edge of th e books of the Old T estament
wbi ch will enabl e th e stud ent to take up more detail ed work for
him self. Th e Rev ised Ve rs ion of tb e Bible will be u sed as the
t ext-book.
1.

2.

3.

Courses in Old T estameot Literature.
OLD T ESTAM ENT LL'l'EIlAT li E-Th e Hi stori cal Books. Tbis will
embrace a gen eral study of t h e conten ts of the hi s tori ca l books
of tbe Old Testa men t from Genesis to II Kings. Tb e study
of tb e books tb em selves will be s upple mented by library work
and written tb em es.
Fall, 8.
OLD T ESTAMENT LITERATU IIE-Tb e Propheti cal Books. This
will embrace a gen e ra l s tu dy of th e propb eti cal books in
cbronologi cal ord e r, and a con sta nt compari son of them with
th e bi stori ca l mate ri a l of course 1. Library work and written
tbemes will be required .
W in t er, 8.
HISTORY OF TIL E H EUREWS' AND J EWS.
pr in g. 8.

Courses in H ebrew.
1, 2,3. BEG LNN ING H EBREW: Tb e fir st te rm will be devoted to a
stud y of tb e fir st t wo chapte rs of GeneS iS, a nd of Harper 's
" Metbod a nd Ma nu a l" a n d "El em ents." In th e second te rm ,
Genesis iii-viii will be read as a basis for g ra mmati cal work.
Th e tbird te rm will em br ace work in hi s tori cal H ebrew and
S yntax. I Kin gs will be r ead, and H a rpe r 's " El ements Df
H eb rew Syntax" will be used a s a text-book.
Fall , W int er, Spri ng, 2.

4.

5.

DEU'I'EHONOMY: Its ori g in , stru cture and influen ce upon subsequ ent books of tbe Bible in botb Old and New T estam ents.
Prerequi s ites, courses 1, 2 a nd 3.
Fall, 11 :30.
A~ l os AN D PROPU ETI M:
Con temporary bi story will be noted ;
co llatera l readin g is required . Pre requisites, courses 1, 2, 3
and 4.
W in t er, 11 :80.

•
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EZEKIEL A ' I> Til E PIIIES'I' lIoon: Cont mporary history will be
noted incidentally and a large amount of collateral reading
will be required. Prerequisites, courses 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5.
SP1'inO, 11 :30.

NEW TESTAMENT LITERATURE AND EXEGESIS.
PnOI'E SOil HALL.
COLEMAN.
General
It is the purpose of this department to put the
Statement.
student in a position to acquire an intimate knowledge of the ew Testament Scriptures. It is not so much the
purpose to impart that knowledge as to teach the student how to
acquire the knowledge for himself. To this end the principles of
the Greek Grammar of the New Testament will be inductively
taught upon the basis of the New Testament text itself. Thorough as well as cursory reading of the Greek Testament will be
required, and such a general working knowledge of the New
Testament will be imparted as will enable the student further to
pursue his studies systematically. Instruction in the doctrines
of the New Testament and its homiletical value will not be neglected.
orne idea of the state of the world at hrist's coming,
of the literature then influencing mankind and especially the
Hebrew people, a general knowledge of the life of Christ and the
early years of Christianity, will be given.
For admission to courses 1, 2, 3, 4 and 6, a working knowledge
of Greek is r equ ired. Courses 5, 7 and
may be taken without
disadvantage by students who have not studied Greek; they are
included in the regular courses in Bible instruction in the College
of Arts.
Courses.
1, 2, 3. NEW TE TAMEN'l' GnAMMAR AND EXEOESIS: This course
co ntemplates a thorough drill in the principles of the grammar of the Greek New Testament, and of New Testament
exegesis, on the basis of a carefu l study of the Greek text of
certain passages. Certain Gospels and Epistles will be more
or less minutely read ; and extended selection s from the New

,
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[5.
[6.
7.•

[8.
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Testament will be rapidly r ead, often at sight, to accustom
tbe student to tbe easy bandling of bis Greek New Testament.
Westcott & Hort's or the Revisers' Greek Text, ' j. uayer's New
Testament Lexicon, and Buttman's (o r Winer's) New Testa·
ment Greek Grammar are r eq uired.
Fall, Winter, SpTing, 10 :30.
NEW TESTA1>lEN'£ I WI'1l0DUCTIO .]
THE LIFE AND EPISTLES OF ST. PAUL.]
ACTS OF THE Al'o TLES.]
HI TOllY OF NEW TESTAUENT TIME: A study of the life of
the Jewish people and their surroundings from the time of
tbe Maccabees to the fall of Jerusalem. The beginnings of the
Christian Church will be studied on the basis of the books of
tbe New Testament.
Spring, 3.
THE GOSPELS AND 'I'HE LIFE OF CHIlIST.]

CHURCH HIST ORY.
PIlOFESSOR COLEMAN.
The field of Church History is so great that no
General
Statement.
attempt can be made to embrace it all in any
single course or series of courses in the College curriculum. The
aim of the department is to give the student an acquaintance with
the general development of Christianity in the world and a more
comprehensive and detailed knowledge of a few of the more im·
portant stages and features of tbis development. To secure this
end one general, outline course, and a number of courses in which
particular periods of Church History are studied with as much
detail as the time will permit, are offered.
The study can not be confined enti rely to ecclesiastical events
and doctrines. The points of contact between the church and the
world require a frequent consideration of general history. In
each period, therefore, the purpose will be to grasp and interpret
the political, social and literary, as well as the strictly religious
movements. Economy of time, however, demands that chief
emphasis be g iven to the latter, and much of the work must be
done upon the assumption of a fair knowledge of general history
and familiarity with methods of historical study on the part of
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the student. Students are, therefore, r ecommended to take as
mu ch of the college work in history as possible a nd are requiTed
to comp l et e at l east one college course in history (or present an
equivalent to it ) befo re they take any of t he courses in Church
History, except course 11.
The courses in Church History need not in all cases be taken in
the chronological sequence of the ground they cove l', but in ce rtain cases this is necessary. Course 1 mu st precede all other
courses except 2 and 4. In case the student chooses to begin hi s
work with course 2 he must take co urse 4 or 1 before he will
be admitted to other classes in Church History.
Courses.
1.

OUT LINE OF CRImClI HISTOHY: This course will constitule
an introduction to the study of Church History. The aim
will be to get an orderly, systematic and connected view of
the entire fi eld of Church History, its epochs and turning
points, its leading movements, events a nd character s. The
instruction will be for the most part by lectures and by
references to the literature of the s ubj ect. Prerequisite, one
major of college work in hi s tory.
Fall, .
2. ANTE-NICENE CHRISTIANITY: The origin of Christianity in
history, the Apostoli c age, sp read of the Chri stian reli gion ,
development of doctrin e and organization, to the time of
Constantine. Prerequi site, one majo r of coll ege work in
history.
Spl'ing, 9.
[3. EARLY CilRI TIA N LITERATUHE. A sem in a l'. Advanced work
in the writings of the Ante-Nicene Fathers.]
[4. THE CnUIlCH OF 'J'HE EMPmE: This course will treat of the
period from Constantin e to Grego r y I (313-590); the alliance
of Church and State, the great cou ncils, development of doctrine and of the hi erarchy, the Latin Fathe r s, and the beginning of th e Medieval churcll . Prerequisite, cou r se 1 01'
course 2.]
[5. CHill TIANITY IN ,'IlE MmoLf; AOE. : The rise, supremacy
and decline of the papacy; the conversion of north e rn and
wes tern Europe; the sp r ead and influence of monasticism;
•
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11.
•
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Scholasticism and the development of doctrine; religious
life in the Middle Ages. Prerequisite, course 1.]
THE REFORllATION IN Gt; B~IANY: This cou r se will be in a
large part identical with co urse 6 of General History, page
63, but special worl, upon the r eligious aspect of the Re·
formation will be given to Bible College students electing
it. The ground covered is from 1517 to 1555.
Fall, D.
THE REFOBi\IATION IN E"'GLAN)) AN)) SCO'I'LAN)),]
HI TORY Ot' CllBISTIAN DOCTIUNE.]
HISTOIIY OF PRo'rESTANT MI IONS: A brief study of the
basis and motives of missionary work, of the beginning of
the great missionary movement of the last centu ry , and a
more thorough consideration of the worl, of prominent
missionaries and the general results of the missionary
movement.
Winter, 8.
HI TOllY OF THE DI CII'LES: The antecedents of the reformation movement begun by the Campbell s, contemporary
condition s in the religious world, and the progress of the
movement up to the present. An attempt will be made to
determine the fundamental purpose of the movement and
its bearing upon present·day thought.]

PHll.OSOPHY, SOCIOLOGY AND GREEK.
In addition to the foregoing courses students in the Bible Coll ege are urged to avail themselves of the opportunity afforded by
Butler College of taking work in philosophy, Greek and sociology.
The following statement of the cou r ses especially recom mended
by those departments will indi cate the nature of the work.
Sociology.
FORREST.
The work of this department is of deep interest to any student
preparing for the Christian ministry. Any and all phases of social
life have their bearing upon the pastor's work. Every minister,
both as a cit izen and as a public teacher, must constantly pass
judgments upon social facts and forces, and shou ld therefore be
able to speak and act intelligently. The fundamental prinCiples
•
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DE PART:\IE~T,

at the go p I ar

un hanging, but the onditions nnd r whi h
thos prin ipl
ar to be appli dare larg I)' d t rmin d by th
social lif of the tim , It is, ther fore, important that th minister should thoroughly und r ' tand th society which larg Iy
d termi
tbe lives of the indh' iduals to whom h i to preach.
For a
ption of th
our es of general intere t th student
is referred to the announ ement of the OLLEOt: OF LII1EII'\L liT".
Th
ourses mentioned below are arranged wi th
al ref I' n
to th n eds of tud nts of the BInLt: OLLEOE.

[3.

PJIII.A:oiTIlIIOI'Y: A study of the ause of poverty and
method of amelioration, based on 'Varner's .. m rican
haritl s." The departm nt enjoy the h arty co-op ration
of th
x ell nt harity Organization oci ty of IndianaJlolis. and is th I' by enabl d to mak a thorough study of
th chariti s of th city.
u h ag nci s as the so ial settI 01 nt, the institutional chureh, the labor colony, etc .. will
al 0 r ei ve can ideration. Th
tud n t wi II b
xJlected
to make a Jlersonal investigation of a tual conditions found
in th city.]
11.
OlII'AII.ITI\'E RlcLlt1l0:oi: A g n ral introduction to the study
of tb origin and history of religion.
(a)
A somewhat minute study of primitiv
('ites and bel! ts, bas d on th ('esults of th
ourse in Anthropology.
Prer quisit, cours
5.
(ee Butl I'
all ge announc01 nts.) Minor.
Willi r, TiLeS .. /<'ri .. ,I.
(b)
study, continuous with th prec ding. of the imJlortant fatuI'
at th g
ethnic religions. MillOI'.
'prillO, 7'11<'8 .. Fri., ,I .
•

P hilosophy.
PII()FE"S()II RoUt: II".
An acquaintanc with th
ubj ts tl' at d in th toliowlng
ours s I Indlsp naabl to th high at quipm nt of th mlnlst 1'.
II Is dir t1y Int I' st d In th natul' at man's mind- th probI m or Psychology; In th m nns at knowing tl'uth - th pl'obl m
or Loglt'; in what man ought to do- the prahl m at Ethi s; and
In mnn's r lotion to natur nnd to .od - th probl m of Phllosopby . Tb I' 'OUl'81'S do not pr('t nd to turnl It IIx d, ('om»ll'te
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answers to those questions, but rather seek to stimulate right
thinking and proper appreciation of them. The work of this department extends through the last two years of the college course
and is restricted to students of at least that standing.
3. ETHICS: The conceptions of moral obligation, virtue and
freedom are treated psychologically and criti cally. An analysis is mad e of character, habit, desires and ideals from
the psychological and ethical points of view. Social institutions and the duties they involve, together with the factors
in moral progress, will be outlined. Practical problems will
be taken up in discussions and papers. Text, Paulsen, Syst em of Ethics.

4.

5.

[8.

[9.

Spring, 10 :80.

THE AOE OF THE ENLlOIlTE 1I1ENT: A study of the characteristic mod es of thought of the Eighteenth Century, on the
side of general culture rather than of technical philosophy.
After tracing the transition to modern times in Rousseau ,
an attempt will be made, in connection with the German
literary and philosophical development, to sum up the spirit
of modern thought in its opposition to that of the Enlightenment. Prerequisite, 18 college majors, including 2 in
department of philosophy.
Fall, .
SCllOPENIlA ER ANO MOOERN
: A study of the
problem of evi l as it has entered into recent thought and
lite rature.
Winter. .
MODELlN PHILO OPll Y: The course of modern thought will
be traced from Bacon to Kant, with special reference to the
more fundamental problems of philosophy.
Winter.]
ENOLISH TllOUGDT IN TUE Nl ETEE Tll E TURY: The more
important so ial, literary and philosophical tendencies will
be briefly examined in their relation to present day problems. Special att ntion will be given to scientific naturalism, represented by such men as Mill, Spencer and Huxley.
and reports will be made on r ecent bool{s of genera l interest.
Fall.]

•
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Gruk.
PROFE

6.

OR BROWN.

A course in reading and study of words.
Much light is thrown on the Greek of the New Testament hy
a study of this author, a contemporary of many of the
Christian writers. Besides the general facility i n the use
of the language which such studies afford, this course will
give the student an insight into the meaning of many ew
Testament terms. It also serves as an excellent Introdu tion
Sprillg. 10:30.
to the study of Patristic Greek.

PL

ARon's LIVE:

GENERAL INFORMATION.
Special
Every year lectures are given at the College by
L«tures.
men prominent among the Disciples and by
specialists In various departments of work. Among other speakers
who have thus visited Butler are Miss Lois White, Mrs. A. M. t·
e Pounds, W. M. Forrest, G. W.
Idnson, Mrs. Kelly, Miss
Muckley, O. T. Morgan, J. H. Garrison, A. McLean and B. L.
ml th .

The city of Indianapolis and Its suburbs contitute a center of culture unsurpassed In the
West.
oncerts and musical Instruction ar ob·
talnable qual to the best in the ountry. Lectures and literary
advantag s are open to the students which are not obtainable
In any Institution not in the imm dlate n Ighborhood of a city of
qual ultivatlon.

Musical and
Literary
Opportunities.

RclllJ.ious
The Downey Avenue hrlstlan hurch Is In
Privileges.
close connection with the ollege, both locally
and sympathetically. Prominent prea hers, from tim to tim .
ar Invited to visit the town and colleg. Furthermor, th
hur bes of Indianapolis are easily acc sslble, with the religious
s rvl s and I tu res tu rn Ished by them.
The Young Men's and Young Women's hrlstlan Associations
ar op n to all students, both In the 011 ge and In th city of

•
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Indi anapolis, and Christian End eavo r Societies are establi sbed
and flourisbing in the neigbboring cburcbes.
Tbe Mission Study Class meets every week to consider subjects
of interest in tbe foreign work. During tbe past year tbe studies
published by tbe tudent Volunt er Movement bave been used
in the study of the lives of leading missionaries, and of Cbina.
The co llege gymnaSiu m , tennis courts and athExercise.
letic field are accessible to the Bible College students, and the men are encouraged to take an adequate amount
of exercise in order tbat tbeir physical and mental welfare may
be conserved.
Physical

Board and
The actual expense of attendance upon tne
Expenses.
Bible College is as low as that of any similar
institution in the country. Tbe tuition is tbe same as tbat of
Butler College, fifteen dollars ($15) a term for each of tbe tbree
terms. Board may be secured in tbe college dormitory for $3
a week, including furnished room , or for even less than this
amount in students' clubs in the town. Altbough tbe faculty
discourages so rigid a n economy as might be detrimental to tbe
health and vigor of the students, yet certain authorized clubs
will be formed whicb will furnish good table board at the lowest
possible rates that can be obtained in any college in the country.
Tbese are tbe cbief items of expense which the student will be
compell ed to meet, aside from books and personal expenses.
Opportunities for emp loym ent in preaching are unusually good
in tbe immediate neighborhood of Indianapolis . . Many of the
smaller churches depend for tbe supply of their pulpits upon
students of the co ll ege, and a large part of a student's expenses
may be defrayed by this means. Tbe arrangement bas in the
past been of mutual advantage to tbe cburches and the students .

•
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BUTLER PREPARATORY SCHOOL
I NSTRUCTORS
OMAR WILSON, A. M., Principal,
Ins tructor ill Latin.

CLARA FRANCE Mcl 'TYRE, A. B.
Instructor in Eugli h aud Gorman.

BLANCHE P 'I'NAM

OEI_, A. B.,

Assistant In tructor in Latill.

I ABEL LOUISE VINZANT,
As i tllut Instructor ill Alge bru.

*DEMARCHU

LARITON BROWN, A. M.,

Ins tructor in Gree k.

*HENRY LANE BR NER, Ph. D.,
Instructor in Botany.

*WILLIAM JAY KARSLAKE, Ph. D.,
Iu tructor in Physic.

* AM EL ALLEN HARI{ER, A. M.,
In tl'uctor ill Mathematics .

WALTER F. KELLY , B . Lit.,
Director in Phys ical Culture.

Purpose.
As the name suggests, it is the main purpose of
th is school to fit students for co llege. Those expecting to enter
college will save time by attending a good preparatory school.
• Prores ors in Bntler College.

I
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This is verified every year in the case of applicants from schools
where the studies are not arranged with reference to college
work.
red its from Butler Preparatory School are accepted at
the lead i ng colleges.
Admission.
In order to enter the First Preparatory. applicants are required to furnish certificates of graduation from th
common schools. A teacher's license is accepted in lieu of such
certificate. In Arithmetic applicants must be able to pass
examination on th metric system.
Applicants for admission to the econd Preparatory and Third
Preparatory will present certificates from some commissioned
high s hool. preparatory chool or college.
uch certificates
should not only state specifically the work completed hy the
bearer, but should also show that he has an honorable dismissal.
Credits.
recitation once a week througbout one term
is call d a lenn lIoltr. In all subje ts except Physical ulture,
five term bours satisfactorily completed con titut one credit.
In Physical Culture fifteen t rm hours make a credit.
Recitations.
,\ 11 cIa
('xc pt l\Iatbematic. B. and Engli 'h
" meet five
a \\' ck.
n r citation a we k in PRcb elm,>s
consists of a review or Ie ture or some other exercises r qui ring
but little preparation on th part ot tbe stud nt.
Althougb a stud nt may be admitted to Tbird
Classi Hcation.
Preparatory classes, and may bave the larger part ot bi work in
tbis year, yet if he is ondltioned on work amounting to more
than four credits he is
cond Pr paratory.
One similarly defici nt in th
econd Preparatory is
Fi rst Preparatory.
Classes.
In the first year all students bave tbe same
classes. Tn tbe se ond and tbird
cboice is allowed trom tbe
following subj cts: Gr ek. G rronn. Fr nch.
n
by special
p rm ission no stud n twill tnk f II' r than th re su bj cts or
more than tour- exclusive of pbysical ultur.
P h sica!
lass. In Physical ulture me t fiv tl
a
Cuhur&.
w k from
ovemb r 1st to May 1 t. Tbl Is
requir d ot all xc pt thos physl ally in apacitat d tor it.
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seeking exemption from these co urses must present a satisfactory
certifi cate from a physician. Such stud ents are required to sub·
stitute credits in Greek, German, or French equal in number to
tbose in Physical Cul t ure from which th ey are excused. In such
cases cboice must be mad e of a s ubj ect not elected in the regular
cou rse.
Preparatory students have the same priv ileges
Library.
of the library and reading room as students in the college.
Requirements
There are no formal exercises in connection
for Graduation. with the completion of the preparatory courses.
Thirty-six cred its exclusive of those in Physical Culture are required for graduation.
In addition to cred its in other classes, secured by attendance
here, credits in Physical Culture are requi red in th e ratio of one
•
to twelve. Thus, a stud en t entering the fir st term second preparatory and completing two years' work, offers two credits i n
Physical Culture, and the same proportion holds for a longer or
shorter time. Following is presented the arrangement of the
worl{ by classes:
FIR T PREPARATORY .

Fall Term.
(1) ENGLISH A, .
(2) L AT IN A,.
(3) HISTORY A, .

(4) MATHEMATICS A,.
(5) PHYI CAL ULT REA,.

Win tel' T el·m.
(1) ENGL! H A

2•

(2) LATIN A • .
(3) HISTORY A

2•

(4) MATHEMA'l'IC A 2 •
(5) PHYS I CAL C LTURE A

, pring T nn .
(1) ENGLISH A • .
(2) LATIN A s .
(3) HISTORY A • .

2•
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(4)
(5)

1.ATHEMATI C:3 A 3 ·
PHYSI ,\L OULTUItE

A3•

SE OND PR EPARATORY.

Fall T erm.
(1)

ENG LI SH B
J... ATIN B,.

(2)
(3) GI~EEK B,

,.
or FRENCH

B ,.

ENGLISH B , .
LATIN B , .
GREEK B , o r GERMAN B, or .I<~ Rr,;N CH
MATHEi\lAT!C B , .
PHY ICAL
ULTURE B , .

il , .

o r GERMAN

~ ~~'.

(4)

MATHEi\lATl S

(5)

PHYSI AL O U LTUItE

B,

B ,.

lVillt(>I' T erm.
(1)
(2)

(3 )
(4)
(5)

Spring T enn.
(1) ENG L!SH B 3 '
(2)
(3 )
(4 )

(5)

LATI N B 3 '
GREEK il 3 or GERi\lAN il 3 o r FHEN C H
MA'l'HElII"'l'IC B 3 .
PHY I CA L 0 L1' U RE B o.

B

J •

THIRD PREI'ARA'l'OltY.

F all T enn.
(1)
(2)

(3)
(4)
(5)

ENGL! H 0,.
LA'r! . 0, .
GREEK
,o r GERlIIAN 0
S CIE ' CE 0,.
PHYSICAL OULTURE 0 , .

11 int el' :l 'el'm .
(1) ENGLI
(2)

(3)
(4)
(5)

H

o r FREN CH

,

.
o r FltENCH

0,.

0,.

LATIN
, .
GREEK 0 , o r GERMAN 0
S C I ENCE 0 .
PHY SI C AL CUL'I' URE
, .

}Jl'ing Ta m.
(1) E ' GL I SH 0
(2)
(3 )

,

.

0,.

3,

LATI N ' , .
GIlEEK
3 o r GERMA ' 0 3 or FllENCH
(4) S ! ENC~~ 0 0 ,
(0) PHY SI CAL 0 LTURE 0 •.

3•

COURSES OF INSTRUCTION.
ENGLISH.
Th aim of th courses io English i to give ontinuou practic in
composition and to ultivlll an appr ciation of good literature a
10",'n in the works of th b t English nnd Am riean authors:
A" A" A •. GRAMMAR:

arpent r's Prir

of Grammar.

LITERAT RE:
fTom Irving, Hawthorn, Longfellow,
Low II Holme, Whittier, Bryant, Po ,Kipling, tevenson.
B" B .. B • . LITERAT RE: Two of haksp r' plays; Sc tt' Lady
of the Lak: ddi 0'
ir Roger d
0\' rley Papers:
org
Eliot's ila '
0 r; Teony ' n' Th Prince ; Lamb' E
ays
of Elia; Dick n' ri·k t on th IT lll'th and hl'i tma
arol;
Web t r's Bunker Hill Oration: teven n's An Inland Voyage.
OMPO ITION: Two days io th w k ar devoted to compoition work.
C,.

OMPQ ITION AND RHETORI : Txt-book, H rrick and Damoo'
Rhetoric. Frequent them nnd coof r oce with the in tru tor.

.,

s' LITERATURE: hak PI"
Macbeth: Milton' L'AII gro, II
Pensero 0 and Lycida ; Teonyson's Idyl of the King; arlyle'
:>lV on Born; Macaulay's E
ay on Johnson and Milton'
Burke's speech on 'onciliation with America; Thackeray'
Henry Emond.
COMPOSLTION: Theme work, both in connection with th lit rature read and a an exp rim nt in the different kinds of com·
•

I
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LATIN.
A" A 2 • GRAMMAR: Memorization of forms: translation of entence
from Latin into English and from English into Latin: colloquia .
Collar and Daniell' First Latin Book.
Fail, lI'ini )'.
•

prmg.

A 3 • CONTINUATION of A" A . : Viri Romre.
B" B,. HEADINO: Four bool{s of
OMPO ITION: Bennett.
B •. READING: Cic ro's four orations against
ing: grammar.
01111'0 ITJON: B nnett.

t readingj grammar.
Pail, Wini c)·.
atalinej

:oLread•

• pnllg.

C,. HEADINO:
iccro's OI'ations for A,· 'hia ,Milo, clarce llu : sel ctions from ice ro' lette r j ight r('adingj grammar.
OM PO 1'1'10 ' ba ed on t('xt I·ead.
Fall.
C"

READING: "\ e rgil's iEneid, five book,.;; gra mmar.
01111'0 I'l'JON: Allen's Introdu ct ion to Latin compo ition.
Willi I'
pring.
3'

GREEK.
B" B,. GRAMIIIAR: White's First Gr ek Book: " In order to b
able to read e \'en imple Attic pro cat ight o ne mu t know the
usual forms of the reek languaO'e, it ordinllry coos truction and
its general vocabulary. These thr things are ab olutely
•

"

Recitations are b th oral and written.
tudents have daily
practice in turning Engl
sent nc s into Greek.
Pall, Willi r.
B • . HEADINO: One book of X e nophon's Anabasis.
0111 POSITION: IIigl y.
C"

pring.

R.EAD1NO: Three book of Xe noph n '5 Anabasis.
COlli POSITION : IIigley.
Fall, Willi eI' .
2'

C 3 • R eading: Xenophon's ympo ium, Glea on's ' tory of yru "
with composition.
•
COMPO J1'ION bas d on text r ad.
prmg.
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SCIENCE,
\I

•. PaYSl
EI ments of Physics. Cllrhart lind hute, Avery,
pecilll attention given to
ran equivlII nt. Work compl t d.
F all, lVinl r.
th solution of prob lems .

s' BIOLOGY : At th option o[ the in tructor, a cours in:
(1) B o/an,lj,' An introduction to the study of plant. Morphology, physiology, cIa ificatiou. Bllrn s Plllnt Life.
' .'
. \ L ('{/II' x alld R ('iI(llion8,
Pi mg. ~ Labol'Cllol'Y, (irlhi 1t0111'1< (/

or

!t ow'l! a week.
1/'( ck.

1/l'O

Th adaptation of plants to their
g neral surrounding and to oth r orgllnisms. Th iguifi clluce of plant tructures; adjustment to varying conditions;
plaut cieti s.
L ('IIII' .~, ll'f'd., • 'at ., 10 :90.
pring,' LaboNllol'Y (/mi Ficld lI'ol'k, 11' d., Thill'S.,
Fri., alld oCNlxiollally at., .!-.$ .

(2) E/f'/Il lila I'Y Rco/OUlI,'

•

PHYSICAL CULTURE.
The work in physi 'al ultur for stud nts in th pr para tory school
is much th sam as that in the c lleg cIa
. For r quir m nt
and also a full r statem nt, th tud nt i r f rred to pp. 74 75.

COMMENCEMENT RECORD.
1900.
DEGREES CONFERRED.
BClchelor oj A l·ls.
EMILY ADAMS,
JOHN WHISLER ATHERTON,
ELIZABETH ANNE B TLER,
JOHN RAYMOND CARR,
ANNA EDGEWORTH,
CORA EMRICH,
GRACE FREDERICK GOOKIN,
ERNEST BURGESS GRAHAM,
MARY CHARLOTTE GRAHAM,
MAY GRIGG,
MABEL GERTRUDE HAUK,

EM LEY WRIGH'l' JOHNSON,
PENELOPE VIROINIA KERN,
CARL RAYMOND Loop,
BLANCHE PUTNAM OEL,
CLARA OVERHISER,
ANSON LEROY PORTTE S,
E'l'HEL BOOR ROBERTS,
ETHER FAY SHOVER,
RAYMOND ABNER S~!lTH,
EDWIN ELBERT THOMPSON,
SHELLEY DIGOS W A'l'T .

llIClstel' oj A1·ts.
JESSIE CHRISTIAN BROWN, A. B.
EDGAR FAY DAUOHERTY, A. B., (Franklin College) .
. ELVET EUGENE MOORMAN, A. B.

Prizes A wClTdecl.
Diploma University of Chicago, May Griggs.
Scholarship University of Chicago, Mary Charlotte Graham.
Scholarship University of Chicago, Grace Fred erick Gookin.
Scholarship University of Chicago, Emsley Wright Johnson .
State Contest Oration (D ec., 1 99), John Raymond Carr.
Highest grade Inter-Collegiate D ebate (D ec., 1899), Orval Edmnnd
Mehring.
Highest grade Sophomore Oration (June, 1899). Henry Lewis H erod.

CAT ALOGUE OF STUDENTS.
Annual Session Ending June 20, 1901.

GRADUATE STUDENTS.
BEBOUT, DELlIIAR RAY, A. B ., (B thany) ...... . .. SummitStation, O .
BURNER, WILLI JUDSON, A. B., A . M., (H edding) .Irvington .
GRUllB, S'l'AN LEY ROnER'L'S, A. B . .. .............. Irv ington .
KERN, PENELOPE VIRGINIA, A . B .... . . .... .... Kokomo .
M RPHY, ELAlII T URNER, A . B ., (Wabash ) .... .... Crawfordsville.
MYERS, JOHN PETER, A. B ., (Hiram) .......... . .. Indianapolis.

SENIORS.
AlIIO , MAR'l'IN CONRAD ... . . .... .. ... . .... . . ... . . Cumberland.
CLIFFORD, GRACE JANE ..... . ...... ..... , ....... Indianapolis,
CUNNINGHAlII, J ORN MILTO ' . ..... . ... ........... Finncastie.
CUNNINGHAlII, MAY ....... ...... ... . .. ......... .. Finnc8stie.
LITTLE, BERTHA MAY .. ........ .................. Irvington.
MAWI'lN, MARIE EVANGELINE . . ..... .. . ... . . ... . Clayton .
MCCOllIB, VIRGINIA . . ... .. .. . . .. . .............. Indianapolis.
SIGAFOOS, DANIEL WARREN .... . .. . . .... ... ...... Revere, Pa.
TALBERT, ERN EST ......... ... ... .. .... ... ....... I ndiana polis .
VAN SICKLE, PIERRE ..... ...... ... . ............. F enton .

JUNIORS.
BUTLER, OVID MOUAT .. ... . ..... . ...... . ...... Irvington .
CAlIIPBELL, NETTA DEWEES . ..... .. .............. I rvington.
DA RK, Ro A ELLA . . . . . .... .. ...... .......... .... Indianapolis.
LON GLEY, WILLIAlII RAYMOND.. ...... .• ....•..... oblesville.
MCGA UGHEY, CARL W ILLIAlII ON . . ......... . ..... Irvington.
MEHRING, OIWAL EDlIIUND .............•........ Ind ianapolis.

•
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PRITCHARD, HARRY OTIS . . . ..... . .............. . Franklin.
SCO'!"!', Ro REID . ... .... . ... • ...... ... ... . . . .. Somerse t, Pa.
WHITCOlllB, HOPE .... .. ... . ................... . . Irvington.
SOPHOMORES.
DNEY, Roy WATKINS ... ........... ... .. .. .. .. . Lebanon.
ANTHONY, J AlIlES
IE .... . ....... . . . . . . . • . . .. Indianapolis.
ARMSTRONG, JESSAMINE ............... . ......... Kokomo.
BALDWIN, JAME LAUER . .... . ...... . . .. . . ..... . Irvington.
BALDWIN, MARY ELIZABETH ................ .. . . . Irvington.
BARNNrr, CHARLES ALLEN ......•.........•. ..... Vevay.
BLAIR, VERLE WI TRy .... .. ................. . .. Plainfield.
BRADEN, RUTH ................. . .. , ............ Indianapolis .
DOBSON, CLARENCE OSCAR . . .... . ... . .. ... ... . . . .. Brownsburg.
D OWNING, HELEN . . .. . .. . ......... . ....... . .. ... Greenfield.
EDSON, EARLE MASON . . ................. .. . .. . .. North B end, eb.
EL TUN, JASON GARFIELD . ... ...... . ... • ........ Irvington.
HANDLEY, Roy LUTHER . ... ...... . ...... . ..... St. Louis, Mo.
HELSER, RAYlIlOND BRANDT .. . .... . ... . .. ... . ... Columbu , Oh io.
H EROD, HENRY LOUIS . ......... . . . . .. . .... . . .... Indianapolis .
H UGGINS, EMMEl"!.' .................. . .......... Indianapolis.
HUNT, CLIO .. . ......... . ... : ............... . ... Brownsburg.
HUTCHINSON, CLARK SAMPSON .. . .... . . ... . . . . . . . Ac ton.
I DDINGS, EDWARD JOHN . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . P e ru .
J EFFRIES, PAUL . ................. . . . ..... . .. .. .. Irvington.
K ERN, GEORGE TILDEN. " .... .. ...... . ..... . .. . H ebron.
LoNG, WILL .. . ........ . .......... . .... . ........ Indiana pol is.
L YBRAND, WALTER ARCHIBALD . .. .. . . . .... ..... T erre Haute .
OFFUTT, SAMUEL JOYCE . . . ... .. ......... . .. •. .. . Greenfield.
POULSON, ELIZA BETH ....... . ...... ...... .... . . .. Green field.
P OWELL, SARAH CHARLOTTE . . ..... •...• . ... ... .. Irvington.
R ICHEY, VERNA MEADE . . ... . .. ...• ... . .. .... . .. Irvington .
S HUlER, W ILLIAM ... ... ........ . . . . . .. •. .. • .... 'Vanamaker.
S MITH, MARY DELPHINE .... . .... .• . . . . . .. . .. ... Irvington.
STUCKER, GOLIE . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . ... ... .. .. .. •. . .. McMi nn ville, Tenn .
T OMES, ORLANDO ESSEX .. . . .................... . Arcadia.
UNDERWOOD, CHARLES EUGENE .. . .... • .... . ..... Penn ville.

•
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VERNIER, CHESTER GAHFIELD ..... . ........•... . Libe rty.
WATERS, ARTHUR EWING .. .. . ..... ..... • ....... . North Salem.
WICKLER, GEORGIA ALEXANDRIA . . ... . ..... .. . .. Irvington.
WILLOUGHDY, WILLIAM D CKWOR'l'H .... .... ... . Irvington.
\VINFIELD, EZRA RAYMOND ... . . . ................ Tipton .
•

FRESHMEN.
BARIlE'l"T, ALI E MA UD. ....... . .. ... ..... ... ... . Pendle ton.
BILLINGS , ROSE .. . .. ..... . . . .. •. . •.... . .. . ... . . Louisville, Ky.
BLAIR, JENNErrE CHAIG . . . . . •• .• .•.. •... . . '" . Martinsville.
B RNER, OOLOOAH .. . . . .. ......... . .. ..... ..... . Anderson.
CADA LZEH, CHAHLE LAWREN CE . . ... . . . ... . . .... Indianapolis.
CANF IELD, J OS~~ PHINE BOWER ... .. .. . . . . . .. . . .. . Indianapolis.
CLARK, GILL LILB RN . . . . ...... . . • . ...... .. ... . Perry, Mo.
DRAKE, FLORA . . . .. . .. .. . ... . . ... . .. .. .......... Indianapolis .
EAGAN VALENTIA . .. ... . ... . .... . .. • . . ... . ... . ... Indianapolis .
EDWARDS, HERBERT . .. .. ...... ... .... . ...... .... ionticello.
Fo
PEARL . ...... . . .. .. .... ... . .. . . ...... Nin e ve h.
FRICK, FREDEHI K FRANKLIN .. . ... •.. •... • ..... P eru.
GRIFFEY, CARLIN HAYES . ....... . ..... ...... .... Fortville .
GRIFFEY, HAR\' EY FRANC! . .. . .. . . . . . .... .. ... Fortville .
GRIFFIN, K ,\THERINE ....... ... .. . .. . . , . . • .. . .. .. Greenfield.
GR UBB, MABEL CLAInE .... .. ...... .. .. ..•. . . ... . Irvin a ton.
HEl'FIELD, MARY R TH . ..... .. . . ..•... ...... . .. Covington.
HUNTER, CLAIlA E TELLE ..... . .. .. . .. . . ....... .. Irvington.
KELLER, LULU BROWN .... ... . ... . .... •. . • ..... Kokomo.
K!LLIE, G Y EDWAIlD . ...... . . . .... ...... .. ..... Indianapolis.
LINTON, ERNE '!' MAR HALL ... .. .. .. ... . . . . . .. .. Samaria.
LON ,LEY, EDITH. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . .. oblesville.
MARTINDALE, HORA E CLAy .. . . ... . ........ . .. . ·Warrington.
McELROY, CHA RL ES F OSTER. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... Niantic , II I.
McELROY, GEORGIA PI, ARL .....•. . ..... .... ..... Niantic, Ill.
MI HAEL, HERBERT MOREY ... . ... ... . . . . . .• .... Lowell.
Mo ES, J A PER T URNEY.. .. . .. .. .. .. .. . .. ... .. Irving ton.
MOUNT, CLEO WADE ... ... . . . . . ........... . ..... Tipton.
AN CE, THEODORE LAYM AN.... . . . .... .. .. .. . .. . . Brazil.
' " ..... . .. . . .... . . .. . . .. Covington .

•
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EWLIN, WILLL\lIl HARVEY . ..........•.... . .. ... Hillsboro .
RANDALL, JAMES GARFIELD ..... ... .. .. .......... Indianapolis .
RODEFER, V ELMA KATE. . ....... .... ..•.. .. ... . E lwood.
ROSENTHAL, INNA HELEN .. ....... .. ... .... ...... Indiana polis.
RUSSELL, HORACE MONROE .. .. . . .. . . ........... Amarillo, Tex.
SHERI 'G, NORA ANNA . . . .. . .. .............. . ... Indianapolis .
SENOUR, ELLIE. . .. . .. .. ........ . ....•.. . ..... Irvington.
SPRINGER, CLYD.E.... .. ... . . . ..... . . . ........... Indianapolis.
VAN CE, ANN A....... . ........................... Irvington.
WI CKLER, M ARY MARGARET ..... .. .. . ...... ..... Irvingt n.
WINK , MINNIE ELiZABETH ..... . .. ..•.. . .... . ... Kni g htstown.
WOODY , ETHEL TI CEN . . . . . . .. .... . . . ..........
li e.

SPECIAL STUDENT S.
BANKS, HARRIET STANDiSH . . ......... .... ....... Hooker.
BAPTIS'l', JOHN . . ......... ... . ..... .. .... ..... ... Marsovan, Turkey.
BLAIR, IVA .. .............. . . .. . . . . . ... ..... .. .. Martinsville.
BREWSTER, GEORGE W
NGTON . .......... . .. .. Oakland, Cal.
CARPEN'l'ER, JOHN ANNA. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. Chicago .
CARPEN'l'ER, MAY ..............•...• ...•.•. .. .. . Ch icago.
FRAN KLIN , J OSEPH A.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . ... B edford.
GEHRES, ALVIN WALTE I~ ........... . ..... •.. . . . Irvington .
GILMAN, SAM UEL CLARI{ . .. . . ..-...•............. Indi anapolis .
GORDON , J OHN ..... .. . . . . .. .. .... ......... ... . .. Indianapol is .
HADLEY, CHESTER TALBOTT . ... ... ... ... . ..... .. Plainfield.
HETFIELD, QRACE GREENWOOD . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . Covington.
HIGGINS, O CIE ANNA ...... .. ..... . ...••........ L ebanon.
HOLLINGSWOR'l'H, ALBER'I' AlIlBROSE. .....•....... Plainfield.
H UNTER, CALV IN S COT . ... ... . ... ... .......... . . Irvington.
KOTTLOWSKI , LI LLIAN J EANETTE . . ... ... ... . .. . .. In d ianapol is.
LON G, F RAN I{ BOWEN . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . •. ... . .. Kokomo.
MAR'l'IN, MAUDE G WyNNE .... • ... .. •• . • ......... Jamestow n.
PARKER, WAYNE DHE ........................... R ensselae r.
SCOTT, JE IE MAHY .... . . .... .•...... . ......... G reenfield.
TRIBBY, ELLIE .................. . .. ... , .... .. . Indillnapol is.
WOOD, HARRY DHE ............ . .........•.. . .. Fairmount.

•
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THIRD PREPARATORY.
BLACK, BR UCE VIN CENT . ....................... . Indianapolis.
B URTON, H ENRY FRAZEE . ..... •.• ... . . . .. •. ..... Zenas .
CASH, ASHLEY BURR .. . . . . . . . .. . •... ........... P nnville.
LEM, FRANK .. .......................•........ Bunker Hill.
COMPTON, MELVI ' .... ...... ...... ...• ..... .... Brazil.
HODGES, ELSIE ALLISON . .. ..... ..... ...... .•... . Worthington.
HOLME 0 CAR FRAN KLIN ..... . ............. ... Irvington.
HUNTINGTON, MAUDE LA HA.... . ......... ... . umberland.
MICHAEL, J ENNn; MAE . . ....... .. .....•......... Lowell.
MOORE, EDWIN ERNEST .. .. ..... ....... . ..... '" Irving ton .
MOORE, S ... M EL \VALLA CE .... •. ................ Irvington.
MURRAY, PAUL ................................. Irvington.
PFEIFER, HENRY HARRISON ............... " ... . Irvington .
RUBusH, GUY WILLIAM ......................... Acton.
STAYTON, MABEL CLAHA ......................... Monrovia.
VINZANT, I ABEL LOUI E ........................ Indi
YOKE, JOHN J o A'l'HAN ....... ..... ........ . . . .. Acton.

SECOND PREPARATORY.
BELL, WILLIAM ROBER'r ..... ................ '" . Monroe City.
BILLINGS, MARGARET OLIVE . .......•.... . ... . ... Irvington.
BLACK, KEL EY . . ... ..... ... ........ ..... .•. ... Greenfi Id.
BLANDFORD, BERTE ..... . .. . ............ . ... ...... Indianapoli .
BROWN, JOE WILLIAM ......................... Irvington.
CARPENTER, JOHN ANNA. .. .. . . .... .. .. . . .. .. .... hicago, Ill.
CHILL ON, LI LLI E ELIZA BETH ..... •.. ........... Indianapol i .
COOK, HELEN ............................ . ...... Greenfield.
DOYLE, JAMES WARREN ............ ......... . .. . Austin, Ill.
EARLY, MAY INEZ ..... ............. .. ....•...... Greenfield.
ELY, NINA MAY ............. " ................. , Brooklyn.
FREED, THEODonE J OSEPH .........•............ T erre Haute .
•
FRIEHMOOD, GLEN .................. . ..... . ..... Marion.
FULLEn, HA nRY LEAN DER .............•......... Indiana polis.
GOODN IGHT, CLOY D .... . ........................ Michigan town.
GI~EEN, RICHARD MORTON . ....... ... .... . . ...... Brownsburg.
GRI],'F I'l'H, EDI'['g A nnlE'~ . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• I n d'180a po I'1 .
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GUFFIN, GEORGE PA UL. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ew Salem.
HADLEY, CHES'l'ER TALBO'l' ........... . .. .•... . .. Plainfield.
HALL, GENEVI EVE . .. ........ .. .......... ... .... . Irvin gton .
HAMlLTON, FRANK ... . ............... .... ... .... C lark burg.
HEWE!.'!', ABEL N ULUS . . ... . ... ... .. ..•.. . ....... Charlotte, . C.
HITE, EDGAR EARL ..... . . ........ . ............. Clarksburg.
HOYLE, FREDERICK WILLIAM .......•.. • ...... ... Irvington.
J OHNSON, CHARLES A USTIN ......... .. ........... Clark 's Hil l.
K HN, BESS B EATRlCE ...... . .. ... . .... .. ..... . . Irvington.
KUHN, EMERY ELLSWORTH ...... .... . ... ........ Warrington.
LANE, OSCAR BR CE . .. .................. . .. .... Bainbridge.
LA VERY, CHARLES BERN ARD J AMES .. ....... ...... Indian apolis .
McHATTON, J ENN IE
. .... ..... .. .....• ...... Irvington .
McHATTON, R OBER'l' EVERSON . . ................. Irvington .
MASTEN, LIDA ANNI CE .... . ..................... Coatesville.
MATHEWS, ROBERT MAURlCE .... .. .... .... . ..... Irvington.
MILLER, HENRY CALVIN . ... . . ....... . ... ... ..... Knox.
MOORE, ROSA FLORENCE . ....... . .....•...... . .. Irvington .
MORRIS, DON CARLOS . .... .. . .... ....... .... .... New Salem.
MURRAY, FAY ABERNATHy . . ........... . .... . ... . Indianapolis.
PIERSON, VESSIE MAy . . ... . . ... .... ........ . .... Fountaintown.
ROE, SAMUEL WALTER . . . . •.. . • ...... .... ....... Bogg town.
TOMLINSON, ROBERT .. .... .. . .•......... . • ... . ... Ir vington .
V ANCE, HEBER CONRA D... .. ....... ............. Ch illicothe, Ohio .
VAN WINKLE, CARL . ........... •...... ... .... .. . Indianapolis.
WELCH, PHILIP . ........ . ... . . . ... . . . ...... • .... Mulkeytown, Ill.
WILLIAMS, PAUL CHARLES THEODORE ... . . ....... Morristown .
WILSON, OTTO ..... . . . .. . ....................... Wanamake r.
WRIGHT, E'l'HEL BAKER . . . . . . .. . .......... .... . Alexandria, Ky.
WYNN, MAGGIE SHERA ..... . ..... " . . .... ... .... Indianapolis.

•

FIRST PREPARATORY.
BUTLER, CORDELIA LO CKERBIE . . ... ....... .. .... Irvingto n.
CARR, L UCILE .... . . . ....... . ... .. .......... . ... Cha rlestow n.
GILLUM EARL . ......... .... • ...... ... ... ... . .. .. Indianapolis.
HARDEN , JOHN IRA ..... . . .. . .. . .... . ........... Indianapolis.
HARKER, HAZEL F LOI~ENCE . .. ....... .. .... . .. ... Irvington.
MACE, CARRIE ELLEN ..... ... ... .....•. . • ....... Blocher .

·1
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MAUZY, IIAf!OLD . ... . . . .... .. . . .. . .. . ... .. •..... Indiana polis .
MONTGOMI>lW, JAMES E\·ANS . ........ . ... . . . ..... Greenfield.
111 ROAN, CHARLIE LoU! .. ... .............. . .. Irvington.
ORRIS, MABEL VAWTER .... . .. ... . .... ........ . Irvington.
PA KARD, MARK VICTOR . . . . . ... .. . .. .....••. . Indianapolis.
POER, JACOB EDWARD .. .. .. ... ...... ...... . .. .. . Gwynn ville.
MlTH, WILLIAM HENRy . ... . . . ..... .. .. ...... .. Lebanon.
T IBBO'!"!', FRED MERRI LL ...... . .... ....... . . . ... Irvington.

STUDENTS IN TEACHERS' COLLEGE STUDY
DEPARTMENT.
DAMS, ELEANOR .... . ... . . ......... .. .. ... . . .. ... 2131 Broadway.
ALGEO, MY . .... .. . ... . ... . . ...... .. . •... . ...... 2116 Prospect t.
BALLARD, 'ELLIE ... . . .. . . . ... . ... .. .. . ... . ... 527 W. Ele venth t.
BALLARD, LA UDIA . .............. . . ...•• .. . ... 527 \V. Eleventh t.
BA EI~, J 0 EPHINE .... . ... . ................. . .... 1503 omell A\,.
BAXTER, MARY . . .. " ...... . ... •... ...... .. .... . .... . 1603 Oli\'e t.
,FRANCE . . ... . ....... . . .... .. ... . ... . . . 907 Bismark .\.\' .
BEHYMER, BELLE . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . 2126 Hig hlnnd Ave.
BEN ON MABEL ..... .... .. .• ..... . . . .. ...... . .. .. HH Blaine Ave.
BLA CKLEDGE, IRENE . . .... . .... . . .... . .. ..... . 2021 . Meridian t.
BLAI H, LyDIA . ... .. . .. . . .... ... . ... . . . . . . . .. . .. ,42'2 Fulton t.
BLAI H, MARTH .. . ......... . . . ..... . . ... ..... .. ... ,42'2 Fulto n t.
BLAND, LLIE MA Y... . . . . • . . • . . . . . . . • . .. . ... .......... . Irving ton.
BOYD, MA 01·; . ... . .... .. .. .... .... . ...... .. . . ... . . . 1123 live t.
BREMEN, RILLA ... ..... ...... . ............ .. .. . . . 923 . Illinoi
t.
CHADWELL, GEOR .E .. .. ..... .. .... ...... . 509 \Y. t . lair t.
CHARPIE, ELiZABETH ... ...... . .... . . .. . . . . .. . 517 ' . IC y tone .\.\' 1".
DAVID , DOROTHY .. ... .. ... ......... . . . . ...... . 1610 J • .\.labllma t.
DA \'IS, MARy . ... . ... . ... . . . . .... .... . . . ..... .... 1914. Talbott .\. \'e.
D W oN,ICATE ............ ..... .. ....... ........ ... 303 .En t t.
DlOl{ ON, L Y . . . . . .. . .. . .. . .. .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1903 Ru kl
t.
DRAKE, FLORA .. . . . .......... . ... . . ...... ..... 231 Brookside 1\.\'6.
EDGEWORTli, JENNIE .... . ... . ...... ....... . . . ........ ..... Irving ton.
E AN, VALENTIA . . . . .. . ... . . .. .. .. . . ....•.. .... . ..... 202-1.
t.
ELROD, MARTHA . . . . . . •.... . .. .. . ... . . .' .. ... . ... . 2'217 olleg
FA1T,NA ET!'E .. .. ... .... . ...... . ....... .... . H17E.Mark t t.
Fo 'I' ER, .l\1,\Iw .. .. .... . .. . . .. . . . . ..... . . . . 14.14 r . Penn ylvauia t.

•
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POE, I RENE. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . ......... 426 N. Cal ifornia St.
R ,\NDALL, ALiCE . ............•... .. ... " .. 1967 . Pennsylvania St.
RASCHBACHER, MAIWARET .... . ..................... 1526 Market St.
REIFFEL LILLIE ................................. 17 S. Illinois St.
RIHL, MA RTHA . ..............•.... ..... ........... 339 Lincoln Ave.
RICHARDSON, GRA ~: .... ......... ............... 302 . Summit St.
RODERTS, ORA ............... ... ............... 79"2 W. Walnut St.
ROBIN ON, LULU .....•.............. ...... ....... 200!1 Central ve.
SEGAR, RACHEL .... ............ . .... . ........ ... .423 . Lib rty St.
Et:A, AGNES . .. .. ...... . " ........................ The Wyandotte.
SMITH, MA YME . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . .. 16 T . IIIinoi St.
PENCER, HELEN ........... .. .......... " ...... 71
. Mericlian t.
STILZ, MABEL .... . . ..•. ..•..•...........•........ 122!1 Plea ant St.
STODDARD, EVA .. . .....................•......... 2206 Talbott Ave.
TAYLOR, CAROLINE .......................... .. H50 . Alabama t.
THATCHER, GERTR DE .. ........................... .. 1077 High St.
0, MARY . .............. . •................... 17()'! Ash t.
WALTON, KATE........... ....... .... .. ... ... .315 .
nate Ave.
WARREN, MAROA RET. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 26 Union t.
WHITSE'l'1', GERTR DE ............. ........ . 2503 . Tew Jers y t.
W HI'!' K'1'1', G RA E .................... .... ........ 151 Pros ppct t.
WHJ'rSEIT, ViRGIE ................ ... ........ 1()'!1 . B Imont ve.
WILLIAMS, JEANE1"fE ...... ..... ............... 426 E. Michigan t.
WILLIAMS, KATE ....... , ........ ... ..................... Irvington.

SUMMARY.
Graduate
..... .... ...... ......... .
•

• • •

6

D lors ....... ..... ... ....... ..... . .............. .

10

Juuiors.. ... .... . ............................... .

9

• • • • • • •

• • •

• •

opbomores ........................ ........ .. .. . .

Fr sbmen . . .. . . . . ............ ... ... . .......... .
Special . ... . ............ . . .... ................... .
Pr para tory . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . ... .

Sllmnler chool . .... . . . . ............ ............. .
Teachers' D partmeni ...... ... ............•.....
S hool of Music .... . .. .... ....................... .
hool of rt .. .......... . ...... ... ......... . .... .

37

42

2'2

7

50

27
c-

ounted twice ........ ......... .......•.......

4
3'2

Total . ....................................... .

396

BUTLER ALUMNI ASSOCIATION.
OFI"ICERS.
(Term of office expires June 19, 1901.)
President, Horace E. Smith, '79, Indianapolis.
Vi ce-President, Eugene J. Davis, '91, Indianapolis.
Secretary, Carrie Rebecca Howe, '97 , Irvington.
Treasurer, ,:roseph R. Morgan , '89, Indianapolis.
If error is found in the entry of name, occupation or address of

,

a n y 'alumnus as given below, please report the correct information
to Oma r Wilson, Irvington, Ind.
CLASS OF 1856.
Phili p Burns, A. B., Minister (Died Oct. 16 , 1857), Port Sarnia,
Canada.
Nancy E. Burns, B. S. (M. S., 1859) (Mrs. A. M. Atkinson), Wabash.
John K im mons, A. B. (A. M., 1859), Minister, Missouri.
CLASS OF 1857.
T . C. Elliott, B. S., Iowa.
W. G. Hastings, B. S., Missouri.
CLASS OF 1858.
Cy ru s Ner va Blount, A. B. (A. M., 1861; M. D., Jefferson Medical
College), (Died Dec. 28, 1887), Physician, Kokomo.
Ora Knowlton, B. S., Farmer, New Brunswick.
W. S. Majo r , A. B. (A. M., 1861), Journalist, Chicago.
J esse Wa lden, A. B. (A. M., 1861), Minister, Lancaster, Ky.
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CLASS OF 1859.
1. N. Binford, B. S., Lawyer (Died March 10, 1890), Indianapolis

Eli V. Blount, A. B., Lawyer (Died Oct. 29, 1859), Tipton.
Barzillai M. Blount, A. B. (A. M. , 1862), Minister, Irvington.
Ovid D. Butler, A. B. (A. M., 1862), Lawyer, The Blacherne,
Indianapolis.
Aaron D. Goodwin, A. B. (A. M., 1862), Teacher (Died 1892),
Salina, Kan.
Perry Hall, A. B. (A. M., 1862) , Minister (Died in service as
Chaplain, October 27, 1862), Indianapolis.
Levi Hanson, A. B. (A. M., 1862), Teacher, Missouri.
Jacob T. Lockhart, A. B. (A. M., 1862), (Deceased), Spokane,
Wash.
Estel R. Moffet, B. S., Lawyer (Deceased), Rushville.
A. M. Mothershead, B. S. (with Waller & Co., cor. Randolph and
•
La Salle Sts.), hicago III.
CLASS OF 1 60.
John P. Avery, B. S., M. D., 849 N. East St., Indianapolis.
George arter, B. S., Lawyer, 3024 . Illinois St., Indianapolis.
John A. ampbell , A. B. (A. M., 1863), M. D., Steamboat Springs,
Colo.
Friend C. Goodwin, A. B., Teacher (Died April 16, 1861), Indianapolis.
Andrew M. Goodbar, B. S., Lawyer (Deceased), Greencastle.
Ross Guffin, A. B. (A. 1., 1 63; LL. B., Harvard, '61). Lawyer,
Kansas ity, Mo.
Thomas R. Lawhead , B. S., Lawyer, Plainfield.
William W. Leathers, A. B. (A. M., 1863), Lawyer (Died in 1 75).
Indianapolis.
William Nimon Pickerell , A. B. ( A. f., 1 63), Lawyer, 171 Ash
St., Indian apolis.
Isaac . Porch, A. B. (A.
., 1 63). rinister (Died in 1 5).
Bloomington.
Irvin Robbins, A. B. (A. M., 1 63). Manufactllr r , 12 West orth
St.. Indianapolis.

•
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J obn M. noddy, . B. (A. M., 1 63), 1. D., Pbyslclan (Died
Septemebr 20, 1 90), Mooresville.
Lydia E. Sbort, B. . (M . .,1 61), (Mrs. Jam s Brad n). Irving·
ton.
Abram D. Williams, A. B. (A. M., 1 63). M. D., Oculist and
urlst, 3414 Franklin Ave., t. Louis, Mo.
LA S OF 1861.
W. W. Daugb rty, B. ., aptaln (R tired)
. S. A., 133 W.
In t entb t .. Indianapolis.
barles F. Lo kwood, A. D. (A. r., 1 61), M rcbant, 211-13 Wabash Av., hi ago, 111.
P. J. qui r, A. B. (kill d at hlloh. April G, 1 62), Hall's
orn rs.
Go. W. pabr, B. . , Lawy r, 1716 sh t., Indianapolis.
LA S OF 1 62.
William H. Brevoort, A. B. (A. f .. 1
), Farmer, Vincennes .
. Eliza Brown, B. . (M. .,
). (Jllrs. W. H. Wiley), Terre
Haut .
James A. Bru ,B. ., Florist (DI d D c. 13, 1 93). Indianapolis.
D mla Butl r, A. B. (A. 111., 1 66). (1\[rs. Georg E. Townley)
(DI d 0 tob r 26, 1
), Indianapolis.
lIfi hael R. Buttz, A. B. (A. 1., 1 65). Lawy r (
).
Liberty, Ill.
Au tin F. Denny, A. B. ( . M., 1 65; LL. II., Harvard, 1 6 ).
Lawyer, 1609 . D lawar
t., Indianapolis.
Addison . Harris, B. ., LL. B., 1444.
dian t., Indianapolis.
Alvin 1. Hobbs, A: B. CA. 1., 1 65; LL. D., 1 86). Professor
Theology Drake niverslty (Died May, 1 94), Des 1\[olnes.
Towa.
John T. Jackson, A. B. (A. M., 1 66), (Died 1 66), Indianapolis.

I

•

LASS OF 1 63.
IT.

. Guffin, A. B. (A. M., 1 66), Indianapolis.

•
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CLASS OF 1864.
Wickliffe A. Cotton, A. B. (A. M., 1867), Lawyer, De Witt, Iowa.
Alexander C. Easter, A. B. (A. M. , 1867), Farmer, Burlingame,
Kan.
John B. Easter, A. B. ( A. M., 1867), Minister (D ied Decemher 12,
1885), Kansas .
David M. Hillis, A. B. ( A. M., 1867), Lawyer, 3341 Prairie Ave.,
Chicago, Ill.
William H . Wiley, A. B. (A. M., 1867), Superintendent Schools,
Terre Haute.
CLASS OF 1865.
Edward L. Brevoort, A. B. ( A. M. , 1868), Farmer (Died March
12, 1882), Waleshorough.
John S. Duncan, B. S. (LL. B., Harvard, 1867), Lawyer, 1312 N.
Alabama St., Indianapolis.
James H. McCollough, A. B. (A. M., 1883), Minister, Irvington,
Cal.
CLASS OF 1866.
Jacoh B. Blount, A. B. ( A. M. , 1869), Minister (D ied Nov. 1,
1898), Mays.
Henry H. Blaclc, A. B. (A. M. , 1869), Real Estate Agent, Okla·
homa City, O. T.
Howard Cale, A. B. (A. M., 1869), Lawyer, 2011 Ru ckle St., In·
dianapolis.
Alfred Fairhurst, A. B. (A. M. , 1869), Professor Natural Science,
K entucky University, 351 North Broadway, Lexington, Ky.
Kath erine E. COffin, B. S. (M. S., 1869), (Mrs. Hiram Hadley),
Albuquerque, N. M.
Alice E. Secrest, B. S. (M. S., 1869), (Mrs. G. W. Snider), 1015 N.
Pennsylvania St., Indianapolis.
CLASS OF 1867.
Alhert T. Beck, A. B. (A. M., 1870), Lawyer (Died April 23,
1894), Indianapolis.
Franl
. Cassel, B. S., Cashier of Bank, Rossv ille.
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Indiana Crago, B. S. (M. S., 1870), (M rs. A. C. Harris ), Indianap·
olis.
John Denton, A. B. (A. M., 1870), Lawyer, Salem, Ore.
John H. Le wis, B. S., Editor ( Died, 1900), Anderson.
David Utte r, B. S., Minister, Salt Lake City.
Benj. C. Wright, B. S., Lawyer, 3800 Central Ave., Indianapolis.
Samuel Winfield, B. S., Merchant, Cha nu te, Kan.
CLASS OF 1868.
Alex. C. Ayers, A. B. (A . M., 1871 ), Lawyer, 31 West Drive,
Woodruff Place, Indianapolis.
Scot Butle r , A. B. (A . M., 1872, LL. D., 1896), President Butler
College, Irvin gton.
Barbara P. Blount, B. S. (M. S., 1871), (Mr s. F. C. Cassel) ( Died
Dec. 12, 1898), Ro ssv ill e.
Alcinda T. Blount, B. S. (M. S., 1871), (Mrs. J. A. Canady), An·
derson.
Samuel H. Dunlop, A. B. (A. M., 1871), New York City, New
York.
Jos. W. Marsee, A. B. (A . M., 1871), M. D., Physician (Died
December 3, 1898), Indianapolis.
Mary M. Moore, B. S. (M. S., 1871), (Mrs. McConnell ), Oxford.
Harry C. Ray, A. B. (A. M., 1871), Auditor Shelby Co., 66 N.
Harrison St., Shelbyville.
Anna W. Scovel, B. S. (M. S., 1871), (Mr s. Chauncy Butler),
( Died December 3, 1894), Indianapolis.
Walter S. Smith, B. S. (M. S., 1882), Minister, Greenfield.
Edwin Taylor, A. B. (A. M., 1871), Attorney at Law, Eva nsville.
Granville S. Wright, B. S., Lawyer, 3800 Central Ave., Indianap·
olis.
CLASS OF 1869.
Chauncy Butle r, A. B ., Sec. Board of Directo rs, Butler Coll ege,
31 The Blach erne, Indianapolis.
Thomas J. Byers, A. B. (A. M., 1872), Merchant, Franklin.
Henry Jameson, B. S. (M. D.), Dean Indiana Medical College,
416 N . D elawar e St., Indianapolis.
John S. Moore, B. S., Indianapolis.

I
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Winfield S. Ray, B . S., Editor ( Died April 3, 1897), Shelbyville.
William P. Stanley, B. S. (LL. B., Indiana U nive rsity ), Farmer,
Arlington.
John W. Tucker, A. B. (A. M., 1872), Lawyer, Lynn , Mass.
Lorenzo Tucker, A. B., Minister (Deceased), Wabash.
CLASS OF 1870.
Alonzo G. Alcott, A. B. (A. M. , 1873), (Died Nov . 7, 1880), St.
Paul, Minn.
Austin Cou ncil , A. B., Minister (Died March 11, 1871), Mankato,
Minn.
John N. Boys, B. S., Merchant (Died Feb. 1, 1876), Steeles.
J e nni e Laughlin, A. B. , Teache r and Missionary to Jamaica
(Deceased), Indianapolis.
Thomas Wilson Lockhart, A. B. (A. M., 1873) , Lawyer, Bakersfi eld , Cal.
Daniel Boone Williams, A. B . (A. M. , 1873; M. D., Miami Medical
College, 1874), ( Died ov. 5, 1876), Bedford.
CLASS OF 187l.
James M. Cu lbe rtson, B. S., Farmer, Malott Park.
John H. Hamilton , B. S., Minister (D ied in 1873), ew Phil adelphia.
Benjamin F. Kinni ck , A. B. (A. M. , 1874), Farmer, Greenwood.
Oscar F. Lane, A. B. (A. M. , 1874), Minister, Bainbridge.
Edwin T. Lane, A. B. (A. M., 1874), Minister, Greencastle.
James W. Lowber, A. B. (A. M., 1874), Sc. D., LL. D., Minister,
707 W. 7th St., Austin , Tex.
James W. Monroe, A. B. (A. M., 1874), Minister, Modesto, Cal.
Robert H. Myers, A. B. (A. M., 1874), Contractor, 2036 Cornell
Ave. , Indi a napoli s.
John A. Robe rts, B. S., Minister, Irvin gton.
Daniel L. Thomas, A. B. (A. M., 1 74; LL. B., Cen tral Law
School ), Editor (Died Oct. 29, 1893), Ru s hville.
John Q. Thomas, A. B. (A. M., 1874; LL. B., Central Law School ),
Lawyer, Ru shv ill e.
J . Lafe Thornton , B . S., Sedalia, Mo.
Samuel E. Young, A. B., Lawyer, Cleveland, O.
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CLASS OF 1872.
Walter Raleigh Couch, A. B., Minister, Friendville, Ill.
Walter S. Campbell, B. S., Minister, Rushville.
Nathan Ward Fitzgerald, A. B., Lawyer and Lecturer, 610 13th
St., N. W., Washington, D. C.
George Henry Gifford, A. B., Lawyer, Tipton.
William Irelan, A. B., Minister, Topeka, Kan.
Clementine Irelan, A. B. (Deceased), Topeka, Kan.
Willard R. Lowe, A. B. (A. M., 1875), Minister, Winamac.
Leander P. Mitchell, B. S. (LL. B., Indiana University), Lawyer,
Washington, D. C.
Curtis H. Remy, A. B., Lawyer, 215 Dearborn St., Chicago, Ill.
William H. Tiller, A. B., Minister, Sparata, Ky.
CLASS OF 1873.
Walter B. Fertig, A. B., Lawyer, Noblesville.
James I. Hopkins, A. B., Minister, Benchley, Tex.
Louis ewberger, A. B., Lawyer, The Denison, Indianapolis.
Allen B. Thrasher, A. B. (A. M., 1875; M. D., Medical College
Ohio), Physician, 157 W. 9th St., Cincinnati, O.
Walter S. Tingley, A. B. (A. M., 1886; M. D., 1edical College
Indiana), Physician, Evansville.
CLASS OF 1874.
Jeffrey O. Cutts, A. B., Minister, Riverside, Cal.
Thomas Smith Graves, A. B., Live Stock Broker, 611 N. New
Jersey St., Indianapolis.
Emmett S. Stillwell, A. B., Lawyer (Died May 23, 1883), Shelbyville.
CLASS OF 1875.
Henry C. Owens, B. S., Deceased, Ohio.
William T. Sellers, B. S., Agent Christian Publishing Co., Akron,
Ohio.
Samuel J. Tomlinson, A. B., Minister, Elkhart.

•
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CLASS OF 1876.
Robert Silas Blount, A. B. (A. M., 1879), Minister (Died Oct. 28,
1883), Irvington.
Charles H. Caton, A. B. (A. M., 1881), Minister, Englewood,
Chicago, III.
Nannie T. Cunningham, B. S. (Died Sept., 1876), Indianapolis.
Mellie B. Ingels, A. B. (Mrs. John Julian ), 2124 College Ave.,
Indianapolis.
Alonzo Marlon Lyster, A. B., Teacher (Died Sept. 26, 1876),
Thorntown.
Winfield Scott Moffett, A. B., Lawyer, Irvington.
John Rea Woodward, A. B. (A. M., 1 79, LL. B., University of
Virginia, 1878), Lawyer (Died June 15, 1 79), ew Castle.
CLASS OF 1 77.
John T. Burton, B. S. (M. S., 1
), Real Estate, Loan and Insurance Agent, Emporia, Kan.
Willard W. Hubbard, B. S., Sec. Island Coal Co., 1002 '. Delaware St., Indianapolis.
Hicklin J. Landers, B. S., Broker, Kanssa City, Mo.
William T. Mason, A. B., Lumber Merchant, Asheville, . .
Lafayette H. Reynolds, B. S (M. S.,
; LL. B. , Central Law
School, 1880), Lawyer (Died Oct., 1891), Greenfield.
Lewis Wallace, A. B., Lawyer, 1137 . Meridian St. , Indianapolis.
CLASS OF 187 .
Ernest R. Copeland, B. S., Physician, Milwaukee, Wi .
Katherine M. Graydon , A. B. (A. M., Indiana University, 1 3),
Oahu ollege, Honolulu.
Oliver Romeo Johnson, Ph. B., Advertising Ianager Indianapolis
News, The Denl on , Indianapolis.
Albert Bayard Kirkpatrick, B. . (LL. B., Central Law chool,
1880), Lawyer, Kokomo .
Bizanna O'Connor, A. B. (Sister Arlana), Teacher, Emmetsburg, Md.
harles E. Thornton, A. B., President Indiana Society for Savings,
1216 Broadway, Indianapolis .

•
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CLASS OF 1879 .
Albert F. Armstrong, A. B. (A. M., 1880), Professor Natural
Sciences, Add Ran University, Waco, Tex.
Alembert W. Brayton, B. S. (M. s., 1880), M. D., Physician, 2113
Broadway, Indianapolis.
Demarchus C. Brown, A. B. (A. M. , 1880), Professor of Greek,
Butler College, Irvington.
Joseph A. Brown, A. B. (LL. B ., Iowa State University), Lawyer,
Pontiac, III.
Miles L. Clifford, A. B., LL. B., Lawyer, Tacoma, Wash.
Vincent G. Clifford, Ph. B., LL. B., Lawyer, 1226 Bellefontaine
St., Indianapolis.
Charles H. Gilbert, B. S. (M. S., Indiana University, 1882; Ph.
D., Indiana University, 1883), Professor Leland Stanford, Jr.,
University, Palo Alto, Cal.
Clarinda C. Harriman, ·A. B. (Mrs. L. A. Pier), Santa Barbara,
Cal.
M. Belle Hopkins, A. B., A. M., 1897 (Mrs. P. O. Updegraffe),
Instructor in English, Bethany College, Bethany, W. Va.
Joseph B. Kealing, Ph. B., Lawyer, 1420 N. Alabama St., Indianapolis.
Eugene G. Kreider, A. B., LL. B., Lawyer, Clerk Supreme Court,
Olympia, Wash.
Edmund G. Laughlin, A. B., Minister, Cleveland, u.
Albert B. Lewis, A. B. (A. M., 1882; M. D. Indiana Medical College), Physician, Hamilton, Kan.
William J. Lhamon, A. B. (A. M., 1880) , Minister, Allegheny, Pa.
Neal S. McCallum, A. B. (A. M. , 1882), Minister, Olympia, Wash.
Janet D. Moores, A. B., 1960 N. Pennsylvania St., Indianapolis.
Josephus Peaseley, A. B., Lawyer, 1119 22d St., Des Moines, Ia.
Horace E. Smith, A. B. (A. M., 1882; LL. B., Harvard), Lawyer,
1020 N. Pennsylvania St., Indianapolis.
James A. Young, A. B. (A. M., 1880), Manager ew York Life
Insuran ce Co. ( Died Nov. 9, 1896), Toledo, O.
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CLASS OF 1880.
William Alexander Black, Ph. B., Attorney and Broker, City of
Mexico, Mex.
Clarence Boyle, B. S., Lumber Merchant, Chicago, Ill.
Hilton Ultimus Brown, A. B. (A. M., 1882). General Manager
Indianapolis News, Irvington.
Mary Ida Bunker, A. B., Principal of High School, Mechanicsburg, O.
James B. Curtis, A. B. (A. M., 1 1), Lawyer, ew York City.
William F. Elliott, A. B., Lawyer, 2033 N. Alabama St., Indianapolis.
Flora Frazier, Ph. B. (Mrs. P. M. Dill). 2016 Park Ave., Indianapolis.
Thomas W. Grafton, A. B. (A. f., 1 3). Minister, Ann Arbor,
Mich.
Letitia B. Laughlin, B. S., M. D., Physician (Died 1 96). Warren , O.
Emma C. Swain, Ph. B. (Mrs. Arthur . Dwyer), 1 21 . Pennsylvania t., Indianapolis.
.
Minnie Tresslar, Ph. B. (Ph. M., 1 2). Teacher, Franklin.
Walter O. Williams, Ph. B. (with E. C. Atkins & 0.), 1 0 Talbott Ave., Indianapolis.
LAS

OF 1

1.

Levi P. Ayres, B. ., Farmer, Michigan Ave., Indianapolis.
Mary E. Couse, B. . (Mrs. O. P. Gould). (Died 1 92), Winona,
Minn.
Edward W. Darst, A. B., Minister, Midland, Tex.
Walter M. Floyd, A. B. (LL. B., entra l Law chool,
),
Lawyer (Died ugust 26, 1 2), St. Paul.
W. Henry Grove, Ph. B., Lawyer, Glasgow, Ky.
Lora C. Hoss, A. B., Farmer, Kokomo.
Colin E. King, A. B., Lawyer, ew York City.
James M. Leathers, Judge Superior Court o. 2, 2007 T. Alabama
St., Indianapolis.
Solomon Metzler, A. B. (A. M., 1 4). Teacher and
nister.
Wauseon, O.
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Louis Morgan, A. B. (A. M.,
Indianapolis.
Minnie Olcott, A. B. (Mrs. M.
Elizabeth Gertrude Smith, Ph.
Pratt St., Indianapolis.
Silas A. Wurtz, A. B., Minister
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1885) , Dealer in Coal and Lim e,
Raymond Williams) , Irvington.
B. ( Mrs. Isaac N. Harlan ), 619 E.
( Di ed 1893), Ohio.

CLASS OF 1882.
Claud Harrison Everest, A. B., Farmer , Hutchinson, Kan.
Tade Hartsuff, Ph. B. ( Mrs. J. B. Kuhns) , Dunlo, Pa.
Burgess L. McElroy, A. B., Congressional Postmaster, Washington, D. C.
Lewis A. Pier, A. B. (A. M. , 1892), Minister, Santa Barbara, Cal.
May Louise Shipp, Ph. B., 1010 N. Delaware St., Indianapolis.
Marcellus J. Thompson, A. B. (A. M. , ni ve rsity of Mi chigan) ,
Professor of Physi cs, Univer s ity of Missouri ( Di ed December
17, 1890), Columbia, Mo.

•

CLASS OF 1883.
Robert L. Dorsey, A. B., Tucker & Dorsey, Manufacture rs, 1409
Central Ave., Indianapolis.
Jean H. Everest, A. B. (A. M., 1884 ), Lawyer, Oklahoma City,
Okla.
Revillo P. Hald eman, Ph. B., Loan Agent, Springfield, Mo.
Margaret A. Husted, Ph. B., Ph. M. , 68 Middle Drive, Woodruff
Place, Indianapolis.
Thomas M. Iden, Ph. B. ( Ph. M. , 1886) , Chair of Chemistry and
Physics, State Normal, Emporia, Kan.
Carey E. Morgan, A. B. ( A. M. , 1885), Minister, 10 N. Laurel St.,
Richmond , Va.
Martin A. Morrison, A. B. (LL. B., University of Virginia, 1886),
Lawyer, Frankfort.
Milton O. Naramore, A. B. (A. M., 1886), LL. B., Lawyer, 164
La Salle St., Chicago, Ill.
Cora M. Smith, A. B. (A. M. , 1888 ), Irvington.

,
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CLASS OF 1884.
Lewis Clark Breeden, A. B., Editor, Lewiston, Ill.
Sherman Town Burgess, A. B., Real Estate Agent, Scott, Kan.
Albert Mun son Chamberlain, A. B. (A. M., 1885), Minister,
Alliance, O.
Ella May Dailey, Ph. B. (M rs. C. E. Morgan), Ri chmond , Va.
Lot Dickson Guffin , A. B., Lawyer, Counsel for D. M. Parry & Co.,
522 N. Mer idi a n St., Indianapolis.
Frances Ellen Husted , A. B. (Mrs. W. H. Barr), 68 Middle Drive,
Woodruff Place, Indianapolis.
Grace Giddings Julian , Ph. B. ( Ph. M. , 1885), (Mrs. C. B. Clarke),
Irvington.
William Wallace Knapp , Ph. B. ( Ph. M. , 1887) , Abstractor of
Titles, Irvington.
John Bugher Kuhns, A. B., Merchant, Dunlo, Pa.
Mary Lu cinda Laughlin, Ph. B., Music Teacher, Cleveland, O.
Matti e McClure, A. B., Professional Nurse, Presbyterian Hospital,
New York City.
John McK ee, A. B., Professor Old Testament Language and
Literature, Butler Bible Co ll ege, Irvington.
Elmer Isaac Phillips, B. S., Lawyer, ewcastle, Pa.
Robert Sellers, A. B., Minister, Indianapolis.
James Henry O. Smith , A. B., Mini ste r , Dixon, Ill.
William Clement Smith, B. S. ( M. S., 1888), Civil Engineer, Indianapolis.
John Francis Stone, B. S. ( M. S., 1 85; Ph. M., 1893), Lawyer
(Died Jan. 13, 1900 ), Guthrie, Okla.
Mattie Wade, Ph. B. ( Ph. M. , 1885), (Mrs. W. B. Parks), Thorp's
Springs, T ex.
CLASS OF 1

5.

Ri chard F. Bigger, Ph. B., M. D., Physi cian, 524 . Pennsylvania
St., Indianapolis.
Arthur V. Brown, Ph. B., Lawye r , 545 . Meridian St., Indianapolis.
Edmund H. Hinshaw, A. B., Lawyer, Prosecuting Attorney Jefferso n Co., Fairbury, Neb.
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John Arthur Kautz , A. B. (A. M., 1886), Editor Tribune, Kokomo .
Charles A. Marsteller, Ph. B., Broker, Lafayette.
Lauretta E. Morgan, Ph. B. (Mrs. Robert Sellers), Indianapolis.
Electa Murry, Ph. B. (Mrs. O. M. Pruitt), 1936 Ash St., In·
dlanapoli s.
Dora A. Pendleton, Ph. B. (Ph. M., 1886), (Mrs. C. . Riley),
Indianapolis.
Fannie M. Phillips, B. S. (Mrs. J. F. Stone), New Castle, Pa.
Oran M. Pruitt, A. B. (A. M.,
), Sec. Indiana Lumber and
Veneer Co., 1936 Ash St., Indianapolis.
CLASS OF 1886.

•

•
Ida May Findley, A. B., Irvington.
John Paul Findley, A. B., Minister, Irvington.
Robert A. Gilcrest, A. B. (A. M.,
), Professor of Moral
Science and Sacred Literature, Central College, Albany, Mo.
Juliet Holland, Ph. B. (Mrs.
Donahue), Washington, D. C.
Thomas Underwood Raymond , A. B. (A. M., 1890), Captain and
Assistant Surgeon U. S. Army, War Department, Major U.
S. V., Washington, D. C.
Mrytella Sewall, Ph. B. (Mrs. N. B. Whitsel), Ft. Wayne, Ind.
Corinne T. Thrasher, Ph. B. (Mrs. O. O. Carvin), Irvington.

CLASS OF 1887.
Dora Grace Blount, Ph. B., Teacher, Irvington.
Lawson A. Coble, A. B., Minister, Oakland City.
Erastus S. Conner, A. B., Minister, Kendallville.
Benjamin F. Dailey, A. B. (A. M., 1892; Ph. D., 1894; B. D., Yale
University, 1896), Minister, Greenfield.
Emmett W. Gans, Ph. B. (with Aultman, Taylor & Co.), Mans·
field, O.
Jane Graydon, A. B., Teacher, 1425 Central Ave., Indianapolis.
F. Rollin Kautz, A. B. (A. M., 1889), (with Bowen·Merrill Co.),
2125 N. Alabama St., Indianapolis.
James S. McCallum, A. B., Minister, Olympia, Wash.
Gertrude A. Ma~orney, Ph. B. (Ph. M., 1889), Teacher of German.
Indianapolis Public Schools, Indianapolis.

•
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Martha O. Murry, 1;'h. B. (Mrs. E. W. Hoover), (Died June 30,
1896), Indianapolis.
John A. Reller, A. B., Minister, Elherfeld.
Arthur W. Shoemaker, Ph. B., Minister, Daleville.
Sallie B. Thrasher, B. S. (Mrs. A. J. Brown) , Grand Rapids,
Mi ch.
Henry M. Toner, B. S., M. D., Physician, Shelbyville.
Fred M. Wade, B. S., Manchester, Iowa.
Omar Wilson , A. B., Teacher, Irvington.
Elias Price Wise, A. B., Minister, Somerset, Pa.
CLASS OF 188 .
William Wilson Buchanan , A. B. ( with Bowen-Merrill Co.), 2102
. Delaware St., Indianapolis.
George Harris Clarke, B. S., Minister, Williamsport.
John Deem Fall, B. S., Druggist , leveland, O.
Elton Andrew Gongwer, A. B., Lawyer, Eu clid Ave., Cleveland, O.
Kate Blanche Hadley, Ph . B. ( Mrs. W. W. Buchanan) , 2102 N.
Dela ware St., Indianapolis.
Archibald McClelland Hall, A. B. ( A. M. ,
; Ph. D. , 1 92; B. D.,
Yale niversity, 1 97), Minister, Springfield , Ill.
Oscar Clemens Helming, Ph. B., Minister, 1136 S. East St. ,
Indianapolis.
William Clarence McCullough, A. B. (A. ., University Michigan,
'90) , Superintend ent Public Schools, Sullivan.
Frank Hamilton Marshall , A. B. (A. M. , 1 91) , Professor of
Biblical Literature, Add Ran University, Waco, Tex.
Hugh Thomas Miller, A. B. ( . M. , 1 95) , Assistant Cashier,
Irwin 's Bank, Columbus.
Louis Jackson Morgan, Ph. B. (LL. B., Yale), Attorney at Law,
1136 N. New Jersey St. , Indianapolis.
John Campbell Morrison , A. B., Lawyer, Frankfort.
William Mullendore, A. B., Mini ster, Franklin.
James Buchanan Pearcy, Ph. B., Principal High School, And!'rson.
Mary Paddock, A. B., Correspondent,
Tacoma. "ash .
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Julia Moores Graydon, A. B. (Mrs. Alexander Jameson), Irvington.
J. Newton Jessup, A. B., Minister, Little Rock , Ark.
Henry Thomas Mann, B. S., Farmer, Gilman, III.
Indiana Louisiana Martz, A. B., Teacher, Kokomo.
Tace Clara Belle Meeker, A. B. (Mrs. Charles Stearnes), Sheridan
Drive, Chicago, Ill.
Frank D. Muse, A. B., Minister, Boswell.
John D. Nichols, A. B. (A. M., 1 92; M. D., Indiana Medical
College), Physician, 1005 Broadway, Indianapolis.
Laz Noble, A. B., with Marion Trust Co., Jndianapohs.
Henry Stewart Schell, A. B. (A. M., 1891), Superintendent of
Schools, Clinton.
Alexander Campbell Smither, A. B., Minister, Los Angeles, CaL
Augusta L. Stevenson, A. B., Teacher, Irvington.
Vida C. Tibbott, A. B. (A. M., 1 92), (Mrs. George Cottman),
Irvington.
T. H. Kuhn (A. B., Wabash) , A. f. (Ph. D., 1 93). Minister,
Greenfield.
LASS OF 1891.
Georgia E. Butler, A. B. (Mrs. Perry H. Iifford), 1504 . Pennsylvania St., Indianapolis.
Mary Thorpe Brouse, A. B ., Indianapolis.
Robert P. Collins, A. B., Grocer, Berlin, Pa.
Mark Collins, A. B., Minister, hester, England.
Eugene J. Davis, A. B. (A. 1., 1 94; M. D., Ind. Med. College),
PhysiCian, 1541 ollege Ave. , Indianapolis.
Charles L. DeHaas, A. B., Lawyer, Lemcke Bldg., Irvington.
William P. Hay, B. S. (1\1. S. , 1 92), Professor of atural History,
Howard University, Washington, D. C.
Robert Hall, A. B. (A. M., 1 93); Ph. D., 1 95; B. D., Harvard',
1897; A. M., Harvard, 1 9 ). Teacher, Irvi ngton.
Eva M. Jeffries, A. B., Teacher of Music, Irvington.
Elizabeth D. Layman, A. B. (Mrs. H. . Schell), Clinton.
W. G. McColley, A. B., Minister, Cairo, III.
H. W. McKane, A. B., Minister, 110 Bleeker St .. Newark, N. J.
Perry T. Martin, A. B., finister, Crawfordsvill .
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Emerson W. Matthews, A. B., Professor of Greek and Latin,
Eureka College, Eureka, Ill .
•
Jesse H. Mavity, A. B., Secretary Tin Plate Co., Atlanta.
Ray D. Meeker, B. S., Lawyer, Sullivan, Ill.
Grace L. Murry, A. B., Teacher, Riverside, Cal.
Frances M. P erry, A. B. (A. M., 1894), Instructor in English in
Wellesley College, Wellesley, Mass.
Luther E . Selle rs, A. B., Minister, Terre Haute.
CLASS OF 1892.
Bowen C. Bowell, A. B. (M. D.), Physician, Laporte.
John M. Brevoo r t, A. B., Farmer, Vincennes.
Reed Carr, A. B., Merchant (Died Mar ch 20, 1899), Leipsig.
William F. Cla rke, A. B. (A. M., 1894; Ph. D., 1896), Principal
High School, Clinton.
Robert Franklin Davidson, A. B. (A. M., 1892; LL. B., Indiana
Law School , 1896), Lawye r (Lemcke B ldg.), Park Ave.,
Indianapolis.
Thomas Aaron Hall, A. B. (A. M., 1893), Minister, Oxford.
Gertrude John son, A. B. (Mr s. Otis Greene), 2116 Central Ave.,
Indianapolis.
W. Frank Lacy, A. B., Grain Merchant, Noblesville.
Alfred Laute r , A. B., with H. Lauter & Co., Indianapolis.
L ectania May Newcomb, A. B. (Mrs. John Shepard Wright) , 423
N. Capitol Ave., In dianapoli s.
Samuel H. Shank, A. B., Deputy Cle rk Superior Court, Room 2,
Irviugton.
William Snodg rass, A. B., Farmer, Cyclone.
Bertha Thormyer, A. B., Fellow in German, University of Chicago, Chicago, Ill.
Avery A. Williams, A. B. (D ied January 17, 1894) , Wabash.
De Motte Wilson, A. B., Teacher, Irvington.
CLASS OF 1893.
Stella Braden, A. B., Teacher of Music, Irvington.
Jesse Lincoln Brady, A. B., Grain Dealer, Renssalaer.
Harry Seymour Brown, B. S. (LL. B., Indiana Law School, 1896),
Lawyer, 1117 Prospect St., Indianapolis .
•
Evelyn Mitchell Butler, A. B., Teacher, Anderson.

•
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Edward Harry liflord , A. B., Freight Clerk, L. E. & W . R. R. ,
816 N. West St., Indianapolis.
Julia Fish, A. B., 36 The Blacherne, Indianapolis.
WiJI David Howe, A. B. (A. B. , Harvard, 1 95; A. M., Harvard,
1 97; Ph. D., Harvard, 1 99), Professor English Language
and Literature, Butler College, Irvington.
Frank F. Hummel , B. S., State Agent, MacMillan & Co., 123 W.
21st St., Indianapolis.
Lona Louise Iden , A. B. (Mrs. W. F. Lacy). oblesvi1le.
Daniel Wonderlich Layman , B. S. (M. D., 1 9 ), Physician, ew
York ity.
John Minni ck , B. " Teacher, V. ashington, D. .
Mary Eola Thomas, A. B., Riverside, al.
Luther Addison Thompson, B..,
cher, Acton.
Bertha Beile Ward , A. B. , Stenographer, 721 . ew Jersey St.,
I nd ianapolis.
Frank Ford Williams, B. S., Superintendent Paper Company,
Wahash.
LA S OF 1 94.
harles Elswo rth Baker, A. B., Ity lerk , edalia, Mo.
; Ph. D., 1 97), Minister,
John Wilb rt Barn tt, A. B. (A. M., 1
1337 S. High t., olumbus, Ohio.
Edwin Wallace Brick rt, A. B. , Minister, uilivan, 1lI.
G org Green Bru r , A. B. ( . 1., 1 95), l\Iinist r. tellton, Pa.
Ro e Elliott, . B., Teacher, 1646 orneil Ave. , Indlanapoli .
Mary Bemis Galvin , . B. (Mrs. R. F. Davidson). Indianapolis.
lara Mae Go . . B. , Teach r , Irvington.
Gorge Elmer Hi ks, . B. ( . M., 1 95), Minister, Macy.
Emma Claire Johnson , A. B. , Irvington.
Isabella Aur Iia 100r , A. B. ( Mrs. \\ i1l1s f\11er). 2322 . New
J rsey St. , Indianapolis.
Ora fay Murry, . B. (Mrs. George Hodges), Olathe, Kan.
harl s Albert RII y, A. B. ( . M., 1 95; Ph. D. , 1 97), Minister,
Moline, Mich.
Chari s Augustus t vens , . B. ( . M., 1 95; Ph. D., 1 97),
Minister, Ft. Dodg , Ia.

•
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Anna Charlotte Stover, A. B. (A. M., 1895), Sec. Y. W. C. A., Williamsport, Pa .
Edith Daisy SUI·bey, A. B., Teacher, 609 E. South St., Indianapolis.
Myrtle Van Sickle, A. B. (Mrs. Chas. M. Reagan) , 28th St.,
Indianapolis.
CLASS OF 1895.
Mary Edna Arnold (A. B., niversity of Illinois), A. M. , Ph. D.,
.
1896 (Died Jan. 2, 1898), Souders, Ill.
May Brayton, A. B. (Mrs. A. A. Johnson), City of Mexico, Mex.
Nelson Dewey Brayton, A. B., House Physician, ew York Skin
and Cancer Hospital, 2d Ave. , New York.
Harriet ell Brevoort, A. B., Columbus.
Edward Augustus Brown, A. B. (M. D., Indiana Medical, 1898),
Physician, 1128 Broadway, Indianapolis.
Edgar Thomas Forsyth, A. B., Teacher, Irvington.
Georgia Noble Galvin, A. B ., N. Meridian St., Indianapolis.
Eva Lou Goodykoontz, A. B., Teacher of Music, 539 Tremont Ave.,
Indianapolis.
Dora Greene, A. B. (Mrs. R. G. Morgan), 2416 N. Illinois St.,
Indianapolis.
Dora Collins Hadley, A. B. (Mrs. E. H. Clifford), 816 . West
St., Indianapolis.
Harry Leonard Henderson , A. B., Chaplain and State Agent, Indiana State Prison , Michigan City.
George Wilson Hoke, A. B., Teacher, Wauwatosa, Wis.
Arthur Albert Johnson, A. B., Civil Engineer, City of Mexico,
Mex.
Mary Louisa Lepper, A. B., Teacher, Mt. Carroll, III.
Laura Mace, A. B. (M. D., Indiana Medical, 1898), (Mrs. Robert
F. Hester) , Kingman.
Rose MacNeal, A. B. (Ph. M., University of Chicago, 1897),
Teacher, Indianapolis.
Bertha Negley, A. B., Teacher, Indianapolis.
Grace May Reeves, A. B. (Mrs. John Little Morris) , Columbus.
Laura Evelyn Rupp, A. B., Teacher, College Ave. , Indianapolis.

•

•
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Charles Burr Taylor, A. B. (A. M., 1896; M. D., 1899), Physician,
Nassau, Iowa.
CLASS OF 1896.
Retta Valeria Barnhill, A. B., Assistant Librarian, Butler College,
Irvington.
John Scot Butler, A. B., with American Lumber and Mining Co.,
E l Oro, Estado de Mexico, Mexico.
Arthur Bliss Carpenter, A. B., Bookkeeper, Wabash.
Edward William ClaM<, A. B., Journalist, 155 . Meridian St.,
Indianapolis.
Robert Woodward Clymer, A. B., Minister, Scranton, Pa.
Charles Wingate Culbertson, A. B., Brazil.
Charles Test Dalton, A. B., Reporter, Indianapolis.
John Quincy Davis, A. B., PhysicIan, Indianapolis.
Mary Coburn Fletcher, A. B., Proctorsville, Vt.
Henry Frederick Frigge, A. B., Minister, Louisville, Ky.
Franklin Drake Hobson, A. B., Kokomo, Pa.
Pearl Jeffries, A. B., Teacher, Irvington.
Earl Thayer Ludlow, A. B., Dairy Farmer, Denver, Colo.
Katharine Moore, A. B. (Mrs. harles Kingsbury), Irvington.
William Elmer Payne, A. B., Minister, West Lebanon, Ind.
William Eugarde Phillips, A. B., Medical Student, Battle Creek,
Mich.
Etta Lamb Thompson, A. B., Muncie.
Agnes Thormyer, A. B., Teacher, Irvington.
George Gould Wright, A. B., Real Estate Agent, Monroe, Wis.
Charles Richard Yoke, A. B., with American Lumber and Mining
Co., EI Oro, Estado de Mexico, Mexico.
CLASS OF 1897.
Willis Marvin Blount, A. B., Teacher in Pomona College, Clermont, Cal.
Clarence Abram Brady, A. B., Minister, Frankton.
Lulu Belle Brevoort, A. B. (Mrs. Charles S. Baker), Columbus.
Frank Thurman Brown, A. B., Lawyer, 1117 Prospect St., Indianapolis.
Robert Alexander Bull, A. B., Pipe Inspector, E. St. Louis, Ill.
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James Calvin Burkhardt, A. B., Minister, Irvington.
Jesse Lanier Christian, A. B. (A. M., 1899), (M rs. D. C. Brown),
Irvington.
Armstrong Brandon Clarke, A. B., Manufacturer, Vincennes, Ind.
Walter Clemens Clarke, A. B., Lawyer, Indi a napo li s.
Ethel Rou s Curryer, A. B., Clerk State Medical Board of Regi s'
tration and Examination, Indianapolis.
Virgil Byron Ging, A. B., Teacher, Middle Grove, Mo.
Samuel Allen Harke r , A. B., Professor of Mathematics, Butler
College, Irvington .
Carrie Rebecca Howe, A. B., Irvington.
Chloe Frances Hull, A. B., Med ical Student, Indianapolis.
Moddie Jeffries, A. B., Teacher, Irvington.
Walter Scott Kin g, A. B. , Principal High School , Clark's Hill.
George Washington Kn epper , A. B., Merchant, Somerset, Pa.
John Thomas Lister , A. B., Professo r Modern Language, State
Agri cultural College, Greeley, Colo.
Samuel McGaughey, A. B. (M. D., Indiana Medical College),
Physician, Irvington.
Howard Hodges Maxwell, A. B., Teacher, Greenwood.
Frank Clift Olive, A. B., Lawyer, Indianapo li s.
Alonzo Swain Roberts, A. B. , Physician , Irvin gton.
Thomas Roerty Shipp, A. B., R eporter, Indianapolis ews, II"
vington.
Ira Burns Shrade r , A. B., with W. K. Belknapp & Co., Louis·
ville, Ky.
Emma Stradling. A. B., Teacher, Anderson .
•
Nettie Sweeney , A. B. (Mr s. Hugh Th. Miller), Columbus.
Bona Thompson, A. B. (D ied Oct. 12, 1899), Ir vington.
Mabel Harriet Tibbott, A. B., Student of Musi c, Irvington.
Emma Edna Wallace. A. B. , Teacher, 220 E. Tenth St. , Indianapolis.
Percy Barton Williams, A. B., Director Y. M. C. A., Toronto, Can.
CLASS OF 1898.
Virgil Da1rymple, A. B. , Teacher , Alexandria.
Errett McLeod Graham , A. B., Assistant Civil Engineer, Baltimore, Md.

I
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David Rioch, A. B., Missionary, Damoh, Central Province, India.
Ezra Clayton Roberts, A. B., Teacher, Indianapolis.
Anson Harvey Washburn, A. B., Teacher, Charleston, Ill.
CLASS OF 1899.
Cbarles Herbert Bass, A. B., Minister, Abingdon , Ill.
Perry Magnus Byram, A. B., Teacher, Martinsville.
Elizabeth Campbell, A. B., Irvington.
Etbel Elizabeth Cleland, A. B., 1901 N. Capitol Ave., Indianapoli s.
Stanley Roberts Grubb, A. B., Minister, Corydon.
Emily Helming, A. B., Teacher, Atchison, Kan.
Robert Wilson Hobbs, A. B., Reporter, Indianapolis News, 1909 •
New J ersey St., Indianapolis.
Edith Keay , A. B., Teacher, Indianapolis.
Sarah Kingsbury, A. B., Graduate Student niversity of Chicago,
Chicago, Ill.
Bertha Mason, A. B., Asheville, . C.
.
Charles Josepb McGroarty, A. B., Student Indiana Law School ,
Indianapolis.
Elvit Eugene Moorman, . B., Minister, Waveland.
James Henry Stevens, A. B., Minister, Bet Bet, Victoria, Au .
tralia.
William Dowling Van Voorhis (A. B., Hiram, 1 96), A. M.. Ministe r , Akron, Obio.
Albert Luther Ward, A. B. , lIIinister, Rens elaer.
L

OF 1900.

Emily Adams, A. B. , Teacber, Dan\'iIIe.
John Whisl r Atherton , A. B., Tea her. Kokomo.
Elizabeth Anne Butler, . B. , Irvington.
John Raym ond Car r, A. B., Teacher, Wanamaker.
Anna Edgeworth, A. B., Teacher, Irvington .
ora Emrich, A. B., GI'aduate tudent.
n!\'er it , of hicago,
Indianap oli s.
•
Grace Frederick Gookin . A. B .. Graduate tudent, niversity of
Ch icago, Indianapoli .
Ernest Grabam, A. B.. ivil Engineer, Baltimore, Md.
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Mary Charlotte Graham, A. B., Graduate Student, University of
Chicago, Winnipeg, Can.
Mary Charlotte Griggs, A. B. (Mrs. W. D. Van Voorhis), Akron ,
Ohio.
Mabel Gertrud e Hauk, A. B., Graduate Student, University of
Chicago, Indianapolis.
Emsley Wright Johnson, A. B., Traveling Agent, e w Augusta.
Penelope Virginia K e rn, A. B., Teache r , Crother sville.
Blanche Putnam Noel, A. B., Teacher , Indiana polis.
Clara Overhiser, A. B., Teacher , Indianapoli s.
Anson Leroy Portteus, A. B., Lawye r , Marion.
Ethel Boor Roberts, A. B., Irvington.
Esther Fay Shover, A. B., Indiana polis.
Raymond Abne r Smith, A. B., Min iste r, Philadelphia, Pa.
Edwin Elbert Thompson, A. B., Graduate Student, University of
Chicago, Glenn 's Valley.
Shelley Diggs Watts, A. B., with Indi a napoli s News, Irvington.

•
•

•
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HONORARY DEGREES CONFERRED.
• Hon. Oliver P. Morton , LL. D., 1 71.
.Hon. Conrad Baker, LL. D., 1 71.
·Hon. James A. Garfield , LL. D., 1 71.
Prof. Allen R. Benton, LL. D. , 1 71 , Indianapolis. Ind .
• Hon. Horatio C. ewcomb, LL. D., 1 71.
Hon. William M. Franklin, LL. D., 1 71.
·Ovid Butler, LL. D., 1 71.
Hon. Byron K. Elliott, A. i., 1 71 , Dean , Indiana Law School ,
Indianapolis, Ind.
A. C. Shortridge, A. M. , 1 71, I rvington , Ind.
·Hon. Milton B. Hopkins, A. M. , 1 71.
• atharine Merrill, A. M., 1 71, Teache r , Indianapolis, Ind.
Charles E. Hollenbeck, A. M. , 1 71, Publisher, Indianapolis, Ind.
Prof. Eli F. Brown, B. S., 1876; M. S., 1 0, Professor of Anat·
omy and Physiology, meri ca n 1edical College, Indianapolis.
·Prof. J. O. Hopkins, A. M. , 1 76.
·Judge John A. Holman, A. M. , 1 77.
.
Pres. David S. Jordan, Ph. D., 1 77, President L land tanford ,
Jr. , niv rsity , Palo Alto , al.
·Pres. Otis A. Burgess, LL. D., 1 77.
Prof. Melvill e B. Anderson. A. f ., 1 7 , Profes or of English
Literature, Leland tan ford , Jr., niversity.
Prof. Delas kie Mill 1' , Ph. D., 1 79, Physi cian ( pecialist) , hicago, Ill.
Mrs. W. W. Butterfield, B. S., 1 2.
Marion Thras he r, M. D., 1 3,
1arket Street , an Fran isco,
Cal.
J. H. McCullough. A. M. , 1 3, Mini tel', Irvington, al.
Dr. Rufus Blount, A. M.,
Physician, Wabash. Ind.
'D ceased .

•
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Dr. F. Grayston, A. M., 1883, Physician, Huntington, Ind .
• Alvin 1. Hobbs, LL. D., 1885, Minister, Dean Theological Faculty,
Drake University, Des Moines, Iowa.
·Isaac Errett, LL. D., 1886, Editor, Christian Standard, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Pres. A. G. Thomas, LL. D., 1886, President, Burritt Coll ege,
Spencer, Tenn.
Pres. S. R. Crumbaugh, LL. D., 1886, President, South K entu cky
College, Hopkinsville, Ky.
Pres. W. Y. Taylor, A. M., 1886, President, Lagarto College, Lagarto, Tex.
Harriet Nobl e, A. M., 1886, Madi son, Wis.
W. T. Moore, LL. D., 1887, Dean of the Bible College of Missouri
and Editor of the Christian Commonwealth, Columbia, Mo.
Isaac A. Harvey, Ph. D., 1887, Geologi st, Pa.
Milton J. Mallory, A. M., 1887, Superi ntend ent City Schools,
Crown Point, Ind.
Charles Louis Loos, LL. D., 1888, President, Kentucky University, Lexington, Ky.
Hon. Z. T. Sweeney, LL. D., 1889, Colum bus, Ind.
Major Thomas U. R aymond, A. M., 1 90, Vancouver Barracks,
Wash.
J. L. Dickens, LL. D., 1891, President, Texas Female Seminary,
Weatherford, Texas.
Lewis A. Pier, A. M., 1891, Minister, Santa Barbara, Cal.
Dorman S. Kelly, A. M., 1892, Department Natural History, State
Normal School, Emporia, Kan.
Frank O. Morrison, A. B., 1895, Physician, Indianapoli s.
Scot Butler, LL. D., 1896, President Butle r College, Irvington.
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